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A bstract
To provide a general framework for the theory of automatic groups and semigroups, we 
introduce the notion of an automatic semigroup act. This notion gives rise to a variety 
of definitions for automaticity depending on the set chosen as a semigroup act. Namely, 
we obtain the notions of automaticity, Schützenberger automaticity, 71- and £-class auto­
maticity, etc. We discuss the basic properties of automatic semigroup acts. We show that 
if 5  is a semigroup with local right identities, then automaticty of a semigroup act is inde­
pendent of the choice of both the generators of S  and the generators of the semigroup act. 
We also discuss the equality problem of automatic semigroup acts. To give a geometric 
approach, we associate a directed labelled graph to each (S-act and introduce the notion 
of the fellow traveller property in the associated graph. We verify th a t if 5  is a regular 
semigroup with finitely many idempotents, then Schützenberger automaticity is charac­
terized by the fellow traveller property of the Schützenberger graph. We also verify that 
a Schützenberger automatic regular semigroup with finitely many idempotents is finitely 
presented. We end Chapter 3 by proving th a t an inverse free product of Schützenberger 
automatic inverse semigroups is Schützenberger automatic.
In Chapter 4, we first introduce the notion of finite generation and finite presentability 
with respect to a semigroup action. W ith the help of these concepts we give a necessary 
and sufficient condition for a semidirect product of a semilattice by a group to be finitely 
generated and finitely presented as an inverse semigroup. We end Chapter 4 by giving a 
necessary and sufficient condition for the semidirect product of a semilattice by a group 
to be Schützenberger automatic.
Chapter 5 is devoted to the study of HNN extensions of inverse semigroups from finite 
generation and finite presentability point of view. Namely, we give necessary and sufficient 
conditions for finite presentability of Gilbert’s and Yamamura’s HNN extension of inverse 
semigroups. The majority of the results contained in Chapter 5 are the result of a joint 
work with N.D. Gilbert and N. Ruskuc. ix
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C hapter 1 
Introduction
In order to obtain certain properties of (infinite) semigroups or groups quickly and effi­
ciently with the help of computers, encoding them with finitely many pieces of information 
is important. One way of encoding a semigroup or a group is to find generators and rela­
tions between words on the generators tha t describe the semigroup or group in question. 
This, is the subject of the theory of semigroup and group presentations. Another way of 
encoding is in terms of generators and finitely many finite state automata. This approach 
led to the theory of automatic groups and semigroups.
The theory of automatic groups was introduced in the early 1980s by Epstein et al 
[9]. The main aim was to introduce a large class of groups having solvable word problem. 
Automatic groups have many pleasant properties. They are finitely presented, their auto­
maticity does not depend on the choice of the finite generating set, and most importantly 
they are characterized by a geometric property, called the fellow traveller property of their 
Cayley graphs.
T hat the (language theoretic) notion of an automatic group can be naturally extended 
to semigroups was observed by Campbell et al [5] and the study of automatic semigroups 
was initiated. Investigation began into whether properties of automatic groups carry 
over in the case of automatic semigroups [5]. Automatic semigroups have solvable word 
problem. On the other hand, it turned out tha t automatic semigroups behave more wildly 
than automatic groups. Automatic semigroups are not necessarily finitely presented [5, 
Example 4.4], automaticity of semigroups does depend on the choice of generators [5, 
Example 4.5]. Moreover a geometric characterization of automatic semigroups with the 
help of their Cayley graphs does not exists.
The response to the above results was twofold. On one hand alternative notions of 
automaticity have been considered for semig^Dups [34], [19]. On the other hand semigroup
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classes closely related to groups have been considered. For exaihple, regarding automatic 
completely simple semigroups, the group theoretic results generalize. T hat is, automatic 
completely simple semigroups are finitely presented, automaticity does not depend on the 
choice of generators and fellow traveller property of their Cayley graph characterizes them. 
In [12] it is proved that automaticity of monoids does not depend on the choice of the 
generating set.
The main purpose of Chapter 3 is to give a general framework for the theory of auto­
matic semigroups and groups and to extend the known results. In Section 1, we introduce 
the notion of an automatic semigroup act or automatic S'-act for short. Choosing the 
5-act to be a set closely related to the semigroup 5 , we arrive at a wide variety of notions 
of automaticity. If the 5-act is the semigroup 5 , then we obtain the usual notion of au­
tomaticity. By choosing the 5-act to be S /R  or S/C , we introduce the notion of 77.-class 
and £-class automaticity. W ith the assumption tha t 5  is a regular semigroup and the 
5-act is an R-c\ass of 5  we introduce the notion of Schützenberger automaticity. Com­
bining Schützenberger automaticity and 7^-class automaticity we introduce the notion of 
a strongly Schützenberger automatic semigroup. In Section 3, we illustrate these notions 
by giving examples.
In Sections 4 and 5, we discuss basic properties of automatic 5-acts and compare the 
notion of automaticity and Schützenberger automaticity of regular semigroups.
In Section 6, we show tha t if 5  is a semigroup with local right identities, then auto­
maticity of an 5-act is independent of the choice of generators of 5  and also of the choice 
of generators of the 5-act. A consequence of this result is tha t automaticity of a regular 
semigroup is independent of the choice of generators.
In Sections 7-9 we discuss a geometric approach. To each 5-act we associate a directed 
labelled graph and introduce the notion of the fellow traveller property in tha t graph. We 
show that if an 5-act is automatic then the fellow traveller property holds in the associ­
ated graph. In Section 8, we investigate the conditions under which the converse holds. 
Ill particular, we verify that if 5  is a regular semigroup with finitely many idempotent 
elements, then the fellow traveller property of a Schützenberger graph of an 77.-class R  
does characterize Schützenberger automaticity of R. In Section 9, we give an example 
of a semigroup 5  with infinitely many idempotents, in  which there is an V^-class whose 
Schützenberger graph possesses the fellow traveller property but is not Schützenberger 
automatic.
As mentioned above, automatic semigroups and groups have solvable word problem. 
In Section 10, we introduce the equality problem for 5-acts, and show that the equality
problem is solvable in automatic 5-acts.
R'ee products of automatic groups and semigroups are automatic. In Section 11, 
we verify tha t inverse free product of Schützenberger autoihatic inverse semigroups is 
Schützenberger automatic. The proof of this result is based on the description of the 
Schützenberger graphs of the inverse free product of two inverse semigroups given by Jones 
et al [25]. The underlying tool of the results in [25] is Stephen’s procedure for constructing 
Schützenberger graphs with respect to an inverse semigroup presentation [35].
An extensive study of semigroup presentations began in the last decade. One of the 
main areas of research is the study of presentations of semigroup constructions [33], [1], 
[7]. Naturally, the main purpose, is to give a necessary and sufficient condition for the 
semigroup construction to be finitely presented. In the last two chapters we investigate 
two inverse semigroup constructions: one of them is the semidirect product of a semilattice 
by a group; the other is an HNN extension (both in the sense of Gilbert and in the sense 
of Yamamura) of an inverse semigroup.
We begin Chapter 4 by introducing the concept of finite generation and finite pre­
sentability with respect to a semigroup action. W ith the help of these concepts we give a 
necessary and sufficient condition for a semidirect product of a semilattice by a group to 
be finitely generated and to be finitely presented as an inverse semigroup. We end Chapter
4 by giving a necessary and sufficient condition for a semidirect product of a semilattice 
by a group to be Schützenberger automatic.
The construction of an HNN extension was first introduced when Higman, Neumann 
and Neumann studied embeddability questions of groups. The construction was first 
considered for semigroups by Howie [20]. In recent years, two alternative notions for HNN 
extensions of inverse semigroups have been given. One of these is due to Yamam ura, [36], 
the other one to Gilbert [14]. We consider finite presentability of HNN extensions of 
groups and inverse semigroups both in the sense of Gilbert and in the sense of Yamamura. 
Considering Yamamura’s HNN extension we see tha t the group theoretic result generalizes. 
The main result of Chapter 5 is to give a necessary and sufficient condition for Gilbert’s 
HNN extension of an inverse semigroup to be finitely presented. Sections 3-8 of Chapter
5 contain results of a joint work with N.D.Gilbert and N.Ruskuc, and are accepted for 
publication.
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
C hapter 2
P relim inaries
We begin by reviewing three main mathematical subjects under consideration in this 
thesis. These are: semigroup theory, the theory of finite state autom ata and regular 
languages and the theory of automatic groups and semigroups. To give a detailed survey 
on these subjects is beyond the scope of the thesis. Our aim is to introduce the basic 
definitions and results tha t are going to be used in the third chapter. For further details 
in semigroup theory we refer the reader to [22], in the theory of finite autom ata and regular 
languages [28],[21] and in automatic groups and semigroup [9] and [5]. At the beginning 
of each subsequent chapter we give a further brief introduction containing the necessary 
definitions and results to make the chapter self-contained.
2.1 Sem igroups
We summarize some basic definitions and results from semigroup theory we will refer to 
in the thesis.
Basic definitions
A non-empty set S  together with an associative binary operation, usually called mul­
tiplication is called a semigroup. Let T  be a non-empty subset of a semigroup S. We say 
tha t T  is a subsemigroup of 5 , if T  is closed with respect to the multiplication. If 5  is a 
semigroup and A  is a non-empty subset of 5, then the intersection of all subsemigroups 
of S  containing X  is the subsemigroup {X) generated by X .  If {X) ~  S , then we say tha t 
S  is generated by X .
Let X  be a non-empty set. Let A + denote the set of all finite words { x i . . .  where 
Xi G A  for all 1 < i <  n. The integer 1 <  n^s the length |w| of the word (æ i. . .  Xn). The
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set A + can be equipped with the following associative operation, called concatenation:
(^ 1  • • • ^n){,yi • • • 2 /m ) “  (^ 1  • • • ^nVl • • • 2 /m )-
The semigroup obtained is called the free semigroup on X .  We recall [33, proposition 1.1].
P roposition  2.1.1. L e tX  be a non-empty set and S  be a semigroup. Then every mapping 
/  : A  —> 5  extends uniquely to a homomorphism <p : A"^ —> 5. I f  S  is generated by X ,  
then (f is surjective.
Let 5  be a semigroup generated by A  C 5. Let (p : A + —^ S  denote the homomorphism 
extending the identity map l : X  S. For any two words u ,v  E A"^, we write u = v, if n 
and V are identical as words, and we write u = v, if u  and v represent the same element 
of 5, that is, if u(p = vtp.
Let 5  be a semigroup. We say tha t 1 6 5  is an identity element, if Is  =  s i  =  s holds 
for all s E S. It is easy to see tha t a semigroup can have at most one identity element. If 
a semigroup S  contains an identity element, then we call S  a monoid. If S  does not have 
an identity element, then a monoid can be formed from S  in the following way. We choose 
a symbol 1 ^ 5  and define Is  =  s i  =  s for all s G 5  and define 11 =  1. The monoid 
obtained is denoted by S^.
Let 5  be a semigroup with at leeist two elements. We say that 0 G 5  is a zero element, 
if Os =  sO =  0 holds for all s E S. A  semigroup S  can have at most one zero element. If S  
does not have a zero element, then a semigroup w ith . zero element can be obtained in the 
following way. We choose a symbol 0 ^ 5  and define Os =  sO =  0 for all s G 5  and define 
00 — 0. The semigroup obtained is denoted by 5°.
We say tha t e G 5  is an idempotent, if ee =  e. The set of idempotents of S  will be 
denoted by E{S).
Let 5  be a semigroup and R  be a relation on S. We say that R  is left (right) compatible 
with the multiplication, if whenever s , t  E S  are such tha t s R  t, then for all a E S, 
as R  at, {sa R  ta) holds. We say tha t R  is compatible with the multiplication, if whenever 
si,S2,U,^2 G S  are such tha t si R  ti  and sg R  t^ hold, then sisg R  holds. A left 
(right) compatible equivalence relation is called a left (right) congruence, and a compatible 
equivalence relation is called a congruence on S.
Before we give examples for a left and a right congruence on a semigroup S, we 
introduce the following notions. Let A be a non-empty subset of a semigroup S. We 
say that A is a left (right) ideal in S, if for all s G 5  and a G A, sa E A, {as E A) holds. 
If A is a left and a right ideal in S, then we say tha t A is an ideal in S. If A is an ideal
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of S  so tha t A C S, then say tha t 5  is a proper ideal of 3. We say tha t S  is simple, if 
it has no proper ideals. If a € 5, then the smallest left (right) ideal of S  containing a is 
S^a — {sa I s G 5^} {aS^ — {as | s G 5^}), which we call the principal left (right) ideal 
generated by a. The smallest ideal containing a is S^aS^ = [sat j s , t  E 5^}, which we call 
the principal ideal generated by a.
Let 5  be a semigroup. We define the following equivalence relations on S. For all 
s , t  E S, we define s £  £, if and only if s and t generate the same principal left ideal, that 
is, if and only if S^s = SH. Similarly, for all s ,t  E S, we define s R t ,  if and only if s and 
t  generate the same principal right ideal, tha t is, if and only if sS^ — tS^. Clearly, £  is 
a right congruence and % is a left congruence on S. It can be easily seen tha t £  and R  
commutes, and so V  = C o R  — R o  C is  the smallest equivalence containing £  and R , We 
denote by 7i the intersection of £  and R . If H  is trivial, then we call S  a combinatorial 
or aperiodic semigroup. We introduce our final equivalence relation. For all s , t  E S, we 
define s J  t, if and only if s and t generate the same principal ideal, tha t is, if and only 
if S^sS^ — S^tS^. We note that 5  is a simple semigroup if and only if ^  =  5 x 5 .  It 
is immediate tha t H  Ç  R ,C  Ç J ,  and so V  <Z J  holds as well. We call the relations 
£, R , R , V , and J  Green’s relations. We denote the £-class [7^ , H, V , J"-class] of an 
element s E S  hy Lg [Rg, H s,D s, Js]- Since T> = C o R  = R o C ,  the D-class of s G 5, can 
be visualized in a convenient way by the egg-box picture:
Ls
R:
The box represents a Z)-class, namely Dg, the rows correspond to R-classes, the columns 
to £-classes, and each cell represents an 77-class.
L em m a 2.1.2. Let S  be a semigroup and e E E {S). Then er — r for all r E Re cmd 
le = I for all I E Lg.
Proof. See [22, Proposition 2,3.3].
W ith the help of left and right translations, a bisection can be given between £-, R -  
and 77-classes of a semigroup contained within a D-class.
L em m a 2.1.3 (G re e n ’s lem m a). Let S  be a semigroup and s , t  E  S  so that s C t. 
Assume that s — at and t — bs. Then the mappings
\ a ‘. Rs Rt\ x i-^ h x  and : Rt Rg] y ^  ay
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are mutually inverse C-class preserving bijections.
Proof. See [22, Lemma 2.2.2].
A subgroup of a semigroup 5  is a subsemigroup, which is a group. W ith the help of 
Green’s lemma the following propositions can be proved.
P ro p o s itio n  2.1.4. The maximal subgroups of a semigroup S  coincide with the 'H-classes 
of S  which contain an idempotent. Each subgroup of S  is contained in an 7i-class of S.
Proof. See [22, Corollary 2.2.6].
P ro p o sitio n  2.1.5. Let S  be a semigroup, and s , t  E S  such that s T> t. Then st E RgCLt 
i f  and only i f  Ls H Rt contains an idempotent.
Proof. See [22, Proposition 2.3.7].
We illustrate Proposition 2.1.5 with the help of the egg-box picture:
Lt Lg
Rt
•st •s
•t ■e
R eg u la r sem igroups
Throughout the thesis we shall be interested in regular semigroups. We first generalize 
the group theoretic notion of an inverse. Let 5  be a semigroup. We say tha t s E S  is 
regular, if there exists x E S  so tha t s — sxs. We say that x is an inverse of s, if s =  sxs  
and X — xsx  hold. I t can be easily seen, tha t if s G 5  is regular and s =  sxs, then 
s' =  xsx  is an inverse of s. Thus, we may deduce that s G 5  is regular if and only if s 
has an inverse. An element can have more than one inverse. The set of all inverses of an 
element will be denoted by V{s).  We call S  a regular semigroup, if every element of S  is 
regular. Note tha t if s' E V{s),  then ss ',s 's  E E{S)  and ss' R  s C s's. Thus in a regular 
semigroup, every C- and %-class contains an idempotent. Also we have
P ro p o s itio n  2.1.6. I f  s  E S  is regular, then every element of Dg is regular.
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Proof. See [22, Proposition 2.3.1].
Let s E S , where 5  is a regular semigroup. The locations of the idempotents in Dg 
determines the location of inverses of s. Namely, we have
P ro p o s itio n  2.1.7. Let S  be regular semigroup and s  E S. Then
(1 ) For all s' E V ( s ) ,  we have s  T> s ' .
(2) For all s' E V(s), we have ss' E RgO Lg/ and s's E Lgf )  Rgi.
(3) I f  e , f  E E{S)  and e TZ s C f , then there exists s' E V{s) such that ss' — e and
s's =  / .
(4) No H-class contains more than one inverse of s.
Proof. See [22, Theorem 2.3.4].
We illustrate the results of the above proposition with the help of the egg-box picture:
La Ra' R f Le
R'.
•a •aa'
■a'a •a' R■f
•a ‘6
•/ •a'
The Green’s relations in a regular semigroup can be described in the following way:
P roposition  2.1.8. Let S  be a regular semigroup and s , t  E S. Then
(1) s C t,' i f  and only i f  s's = t 't  for some s' G V(s), t' E V{t),
(2) s IZ t, i f  and only i f  ss' =  tt' fo r some s' E y (s ) , t' E V{t).
(3) s R  t, i f  and only i f  s's = t't and ss' = tt' for some s' E U(s), t' E V{t).
Proof. See [22, Proposition 2.4.1].
Let 5  be a regular semigroup and s , t  E S.  To determine an inverse of st in terms of 
inverses of s and t, we need to introduce the notion of a sandwich set.
D efin ition  2.1.9. Let 5  be a regular semigroup. The sandwich set of e , /  G E{S)  is the 
non-empty set
3{e , f )  — {h E E{S)  I h = he = f h ,  e h f  = ef } .
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P ro p o s itio n  2.1.10. Let S  he a regular semigroup, s , t  E S. Let s' E U(s), t' E V{t) and 
h E S{s 's ,tt ') . Then t 'h s 'E V{s t ) .
Proof. See [22, Theorem 2.5.4].
W ith the help of Proposition 2.1.5, the following proposition can be verified.
P ro p o s itio n  2.1.11. Let S  be a regular semigroup, e E E{S) and consider G — He^ Let 
s ,t  E Re such that s TL t. Then Gs = Gt hold.
We give a brief summary on certain regular semigroup classes tha t will appear in the 
thesis.
We say that 5  is a completely regular semigroup, if every 77-class in 5  is a group. A 
completely regular simple semigroup is called a completely simple semigroup. It can be 
verified, that if 5  is a completely simple semigroup, then eSe is a group for all e E E{S).  
Completely simple semigroups play an important role in the description of the structure 
of completely regular semigroups. Namely, if 5  is a completely regular semigroup, then 
S / J  is a semilattice, and each J-class is a completely simple subsemigroup of S. In other 
words, each completely regular semigroup is a semilattice of completely simple semigroups. 
The Rees-Sushkevich Theorem, which we now introduce, describes the structure of com­
pletely simple semigroups, and so a finer picture can be obtained from completely regular 
semigroups.
P ro p o s itio n  2.1.12 (R ees-S ushkev ich ). Let G be a group, A and I  non-empty sets. 
Let P  =  {pxi) be a A X  I  matrix with entries in G. Let S  =  I  X  G x  A, and define a 
multiplication on S  by
ih9,>^){3,h,fi) =  { i ,gpxjh, f j ) .
Then S  is a completely simple semigroup. Conversely, every completely simple semigroup 
is isomorphic to a semigroup constructed in this way.
Proof. See [22, Theorem 3.3.1].
The semigroup I  x  G x  A  with the given multiplication is denoted by M[ G, I , A]P]  and 
is called a Rees m atrix semigroup over G.
In a regular semigroup an element can have more than one inverse. We say tha t S  is an 
in verse  sem igroup, if every element has exactly one inverse. The inverse of an element s  is 
denoted by s~^. It can be easily seen tha t if S  is an inverse semigroup and s , t  E S,  then 
(s t) - l  =  (g -^ )-i =  s hold.
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P ro p o s itio n  2.1.13. Let S  be a semigroup. Then the following are equivalent.
(1) S  is an inverse semigroup.
(2) S  is regular and E{S)  forms a semilattice.
(3) Every R -  and C-class contains exactly one idempotent.
Proof. See [22, Theorem 5.5.1].
There is a natural partial order defined on inverse semigroups, which possesses pleasant 
properties. Let S  be an inverse semigroup and s , t  G S. We say tha t s < t if and only 
if s — et for some e G E{S).  It can be easily seen, tha t s < t if and only if <  t~^. 
Furthermore, if si <  t i  and S2 < 2^* then siS2 <
2.2 R egu lar languages and fin ite  sta te  au to m a ta
We will often refer to a finite non-empty set A as an alphabet. We may wish to adjoin an 
element A to A+, called the empty-word, to form the free monoid A*. The length of the 
empty-word will be defined to be 0. A subset of L Ç A* will be called a language over A. 
If L  and K  are languages over A, then L n K ,  L O  K , L \ K ,  L K  — {uv \ u E  L, v E K} ,  
L* = {A} U L U L L  U L L L  U . . .  and L'^ = L U  LL  U L L L  U . . .  are also languages over A. 
We often write L K  instead of L U  K.
A  deterministic finite state automaton is a quintuple A  =  (S, A ,/i,p ,T ), where E is a 
finite non-empty set called the set of states, A is an alphabet, p: E x A —> E is a function, 
called the transition function, p G E is called the initial state, T  Ç E is the set of terminal 
or final states. We extend the transition function to a mapping p* : E x A* —> E as follows:
{ q , X ) ^ q ]  iq,a) fj.{q,a); (g, au;) f-> a), w),
where g G E, a G A, w E A*. We say tha t a word w = a i .. .an over A is recognized 
by the automaton A  if p.*{p,w) E T. The language L{A) recognized (or accepted) by the 
automaton A  is the set of all elements w E A* tha t are recognized by A.
A  deterministic finite state automaton A  — (E, A, p ,p , T) can be visualized as a di­
rected labelled graph, whose vertices are elements of E and there is an arrow from state q 
to state r with label a, if p(g, a) =  r. If u; =  à i . . .  a„ G L{A),  then we say tha t the path
<2-1 0-2 —1 O/fiP  — > — > . . .  — ^ q n - i  — r
is successful.
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A non-deteiministic finite state automaton is a quintuple A  = (E, A, p,p , T), where 
E is a finite non-empty set called the set of states, A is a finite non-empty set called the 
alphabet, p : E x (A U {A}) —» P (E ), where P (E ) denotes the set of all subsets of E , is a 
function, called the transition function, p G E is called the initial state and T  C E. The 
elements of T  are called terminal or final states. To define the language accepted by this 
automaton, we need the following notion. Let u; be a word over A U {A}. The value of 
w is the word obtained from w by deleting all occurrences of A in w. A path in A is a 
sequence Q>I Û-2 —1 Q/jiQO '  ^ Ql  ^ ^ Qn—1  ^ 9 n >
where qi G p(çi_i, a^-i), {1 < i  < n )  and we say tha t a i . . .  is the label of the path. We 
say that w is accepted by A, if there exists a path from the initial state to a final state 
whose label is w or a word with the same value as w. The language L{A) recognized (or 
accepted) by the automaton A  is the set of all elements w E A* tha t are recognized by A. 
Similarly to deterministic finite state automata, non-deterministic finite state automata 
can be visualized as directed labelled graphs.
Let A be an alphabet. A regular expression over A is a special type of word over 
A U {0, }• Namely, 0, A, a, where a E A  are regular expressions. If r, r i , rg are
regular expressions, then so are (r% -f rg), (y'l - f'2 ) and (r)*. Every regular expression 
is formed in this way. Each regular expression r  defines a language L{r).  Namely, we 
define L(0) =  0, L {\)  =  {A},L(a) =  {a}, where a G A. We define L{r\ +  r 2 ) =  L (ri) -|- 
L(?’2 ), L{r\ - r 2 ) =  L{ri)L{r2 ) and L{r*) = {L(r))*, where r , r \ , r 2 are regular expressions. 
A language defined by a regular expression is called a regular language. The first major 
result in autom ata theory is due to Kleene, Rabin and Scott. For the proof, see for example 
Theorem 4.1.2 and Theorem 5.2.1 in [28].
Theorem  2.2.1 (K leene, Rabin, S cott). Let A  be an alphabet and L be a language 
over A. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) L  is recognized by a deterministic finite state automaton.
(2) L  is recognized by a non-deterministic finite state automaton.
(3) L is a regular language.
The following lemma provides a necessary condition for a language to be regular.
Lemma 2.2.2 (Pum ping lem m a). Let L  be an infinite regular language over the al­
phabet A. Then, there exists a positive integer N  such that every word w E L  with length
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greater or equal to N  can be factorized as w = xyz,  where \xy\ <  TV, |p| > 1 and xy'^z G L  
for all n  >  0.
Proof. See [28, Theorem 2.6.1].
Next, we recall Proposition 2.2 in [5].
P ro p o s itio n  2.2.3. Let X  and Y  be finite sets. Then the following hold:
(1) ft, A + and X* are regular languages.
(2) Any finite subset of X* is a regular language.
(3) I f  K  Ç X* and L  Ç.Y* are regular languages, then K O L ,  K  C\L, K  — L, K L , K *
and = {x\  . . .Xn  | X n . . E K )  are regular languages.
(4) I f  K  Ç. X* is a regular language and (p : A"** Y'^' is a semigroup homomorphism,
then Kip is a regular language.
(5) I f  L Q Y *  is a regular language and <p : A + —> Y'^ is a semigroup homomorphism,
then Lip~^ is a regular language.
Before we finish this section, we introduce the following notion of autom ata theory.
D efin ition  2.2.4. Let A  be an alphabet and L be a language over A. Let v E A*. The 
left quotient of L  by v is the language
K  = { w  E A* \ v w  E L}.
Similarly, the right quotient of L  by v is the language
N  = { w  E A* \ w v E  L}.
The following lemma will prove useful.
L em m a 2.2.5. Let L be a regular language over the alphabet A  and let v E A*. Then the 
left (right) quotient of L by v is also a regular language.
Proof. See [28, Proposition 7.5.5].
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2.3 A u to m a tic  groups and sem igroups
Let X  be a finite set, and let $ be a symbol not contained in X .  Let X(2, $) =  ((X U $) x 
(X U $)) \  {($,$)}. Define fx  : x X* -y X(2,$)* by
( {ai ,bi) , . . {an,bn) i f n - m ,
(Ot\ . . . CLfii b\ . . , bjji)6x — \ , 6x) • • • ^n)($5 ^n+l) • • ■ ($; ^m) if 7Î <C 77i,
^ ( c i i , 6 i )  . . .  (d fn ,)  $ )  . . . {flm $ )  i f  72 772.
We recall [5, Proposition 2.2].
P ro p o sitio n  2.3.1. Let X  be a finite set.
(1) I f  K fL  Q X* are regular languages, then {K  x L)0x is a regular language.
(2) I f U C  (X* X X*)5x  is a regular language, then
{u E X*  I {u,v)ôx  e  U for some t; € X*}
is also a regular language.
We will also make use of [5, Proposition 2.4] and of [5, Proposition 2.3] :
P ro p o s itio n  2.3.2. I f  L is a regular language over X , then {{w,w) \ w  G L}5x is a 
regular language over X {2,$).
P ro p o sitio n  2.3.3. Let L  and K  he regular languages o-yer X(2, $). Then the language 
W  =  {("u, w) G X* X X* ] there exists v G X* such tha t {u,v)6x  G L, {v,w)ôx  G K } 5 x  
is regular.
Let S' be a semigroup. Assume tha t the set X  Ç S' generates S  and let y? : X '^  —>■ S  
denote the homomorphism extending the identity map l : X  S. As introduced, for any 
two words u ,v  E X"^, we write u = v, if u  and v are identical as words, and we write 
u ~  V, if u, and v represent the same element of S', that is, if u(p — vcp.. We say tha t the 
word problem is solvable in 5 , if an algorithm can be given with the help of which it can 
be decided whether two words over X  represent the same element of S.
D efin ition  2.3.4. Let S' be a semigroup generated by a finite set X . Let L be a regular 
language over X . We say th a t (X, L) is an automatic structure for S, if the following 
conditions hold:
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(1) L(p = 5 ;
(2) =  { { u , v )  e  L  X L \ u  = v } 0 x  is a regular language;
(2) Lx = { ( u , v )  e  L  X L \ u x  = v } 0 x  is a regular language for all x  E X .
If S  has an automatic structure (X, L), then we say tha t S  is an a u tom atic  sem igroup. 
We say tha t (X, L) is an a u tom atic  stru ctu re  w ith  uniqueness for S, if whenever u ,v  E L 
are such tha t u = v , then u = v  holds.
Considering groups as semigroups, we obtain the notion of an automatic group.
D efin ition  2.3.5. Let G be a group generated a finite set X  as a semigroup. Let L  be 
a regular language over X . We say tha t (X, L) is an automatic structure for G, if the 
following conditions hold:
(1) L(f =  G;
(2) L= ~  { { u , v )  E L X L \ u  = v } 5 x  is a regular language;
(2) Lx — { { u , v )  E L X L \ u x  — v } 5 x  is a regular language for all x  E X .
If G has an automatic structure (X, L), then we say tha t G is an au to m a tic  group. We 
say tha t (X ,L) is an au tom atic  stru ctu re  w ith  uniqueness  for G, if whenever u ,v  E L  are 
such th a t u  = V, then u  = v  holds.
We now recall [5, Corollary 5.5].
P ro p o s itio n  2.3.6. I f  S  is an automatic semigroup (group), then there exists an auto­
matic structure with uniqueness.
Automatic groups can be described with the help of a geometric property of their 
Cayley graphs. First, we summarize some basic notions concerning the Cayley graph of a 
group.
Let G be a group generated by a set X . We assume that X  is closed under taking 
inverses. The right Cayley graph F =  Fx(G ) of G is a directed labelled graph, whose 
vertices are elements of G, and there is an arrow from g to h with label x  precisely when 
h = gx. Clearly, there is an arrow from g to h with label x  precisely when there is an 
arrow from h to g with label x~^.  We define a directed path between two vertices g and h 
of r  to be a sequence of edges:
æi X'2 _ Xn Ig  —  go  ^ 9 l  ^ 92 ' ' ' 9n—l  ^ 9n  —  h
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and say tha t the length o f the path is n. Clearly F is a connected graph, and there exists a 
directed path between any two vertices of F. Let g ,h  E G. We define the distance dr{g, h) 
between g and h  to be the length of the shortest path connecting g and h. Before we 
define the fellow traveller property, we introduce the following notation. l î u  = x \ . . . X m  
and t > l ,  then we let
x i . . . x t  if t  <  m,rifi) '— 1 4. \' x i . .  .Xm i i t > m .
D efin ition  2.3.7. Let G be a group generated by a finite set X .  Let L be a regular 
language over X  and assume tha t Lip =  G. We say tha t the Cayley graph F =  F%(G) 
possesses the fellow traveller property with respect to L, if there exists a constant k E N, 
such that whenever u ,v  E L  are such tha t dr{u,v) < 1, then di'{u{t),v{t)) < k  for all 
t > 1.
The following result yields a powerful tool in proving results about automatic groups.
P ro p o sitio n  2.3.8. Let G be a group. Then G is automatic i f  and only i f  the fellow 
traveller property holds in the Cayley graph of G with respect to some regular language L.
Proof. See [9, Theorem 2.3.5].
We recall the following nice properties of automatic groups.
P ro p o s itio n  2.3.9. Let G be an automatic group and assume that (X, L) forms an au­
tomatic structure for G. Then the following hold:
(1) I f  Y  also generates G as a semigroup, then there exists a regular language K  over 
Y  such that (T, K ) forms an automatic structure for G .
(2) The group G is finitely presented.
(3) The word problem is solvable in quadratic time.
Proof. See [9, Theorem 2.4.1, Theorem 2.3.12, Theorem 2.3.10].
Next, we discuss some of the basic properties of automatic semigroups. Let 6^  be a 
group generated by a set X . The (right) Cayley graph Tx{S)  =  F of /S is a directed 
labelled graph, whose vertices are elements of S,  and there is an arrow from s to t  with 
label X precisely when s = tx.  Certain subgraphs, called Schützenberger graphs of the 
Cayley graph of S  will play an im portant role in the thesis. Let R  be an 7?.-class of S.  
The Schützenberger graph of R  is the Cayley graph of S  restricted to R. In other words,
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the vertices of the Schützenberger graph of R  are elements of R, and there is an arrow
from s to (Ï, (s, t E R)  with label æ, if s =  tx.
The aim of giving a geometric characterization of automatic semigroups with the help 
of the Cayley graph raises a few question. First of all the Cayley graph of a semigroup 
is not necessarily connected. Even, if two vertices s and t are in the same connected 
component, then there does not necessarily exists a directed path between them. These 
considerations lead to the decision to ignore the direction of the edges in the Cayley graph 
of S. A  path between two vertices s and i of F is a sequence of edges:
s -  So —^ — Si S2 . . . Sn-l — — Sn = t
such tha t either (sj, Xi, s^+i) or (si+i, X{, Si) is an arrow in the Cayley graph of S, and say 
that the length o f the path is n. For any two vertices s and t we define the distance dp(s,t) 
between s and t to be the length of the shortest path connecting s and t  and say tha t the
distance is infinite if s and t  belong to different components of F.
D efin ition  2.3.10. Let S' be a semigroup generated by a finite set X .  Let F be the
Cayley graph of S with respect to X .  Let L be a regular language over X  and assume 
tha t Lip ~  S. We say th a t F possesses the fellow traveller property with respect to L, if 
there exists a constant k E N, such tha t whenever u ,v  E L  are such tha t dr{u,v) < 1, 
then dY{u{t),v(t)) < k for all t > l .
Proposition 3.12 of [5] tells us:
P ro p o s itio n  2.3.11. Let S  be an automatic semigroup. Then the fellow traveller property 
holds in the Cayley graph of S  with respect to some regular language L.
The converse of Proposition 2.3.11 does not necessarily hold. The fellow traveller prop­
erty holds in any semigroup with a zero element. To be more precise, if 6' is a semigroup 
with a zero element, then the distance between any two vertices in the Cayley graph of S  
is less then or equal to two. Thus, to demonstrate that the converse of Proposition 2.3.11 
does not hold, one needs to take a semigroup with zero tha t is not automatic. Such a 
semigroup can be formed by adjoining a zero element to a group tha t is not automatic.
Automatic semigroups behave more wildly than automatic grdups. An example is 
given in [5, Example 4.4] for a semigroup tha t is automatic but not finitely presented. 
Another example [5, Example 4.5] shows tha t a semigroup can be automatic with respect 
to one generating.set, but not automatic with respect to another one. On the other hand, 
if we consider monoids, then automaticity is independent of the choice of the generators
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[12]. Also, if we consider semigroup classes tha t are somehow related to groups, such as 
consider completely simple semigroups, then the group theoretic results generalize [4].
P ro p o sitio n  2.3.12. Let S  be an automatic semigroup generated by the set X .  Then the 
word problem is solvable in quadratic time.
Proof. See [5, Corollary 3.7].
Consider the alphabet X  — {x \ ,X 2 , . . .  ,Xn-\^Xn]  and choose an ordering x \  < X2 <
. . .  <  Xn-i < Xn- Let u ,v  E  X ^. We define u < v if and only if u  is shorter then v, or they 
have the same length, and u  comes before v in the lexicographical order. This ordering is 
called the shortlex order on X* .^
P ro p o sitio n  2.3.13. Let (X, L) be an automatic structure for a semigroup S. Let < 
denote the shortlex order on X"^. Then the language
. K  = {u \ if {u, v) E  then u < u}
is regular.
Proof. See [5, Proposition 5.4].
The following proposition will also prove useful.
P ro p o s itio n  2.3.14. Let (X, L) be an automatic structure for a semigroup S  and let 
XV E  X"*". Then Lw =  {(n, u) \ u ,v  E  L ,uw  = is a regular language.
Proof. See [5, Proposition 3.2].
The notion of a padded product of regular languages is introduced in [10]:
D efin ition  2.3.15. Let X  be an alphabet and let M, N  be regular languages over (X* x 
X*)6x- The padded product of M  and N  is the language
M q N  — {{uiU2 ,viV2 ) I {u i,v i)6x  6 M, {u2 ,V2 )ôx e  N }6x-
Theorem 3.3 of [10] gives a sufficient condition on the padded product of regular languages 
to be regular.
P ro p o s itio n  2.3.16. Let X  be an alphabet and let M ,N  be regular languages over (X* x 
X*)6x- I f  there exists a constant c such that for any two words u ,v  E X* the following 
property holds:
{u,v)5x  G M  then ||ri[ — |u]| <  c, 
then the padded product M  Q N  is a regular language.
C hapter 3
A u tom atic  sem igroup acts
3.1 D efin ition s
Finite state automata are easy to handle computationally. Therefore, some recent research 
has aimed at encoding algebraic structures in terms of finite state automata. However, 
there are different ways to define what it means for an algebraic structure to be automatic. 
Epstein et al. developed a theory of automatic groups, Campbell et al. realized tha t the 
notion of an automatic group can be naturally extended to semigroups and investigated 
to what extent the theory of automatic groups can be generalized to semigroups. It 
turned out tha t automatic semigroups do not have as nice properties as automatic groups, 
which led researchers to modify the definition of an automatic semigroup, see for example 
[19].[34].
We mention tha t Khoussainov and Nerode represent another viewpoint of defining an 
algebraic structure automatic [26]. Automatic groups (semigroups) in the sense of Epstein 
et al. (Campbell et al), viewed as unary structures -  where the unary operations are 
multiplication by the generators on the right -  are automatic in the sense of Khoussainov 
and Nerode.
Our aim in this chapter is to give a general framework for the theory of automatic 
semigroups introduced by Cambell et al and to extend the known results. To achieve 
this goal we are going to define automaticity of a very simple structure, called an S- 
act. One of the reasons we are going to work with 5-acts is tha t semigroups and groups 
can be naturally considered as 5-acts and 5-acts proved to be a useful tool in studying 
semigroups. On the other hand, certain sets -  for example an TZ- or an £-class -  can be 
associated with a semigroup 5 , which can be viewed as a 5-acts. This will allow us to 
introduce other notions of automaticity, for example Schützenberger automaticity, 7^-class 
automaticity.
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Throughout this chapter S  will denote a semigroup, X  a generating set for S. We 
assume tha t X  Ç. S  and denote by ip : X ^  S  the homomorphism extending the identity 
map L : X  S.
Let S  = {X) be a semigroup and A be a non-empty set. A right action (left action) of 
S  on A  is a function /  : A x 5  —> A; (u, a) a.s such tha t {a.s).t = a.{st) {{a.s).t =  a.(ts)) 
holds for all s , t  E  S, and we say th a t A  is a right S-act (left S-act). We say tha t A is an 
S-act, if it is either a left or a right 5-act. Although it might seem a little unorthodox to 
write left actions on the right, we will do so. The main reason for this is tha t we stick to 
the rule in this chapter tha t a product siS2 - - - Sn, {si E  S, 1 < i  < n )  is read from left to 
right. If we would write left actions of 5  on A on the left, then considering (siS2 • • • Sn)-a 
would make us read SiS2 .. .Sn from right to left.
The subset Aq =  {oi, U2 , . . . ,  On» • • •} of A is said to generate the S-act A, if
[ J  Gj.S = A.
a,j Gj4q
If Aq can be chosen to be a finite set, then we say tha t the 5-act A is finitely generated. If 
Aq can be chosen to be a one element set, then we say that the 5-act A is cyclic. Clearly, 
if Ao generates the 5-act A, then it might happen that there exists s , t  E S  so tha t s ^  t 
and ai.s — aj.t for some %, E  Aq. To generalize the notion and basic properties (for 
example uniqueness of an automatic structure) of an automatic group or semigroup, we 
would like to use only as many elements of 5  as are necessary to generate the 5-act A. 
The following straightforward lemma is a crucial observation tha t will lead to the defintion 
of an automatic 5-act.
L em m a 3.1.1. Let A  he an S-act. Then Aq generates A  i f  and only i f  there exist subsets 
T \ , T . . .  ,T n , . -. of S  such that
I t E Tj}  = A.
flj G Aq CLj G Ao
If there exist regular languages L i, L2 , . . . ,  L n , . . .  over X  such tha t Lj(p — 3}, then we 
say that A is regularly generated by Aq and {Li ,L 2 , . . . ,  . . .}, and use the notation
A =  [ J  aj.Ljip = {aj.lip | I E  Lj}.
d j  GAq
Following semigroup and group theoretical conventions, we will also write ai.u =  Oj.v and 
ai.(u • æ) =  aj.v, {u,v) E  Li x  Lj instead of Oi.mp = aj.vcp and ai.(u \ x)ip — cbj-vip, since
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the context will always make it clear over which alphabet the regular languages are being 
taken, and what the homomorphism from the set of all words over tha t alphabet to S  is.
Before we give the definition of an automatic 5-act A, we give examples for right and 
left 5-acts.
E xam ple  3.1.2. Let 5  be a semigroup and ^ a right congruence on 5. Define /  : 5 / ^ x 5  —> 
5/^; (s^, t) t-y (st)^. Since ^ is a right congruence, /  is a well defined function, and clearly 
defines a right action of 5  on the factor set 5/^.
E xam p le  3.1.3. Let 5  be a semigroup and ^ a left congruence on 5. Define /  : 5 /^  x 5  —>
5/^; t—)- (ts)^. Since ^ is a left congruence, /  is a well defined function, and clearly
defines a left action of 5  on the factor set 5/^ .
E x am p le  3.1.4. Any semigroup 5  can be considered as a right 5-act, where the action is 
right multiplication, tha t is /  : 5 x  5  —> 5, (s, t) i—^ s-L For convenience, when considering 
a semigroup 5  as a right 5-act, we write s • t  instead of s.t.
E xam p le  3.1.5. Let 5  be a semigroup. Adjoin a zero element 0 to 5  and extend multi­
plication of 5  to 5® =  5  U {0} in the usual way; sO =  Os =  0 for all s G 5  and 0 - 0  =  0. 
Let T  be a subset of 5  with the condition tha t if
t ■ (sisg) G r ,  where t e T  and si, S2 G 5, then t • si G T. (3.1)
Let T^ = T  U {0}. Then one can naturally consider as a right 5^-act by defining 
/ : T ° x 5 ° - ^ T ° a s :
s if ts e  T, 
otherwise.
To verify that (t • si) ’ S2 = t • (s% - S2 ) indeed holds for all s i ,S 2 G 5, we consider the 
following two cases:
(i) If t • Si ^  T, then t • si =  0 and it follows tha t (t - si) - S2 =  0 - S2  =  0 for all S2 G 5. 
On the other hand, by condition (3.1), t • (S1 S2 ) ^  T, hence t  • (s%S2 ) =  0, proving 
tha t t • (S1 S2 ) =  {t • si) • S2 .
(ii) If t • Si G T, then (t • si) • S2 =  t • (si • «2 ) is immediate.
Our final example is a special case of the last example. This im portant subcase is the 
basis of the definition of a Schützenberger automatic regular semigroup.
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E xam ple  3.1.6. Let 5  be a semigroup and adjoin a zero element 0 to 5  as in Example 
3.1.5. Let R  he a, 7^-class of 5. We verify that R  fulfills (3.1), hence a right action of 
on R^ can be defined as in Example 3.1.5. Let r G R, s i, S2 G 5 , such tha t r  • (S1 S2 ) G R.. 
Then ?' 7Z rsiS 2 and by the definition of 71, there exists t 6 S  such that r  =  rsiS2 • t, that 
is r — rsi  • 8 2 t. On the other hand r s i  =  r  • si, verifying tha t r 71 rsi.
Next we introduce the notion of an automatic 5-act A.
D efin ition  3.1.7. Let 5  be a semigroup generated by a finite set X .  Let A  be an 5-act 
and Ao =  {ai, 0 2 , . . . ,  a„} be a finite subset of A. Let L i, L 2 , . . . ,  be regular languages 
over X .  We say tha t { X ,L \ , . . .  ,Ln) forms an automatic structure for A  with respect to 
the generating set A q, if the following conditions hold:
(1) A is regularly generated by Aq and { L \ , . . . ,  L n } ,  tha t is:
n  
J = 1
(2) L(^ai,aj)= = {(%,^) G Li X Lj I ai.u =  aj.v}ôx is a regular language for all {ai,aj) G 
Aq X Aq;
(3) L(^ ai,aj)a: — {('^>^) G Li X Lj I ai.{u • x) = aj.v}6x  is a regular language for all
(ai,aj) G Ao X Ao and x  E X .
If an 5-act A has an automatic structure {X, L%, . . . ,  L„) with respect to the generating set 
Ao, then we say tha t A is automatic with respect to the generating set Ao. An automatic 
structure (X, L \ , . . . ,  Ln) with respect to the generating set Ao of an 5-act A is said to be
with uniqueness, if for all ai,aj E Ao, a,i.u = aj.v, {{u,v) G Li x  Lj)  implies a{ = aj and
u = v.
The following two lemmas will prove useful. Both of the lemmas and their proofs are 
based on [5, Proposition 3.1.].
Lemma 3.1.8. Let (X, L i, L 2 , . . . ,  L„) he an automatic structure for the S-act A  with 
respect to the generating set A q ~  {ai, «2? • • •, <^ n}- Let b E  A  and x  E  X .  Then for each 
h (1 ^   ^ < ^)> language {w E  Li \ ai.{w  ^x) — b} is regular.
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Proof. Since IJj=i ^j'Ljip  =  A, there exists -  and hence we can fix -  a language 
and u e  Lk such tha t ak-u ~  b\ Choose a language Li. It might happen tha t {w G 
Li I ai.{w • æ) =  6} =  0, in which case it is a regular language by definition. Assume that 
(w G Li I ai.{w > x) = b, X e  X }  0 and let v G X +. Then (v ,u)ôx  E L^ai,ak)x if and 
only if u  G L i  and ai.{v • x) — a^.u. By Propositions 2.2.3 and 2.3.1, the language
K  =  {(rü,n) I w G Li, ai.{w • x) =  b}Sx =  L^ auak)o> {(^ ,^ ) I ^ G 
is regular. Making use of Proposition 2.3.1, we obtain that
{u; G X~^ I (iü,u)(5x G K  for some v G X"*"} =  {w G X""" | {w,u)ôx  G K }
= {w e  Li \ ai.{w • æ) =  6}
is a regular language. □
Similarly we can prove the following:
L em m a 3.1.9. Let (X, L i, L 2 , . . . ,  L„) be an automatic structure for the S-act A  with 
respect to the generating set A q — {ui, 0 ,2 , . . .  ,an) and let b E A. Then for each i, (1 <
% < n), the set {w E Li | ai.w =  6} is regular.
Now we claim that the definition of an automatic 5-act is indeed a generalization of 
the notion of an automatic semigroup. As in Example 3.1.4, when considering a semigroup 
5  as a right 5-act, we assume tha t the action is right multiplication and we write s - t 
instead of s.t.
P ro p o s itio n  3.1.10. A semigroup 5  generated by a finite set X  is automatic i f  and only 
i f  it is automatic as a right S-act with respect to the generating set X .
Proof. (=>) Assume tha t (X, L) forms an automatic structure for 5 , where X  =
{cci,. . . ,  æ„}. Then Lip = 5  and the languages L= and L^ {x E X )  are regular. By
Lemma 2.2.5, for each j,  {1 < j  < n), the language
Lj =  {w G X + I XjW E L}
is regular. We assume tha t none of the languages Lj {1 < j  < n) are empty. We clearly 
have that n
 ^ J Xj ‘ Ljip — Lip —' 5,
■ "  '..'I..;,.. .. .  ''W ay
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and hence S  is regularly generated by X  and L i , . . . ,  Ln- We claim tha t (X, L i , . . . ,  L„) 
is an automatic structure for the right 5-act 5  with respect to the generating set X . By 
definition,
^  Li X Lj \ x i - u  = Xj • v]5x
— {(u,u)5x G X(2, $) I {xi,Xj){u,v)5x  G L=},
and so it is a regular language by Lemma 2.2.5. Similarly,
=  { ( U , V )  e  L i  X L j  \ X i - U ‘ X : =  X j  ■ v}5x
— {(îi,u)(^x G X(2,$) I {xi,Xj){u,v)5x  G Lx}
is a regular language by Lemma 2.2.5.
(<=) Conversely, assume that (X, L i , . . . ,  L„) is an automatic structure for the right 5- 
act 5  with respect to the generating set X . Then Uy=i ^j'Ljq^ = 5  and so K  — ^ jL j  
is a regular language for which K<p = S. We show tha t (X ,X ) is an automatic structure 
for 5. By definition,
K= =  {(%, v) \ u ,v  e  K , u = u}(5x
=  {(-a ,  u )  I u  =  X i k ,  V =  X j l ,  { k ,  I)  E  L i  x  L j ,  X i k  =  X j l } S x
— [_J {^ii^j)L(xi,Xj)=:i
which is a finite union of regular languages, and hence is regular. Similarly, for each x  E  X ,  
the language
Kx — \ u ,v  E  K, u - X = v}ôx
=  { ( t i j 'y )  I u =  X i k ,  V =  X j l ,  { k , l )  E  L i  X L j ,  X i k x  ~  X j l } ô x
— [J i^ii^j)L{xi,Xj)xl<i,j<n
is regular, since it is a finite union of regular languages. □
For monoids the following proposition holds.
P ro p o s itio n  3.1.11. A monoid M  is automatic i f  and only i f  it is automatic as a right 
M-act with respect to the generating set {!}.
Proof. T hat {1} is a generating set for the M -act M  is immediate, since 1 • M  =  M. 
The lemma now follows from the definitions. □
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3.2 S ch ützen b erger a u tom atic  regular sem igroups
It was proved in [8], tha t free inverse semigroups are not automatic. On the other hand, 
free inverse semigroups have solvable word problem [22], [27]. These facts motivate us 
to introduce a new definition of automaticity for regular semigroups, namely th a t of a 
Schützenberger automatic regular semigroup. We formulate the new notion in the frame­
work of automatic 5-acts, where the 5-acts are T^-classes of the semigroup. In the next 
section, we show tha t free inverse semigroups are Schützenberger automatic.
Being Schützenberger automatic means tha t the regular semigroup satisfies a collection 
of local properties. As indicated above these local properties are defined on the %-classes 
of the regular semigroup. By introducing 7^-class automaticity in terms of left actions of 
5, we connect the T^-classes of 5. Finally, combining the definition of Schützenberger au­
tomaticity and 7^-class automaticity, we introduce the notion of a strongly Schützenberger 
automatic regular semigroup.
Throughout this chapter 5  will denote a semigroup, X  a generating set for 5. We 
assume tha t X  C S  and denote by (p : X"*" 5  the homomorphism extending the identity
map i '. X  S.
Before we give the definition of a Schützenberger automatic regular semigroup, we turn 
our attention to the right 5'^-act given in Example 3.1.6.
P roposition  3.2.1. Let S  be a regular semigroup generated by a finite set X ,  and let R  
be an IZ-class of 5 . Then the following are equivalent:
(51) There exists a regular language L  over X® =  X  U {0} such that (X^,L) forms 
an automatic structure for the right S^-act RP with respect to some one element 
generating set {s}.
(52) There exists a regular language K  over X  and an element s E R  such that the 
following conditions hold:
(i) s • Kip ~  R;
(ii) K= — {(Ti, u) \ u ,v  E K, s ' u = s ‘ u}5x is a regular language;
(Hi) Kx ~  {(ii, v) \ u ,v  E K,  s • (lA • rc) =  s • is a regular language for all x  E X .
(53) There exists a regular language N  over X  such that the following conditions hold:
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(ii) N -  =  {(u,v) \ u ,v  E N, u  = is a regular language;
(Hi) Nx = {(u,v) \ u ,v  E  N, u ' X = v}ôx is a regular language for all x  E  X .
Proof. (51) => (52) Assume tha t (X^,L) is an automatic structure for the right 5®-
act BP with respect to the generating set {s}. Then s • Lip = R^. By Lemma 3.1.9, 
L' — {I E L  I a ' Z =  0} is a regular language, hence K  — L — V  is also a regular language 
and 8 - Kip — R. It is also obvious tha t
K ~  =  {(-a, u) \ u ,v  E K, s  -u  = s • v}8x
=  L =  — {('Uj'y) I 7A, u G L '} ô x
=  L= -  ( ^  X L')(^x,
and so K= is a regular language. To show tha t Kx  is a regular language, note that
Kx = Lx — {L' X L')ôx — { ( u ,  v) E  L X L'\ s - {u ' x) = s ' v}6x-
Let K ' = {u E  L \ s ' {u - x) = 0}. By Lemma 3.1.8, L"  is a regular language. It follows 
that {(u,u) G L X L'l s • (u • x) =  s • v}5x — {L" x  L ')ôx  is also a regular language, and
hence we may deduce that Kx  is a regular language.
(52) =4- (53) Assume tha t there exists a regular language K  over X  such tha t con­
ditions (À) — (m ) of (52) hold. Let w be a word over X  representing s. Then we have 
R  = s • Kip — {wK)ip. Define N  = w K .  It is obvious that X  is a regular language and 
that Nip — R. Moreover
N — = {(w, v) \ u ,v  E N, u = v]0x
= {('u,u) I u = wki, V =  wk2 , wki = wk2 }ôx 
— {{u,v) I u = wki, V  = wk2, s ' ki = s - k2}6x 
~ {w ,w )ô xK = ,
hence is a regular language. Similarly we obtain that
Kx — {(iA,u) \ u ,v  E  N, U 'X  = v}Sx = {w,w)5xKx
is a regular language for all x G X.
(53) => (51) Assume that there exists a regular language N  over X  such tha t condi­
tions (i) — {Hi) of (53) hold. Adjoin a zero element 0 to 5  and extend multiplication in 
the usual way. Define a right action of on as before:
r ’ s l i r s  E  R,(r,s) 0 otherwise.
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Let e be an idempotent element of R. Such an element of R  exists, since 5  is a regular
semigroup. Consider the regular language L = N U  {0}. Recall tha t e is a left identity in
its 7^-class. Then e • Lip = e • {N U {0})y =  R^. Since Nip = R, we obtain tha t
L= =  {(tA, v) \ u ,v  e  L, e - u  = 6' v}Sx
= {(îA, v) \ u ,v  e  N, u — v}Sx  U {(0,0)}
=  N = U { ( 0 , 0 ) } .
Similarly, if x € X  then
Læ =  {(lA, u) \ u ,v  E L, e ■ u - X = e • u}(5x =  Nx U {(0,0)}, 
and we have that
Lq = {{u,v) \ u ,v  E L, e ' u - 0 = e ' v}5x = (0,0)
which verifies tha t (X*^,L) is indeed an automatic structure for the right 5°-act R? with 
respect to the generating set {e}. □
We note that in the proof of Proposition 3.2.1 the assumption tha t 5  is a regular 
semigroup was only used to deduce that the %-class R  contains an idempotent element. 
Hence, Proposition 3.2.1 can be rephrased for all such T^-classes of an arbitrary semigroup 
tha t contains an idempotent. On the other hand, if we assume tha t 5  is a semigroup 
in which every 77.-class contains an idempotent, then we have tha t S  has to be a regular 
semigroup.
We introduce now the definition of a Schützenberger automatic regular semigroup S.
D efin ition  3.2.2. Let 5  be a regular semigroup generated by a finite set X , and L be a 
regular language over X . Let R  be an %-class of S. We say that (X, L) is a Schützenberger 
automatic structure for R, if the following conditions are satisfied;
(i) Lip = R\
(ii) L= =  {(u,u) \ u , v  E L, u = is a regular language;
(iii) Lx = {{u,v) \ u ,v  E L, ia • x =  f  is a regular language for all x E X .
If an 77.-class R  has a Schützenberger automatic structure (X, L), then we say tha t R  is 
Schützenberger automatic. A Schützenberger automatic structure (X, L) of an %-class R  
is said to be with uniqueness, if u v {u,v E L) implies u = v. Define a regular semigroup 
S  to be Schützenberger automatic, if all of its %-classes are Schützenberger automatic.
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Although Proposition 3.2.1 provides three different descriptions of a Schützenberger 
automatic regular semigroup, we will usually work with (52) and (53). Clearly conditions 
of (53) seem to be the easiest to check. On the other hand, the advantage of (52) is that 
if k E K i  then for every prefix k of k, s - k E Rs, Si property tha t is not necessarily true 
when considering description (53). T hat is if n  G A  and n  is a prefix of n, then usually 
n ^  R.
The next proposition tells us, tha t the notion of a Schützenberger automatic regular 
semigroup is in fact a generalization of the notion of an automatic group.
P ro p o sitio n  3.2.3. Let G be a group. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) G is automatic.
(2) The nght G-act G is automatic.
(3) G is Schützenberger automatic.
Proof. (1) <=> (2) See Proposition 3.1.10.
(1) 4^ (3) Follows from the fact tha t if G is a group then 71 — G x  G. □
Schützenberger automaticity of a regular semigroup 5  is a collection of local properties. 
To link the 7^-classes of 5  we define 7^-class automaticity in terms of left 5 -actions on the 
partially ordered set S/TZ.
First we need to define a left action of a semigroup 5  on S/7Z. Let
/ :  5 /7^  X 5  5/7^; (jRf,s) 3^ ^^ .
Since R is a left congruence on 5 , /  clearly defines a left 5-act.
For our purposes, we will define 77,-class automaticity of a semigroup 5  when 5  is a 
monoid.
D efin ition  3.2.4. Let 5  be a monoid generated by a finite X .  Let L be a regular language 
over X .  We say that {X ,L) is an 7Z-class automatic structure for S/7Z, if (X, L) is an 
automatic structure for the left 5-act S/7Z with respect to the generating set Ri.  That is,
(1) Ri ■ Lip — S/7Z\
(2) =  {(17,7;) I iA,i; G L, R\.u  — R i.v}6x  is a regular language;
(3) Lx =  {(ii, 1») I 17, i; G L, R i.{u -x )  = R i.v}5x  is a regular language for all x  G X.
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Combining the notions of Schützenberger automaticity and %-class automaticity we 
introduce the notion of a strongly Schützenberger automatic regular semigroup.
D efinition  3.2,5. We say that a regular semigroup is strongly Schützenberger automatic, 
if it is Schützenberger automatic, and 7^-class automatic.
3.3 E xam p les
In this section we give several examples for automatic 5-acts. Throughout this section 5  
will denote a semigroup, X  a  finite generating set for 5. For the sake of simplicity we 
assume tha t X  C S  and denote by y  : X + —^ 5  the homomorphism extending the identity 
map i : X  —r S.
P roposition  3.3.1. Let A  be a finite 3 -act so that the action f  : A x  S  A  is surjective. 
Then A  is automatic.
Proof. Let A  =  { « i , . . . ,  and for each G A,  fix an element ti E S  and an 
element b{ E  A  such tha t ai = bi.ti. Since /  is a surjective map, such elements exist. 
Let T  — { i j , . . .  ,tn}. For each G T  fix a word Wi over X  for which y  =  ti and let 
Li — {wi}. Clearly A  is regularly generated by L i , . . . ,  and {6i , . . . ,  On the other 
hand the languages and G X )  are finite, and hence they are regular,
proving tha t A  is indeed automatic. □
Corollary 3.3.2. Let S  be a monoid such that S/7Z is finite. Then 5  is Ti-class automatic.
Proof. The left action /  : S/Tl x 5  -4 S/Tl is clearly surjective. Hence if S/TZ is finite, 
then S/TZ is an automatic left 5-action by Proposition 3.3.1, proving tha t 5  is indeed 
%-class automatic. □
C orollary 3.3.3. Let R  he a finite TZ-class of a regular semigroup S. Then R  is Schützen­
berger automatic.
Proof. If i? is a finite %-class of 5, then the right 5^-act R'^ is finite, moreover the 
right action f  : RP x  S^ RP is surjective. Hence by Proposition 3.3.1, the right 5^-act 
R^ is automatic. Making use of Proposition 3.2.1 we obtain that R  is Schützenberger 
automatic. □
We have the following immediate consequence of Corollary 3.3.3:
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C oro lla ry  3.3.4. Let S  be a regular semigroup whose TZ-classes are finite. Then S  is 
Schützenberger automatic.
Combining Corollaries 3.3.2 and 3.3.3 we obtain:
C oro lla ry  3.3.5. Let S  be a finite regular semigroup. Then S  is strongly Schützenberger 
automatic.
Next, we give two examples for infinite automatic 5-acts.
E xam ple  3.3.6. Let A  be the double infinite chain with an identity adjoined on top:
. . .  <  e_i <  eo <  6i < . . ,  <  1.
Let G = {g) be the infinite cyclic group. Let n ,k  and define a right action of G on A
in the following way:
y : A X G A; (e^, ^  — ^n+ki (1,3^) ^  1*5  ^ =  1
We claim tha t the right G-act A is automatic. (We note th a t the defined action can be 
considered as a left action of G on A as well and it can be verified that the left G-act A 
is automatic.)
Let X  = {g,g~^}i Aq =  {eo,l}, Lq = g-  ^ U (^-^)+ U {gg~^} and Li = {g}. By 
definition =  CQ.g' ,^ n  G  Z, thus A is regularly generated by A q  and the regular languages 
Lq,Li.  Clearly we have tha t the languages L(eo,i)^,L(eo^i)^, L(i^eo)=> ^(i.eo)^ G X )  are 
empty, and hence they are regular. Moreover we have that
=  {{UiV)  G  L i  X  L i  j 1 . 1 7  =  l . u } ( ^ x  =  ( p , g ) ;
=  { ( u , v )  e L i x L i l  l . ( i 7  • x)  =  l . v j ô x  =  (9 , 9 );
L{eo,eo)= =  { ( ^ > ' ^ )  G  L o  X  L o  I C q.U  =  CQ.vjÔx
=  {9,9)'^^X  U  {9~^,9~^)'^^x  U  {99~^,99'^^)ôx;
^ ( e o . e o ) g  =  { ( ^ , t , )  G  L o  X  L o  I e o . ( l 7  ' p )  =  G o  ' v } 6 x
u ( g - \ ^ ) ( $ , r ^ ) u ( p , p ) ( p - \ $ )
L{eo,eo)^-i  =  { ( ^ , ^ )  G  L o  X  L o  I e Q . ( i 7  ■ 9~'^) =  e o  • v } 5 x  
=  U  {9i9) {9^9Ÿ ^x { 9 A )
U  ( F , ^ ) ( $ , g " ^ )  C  ( g , g " ^ ) ( g " \ $ ) .
These languages are regular, and hence we obtain tha t {X ,L q ,L i)  forms an automatic 
structure with respect to the generating set A q  for A. □
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Exam ple 3.3.7. Let B  he the infinite antichain
•• • J 6—ij eg, )•• • •
Adjoin an identity 1 on top and a zero 0 on bottom, tha t is for each 6i E B,  0 < <  1
holds. Let A  denote the lattice obtained. Let G =  (g) be the infinite cyclic group. Let 
n ,k  e ’L  and define a right action of G on A  in the following way:
/  : A X G A; ^  ^n+k‘i ^  1; (0, ^  0.
We claim tha t the right G-act A is automatic. (We note tha t the defined action can be 
considered as a left action of G on A as well and it can be verified tha t the left G-act A 
is automatic.)
Let X  =  A) =  {eo ,l,0} , Lo = g+U  (g - ')+  U {gg~^}, L ,  = = {g}.
By definition, = &o-9^  ^ n  E Z, thus A is regularly generated by Aq and the regular 
languages L q ,L \ ,L 2 . Let
(a, b) E {(1,0), (0 ,1), (eg, 1), (1, eg), (eg, 0), (0, eg)}.
Clearly, the languages , (^(,,6).^  G X )  are empty, and hence they
are regular. Moreover we have that
=  {(^t,i;) e  Li X Li I l .u  = l . v jô x  = (9 , 9 );
= { ( u , v )  G Li X Li I 1 .( 1 7  • x) =  l . v jô x  =  (g,p);
for all X  G X. Similarly
-^ (0,0)= =  {(^^,1;) G 1/2 X L 2 I 0.17 =  O.ujJx =  {9 , 9 ):
^ ( 0 , 0 ) .  =  { (% ,'* ;)  G  Z/2 X L 2  I 0 .(1 7  < x )  =  0 .u } (5x  =  ( 5 , 5 ) ;
for all X  G  X. Also we have that
L(eo,eo)= = {(^,^) G Lg X Lg I eg.17 =  eg.u}^x
=  {9,9)'^^X U i9~^i9~^)^^X  U {99~^,99'^^)Sx;
^{eo,eo)g = G Lg X Lg I 6g.(l7 ' p) =  eg - vjÔx
u  (p " \g )($ ,p "^ ) u  (g ,a )(g " \$ )
L{eo,eo)g-i =  {(^,^) G Lg X Lg I 6g.(l7 • C?“ )^ =  eg • vjÔx 
=  ( r \p -^ )+ (^ x ($ ,p -^ )  u  (p,p)(p,p)+6x(g,$) 
u  (g,g)($,g"^) u  (g ,g"^ ) (^" \$ )
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These languages are regular, and hence we obtain tha t (X, Lg, Li, I/2 ) forms an automatic 
structure with respect to the generating set Ag for A. □
Exam ple 3.3.8. The bicyclic monoid is strongly Schützenberger automatic.
To verify this, consider the bicyclic monoid given by the monoid presentation B  ~  
(P> Q \ PQ — I)- We let X  =  {p,q} and denote by <p : X"^ - 4  S  the homomorphism extend­
ing the identity map i : X  —> 5. Each element s E B  can be written as s =  , { i , j  E N),
moreover q^p^ 7Z q^p^  if and only if « =  n. To show tha t B  is 7^-class automatic, consider 
the regular language K  — q~^  O qp. Clearly Ri.K(p = B/TZ. On the other hand
K= = { (1 7 ,u )  E K  X K  \ Ri.u — Ri.vjôx = {(17 ,17) I 17 E K } 5xi
Kp ~  {(u,v) E K  X  K  \ R i .u  • p ~  R i .v jô x  =  (g,g)"^<^x(g,$) u  {qp,qp)5xi
Kq = { (1 7 ,u )  E K  X K  \ Ri.u ■ q =  Ri.vjôx  =  ( g , g ) '* ' ( ^ x ( $ , g )  u  ( g p , g ) 6x ,
and so (X ,/<") indeed forms an automatic structure for the left H-act B/7Z.
To show tha t B  is Schützenberger automatic, consider an arbitrary %-class R  of B. 
Assume that q^ pP E R. As we have noted above, any element of R  is of the form q^p^, k E 
N. Let L = q^p*. Clearly Lip =  R  and we have that
L =  =  {(17, u )  E L X  L \ u  = v } 5 x  = { (17 ,17 ) I 17 E L } 6x ,
Lp  =  { (1 7 ,u) e  L  X L 1 17 - p  =  v } 5 x  =  { q y q Y 5 x { p , p T à x { ^ i P ) i
Lq =  { (1 7 ,u) E L x  L \ u ^ q  =  v } 5 x  =  (g,g)*<^x(p,p)*<^x(p,$),
proving that (X, L) is a Schützenberger automatic structure for R. Since R  was an arbi­
trary 7^-class of B,  it follows tha t B  is Schützenberger automatic. □
Exam ple 3.3.9. Polycyclic monoids are strongly Schützenberger automatic.
The polycyclic monoid on n  generators (n >  2) is given by the presentation 
Pn  =  ( p i , . . .  , P T i , p r \ . . .  ,Pn^ I PiVT^ =  =  0 for i  f  j ) .
Consider the generating set X  =  {0, l , p i , . . .  jPnîPï*^, • • • ,Pn^} fo^ Denote by p  : 
X+ - 4  Pn the homomorphism extending the identity map 7 : X  - 4  To make notation 
convenient, we let T  =  {p i , . . .  ,Pn} and =  {p{"\ . . .  ,Pn^}- Every non-zero element of 
Pn can be uniquely written as u~^v, where u ,v  E . Moreover u~^v 1Z x~^y, (17, v , x ,y  E
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Y'^) if and only if u  and x  are identitcal words ([27', Chapter 9.3]). To show tha t Pn 
is 77.-class automatic, we consider the regular language K  — {0,1} U ( y - i ) + .  Clearly 
R\.Kip ~  Pn/TZ- On the other hand, we have that
K -  ~  {(liju) E K  X K  \ R \ .u  — R i .v jô x  = {{u,u) j u E K } ô x  — K i,
Kq = { ( i7 ,u )  E K  X JT I jRi.1t • 0 =  R i .v jô x  = (0,0) U (1,0) U ((y~^)*^ x  {0})<5x,
and hence they are regular languages. To show tha t Kp. and are regular,languages 
for all 1 <  i < n, we make the following observations. By Lemma 2.2.5, the language
Mi = [u E (y"^)"^ I u = p f^w }
is regular, and so by Proposition 2.2.3, the language
= (y-i)+ \
is also regular. By Proposition 2.3.2, the language A = {(it, it)]it E (y~^)*}<ix is regular. 
Using the above introduced notation, we obtain tha t
Npi = {(^ 7, v) E K  X K  \ R i .u  ■ Pi = R \.v}ôx  = {Ni x {0})6% U A{pf^, $) U (0,0) U (1,1) 
and
Np-i = {(t7,u) E K  x K  \ R i .u -p r ^  = Ri-v}ôx = A{$,p~^) U (0,0) U (l,pT^)
are regular languages. Hence, we may deduce that is indeed 7^-class automatic.
Next, we show that Pn is Schützenberger automatic. Clearly the T^-class of 0 is 
Schützenberger automatic. Consider an 77.-class jR ^  jRq of Pn and assume tha t u~^v E R, 
where u ,v  E Y~^. As we mentioned before, every element of R  is of the form u~^w, where 
w e Y*. Consider the regular language L — it“ ^y*. Clearly L p  = R, moreover
L= =  {(u, w) E  L X L  \ V ~  w}Sx = {(u, u) j v E L}6x  = L\,
L q = {{v,w) E L X L  \ V ' 0 = w}ôx  =  0
To prove tha t Lp. and L^-i are regular languages for all 1 < i <  n, we make the following
observations. By Lemma 2.2.5, the language
. M j  =  {u G Y~^ I V =  wpj}
is regular, and so by Proposition 2.2.3, the language
N i=  \ J  M ,
j —l j ^ j
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is also regular. By Proposition 2.3.2, the language B  = {(u,i;)|u G Y*}ôx  is regular. 
Using the above introduced notation, we obtain that
Lpi -  e L x  L \ v ‘Pi = w}ôx  =  (u~^,u~'^)ôxB{$,pi)
Lp-i =  {(u, w) e  L x  L \ v  -pyi =  U (u~^Ni x  {0})<5x,
proving that (X, L) is a Schützenberger automatic structure for R. It follows tha t B  is 
Schützenberger automatic. □
P ro p o s itio n  3.3.10. Let X  be a non-empty finite se t Then the following hold:
(1) The free band and the free semilattice on X  are strongly Schützenberger automatic.
(2) The free completely simple semigroup on X  is strongly Schützenberger automatic.
(S) The free inverse semigroup on X  is Schützenberger automatic.
Proof. (1) It is known that if a band or a semilattice B  is finitely generated then it is
finite. The assertion hence follows from Corollary 3.3.5.
(2) We first describe the free completely simple semigroup on X. Fix z  E X  and let 
Y  =  {pxy I x ,y  E X  \  {z}}. Let Z  = X  C Y .  Consider the free group FG{Z)  and denote 
its identity element by 1. For all x G X  let pzx = Pxz = and consider the X  x X-matrix 
P  with {x,y) entry pxy. Then the free completely simple semigroup on X  is isomorphic 
to the Rees matrix semigroup C S x  = M { X ,F G { Z ) ,X ]  P). Since X  is finite, C S x  has 
finitely many ^-classes, and hence is %-class automatic by Corollary 3.3.4. In Section 9, 
we will verify tha t a completely simple semigroup is Schützenberger automatic if and orily 
if all of its maximal subgroups are automatic. Clearly the maximal subgroups of C S x  
are isomorphic to the free group FG(Z), which is known to be automatic, and hence the 
assertion follows.
(3) It is known tha t the 7?.-classes of the free inverse semigroup F IS { X )  are finite, and 
hence by Corollary 3.3.4, F IS { X )  is indeed Schützenberger automatic. □
3.4 B asic  p rop erties
One naturally expects automatic 5-acts to bear certain properties: for example, having 
automatic structures with uniqueness, invariance under the change of generators of 5  and
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of the 5-act A, etc. In this section we discuss the concept of an automatic structure 
with uniqueness and the invariance of 7^-classes being Schützenberger automatic within 
a Declass. Finally, in preparation for the fifth section (discussion of automaticity being 
invariant under the change of generators), we introduce three technical lemmas. Through­
out this section 5  will denote a semigroup, X  a finite generating set for 5. We assume 
tha t X  C S  and denote by p  : X '^  —> 5  the homomorphism extending the identity map 
7 : X  -4 5. We begin this section with the following observation.
L em m a 3.4.1. Let A  he an S-act regularly generated by L \ , . .. ,Ln Q X"^ and A q. Assume 
that L(^ai,aj)=i G Ag <3 regular language. Then L{^ a,j,ai)= a regular language.
Proof. Let A  ~  (S,X(2,$) , / i ,p ,  F ) be a finite state automaton accepting the lan­
guage Consider the automaton 13 = (E,X(2,$) , / ï ,p ,  F ), where fi(q,{x,y)) =
^(g, {ViX)). Since {u,v) G ^^id only if (v,u) G it is clear, tha t B is the
automaton accepting L(^aj,ai)=- O
A u to m a tic  s tru c tu re  w ith  un iqueness
We prove in two steps tha t if A is an automatic 5-act, then there exists an automatic 
structure with uniqueness. In the first step we show tha t if A is an automatic 5-act, 
then there exists an automatic structure (X, X i , . . . ,  Km) with respect to a generating set 
B  = { a i , . . . ,  am}, such tha t ai.Kip D a j .K jp  ~  0 for all 1 < i , j  < m, i ^  j .  That 
is, ai.u = aj.v, (u,v) E Ki x  K j  implies a* =  aj. In the second step -  following the 
semigroup and group theoretical approach to the problem, by ordering the alphabet X  
and introducing shortlex order on X+ -  we construct regular languages L i , . . . ,  Lm from 
K i , . . . ,  Xm, such tha t (X, L i , . . . ,  Lm) will form an automatic structure with uniqueness 
for A.
L em m a 3.4.2. Let ( X , L i , . .. ,Ln) be an automatic structure with respect to the genera­
ting set Ag =  { a i , . . . ,  ttn} for the S-act A. Then there exists a subset B  ~  {6i, . . . ,  bm} Ç 
Ag and regular languages X i , . . . ,  Km such that the following hold:
(i) bi.Kip  n  bj.K jp  = 0 for all 1 < i^j < m, i ^  j .
(ii) (X, X i , . . . ,  Xm) is an automatic structure for A  with respect to the generating set 
B.
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Proof. For each i (1 < i <  n  — 1), we let
L i =  y  {i7 G Li j (i7, i;)6x G L(^ai,aj)= for some v  G L j} .
j=i+i
Since L(oj,Oj)= is a regular language for each j  (i +  1 < j  <  n), the languages 
{u G Li I {u,v)ôx  G L(a^,oj)= for some v  G L j }
are regular by Proposition 2.3.1. Thus Li is a regular language, since it is a finite union 
of regular languages. Define for each i {1 < i < n — 1)
Ki — Li Li and let Kin — Ln-
Note that we only kept those elements u of Li for which there exists no generator aj, i < j  
of A  and v G Lj such tha t ai.u = aj.v. By Proposition 2.2.3, X i, X 2 , . . .  ,Kn  are regular 
languages. I t might happen tha t Ki = 0, in which case ai is a surplus generator, since then, 
for all u G Li, there exists v G Lj, i < j ,  such that ai.u = aj.v. Let B  = {ai G Aq \ K i A  0}- 
That ai.Kip n  a j .K jp  = 0, where ai,aj G B, i A  L  1 <  <  n  follows from
the definition of the regular languages X i , . . . , Xm. To give a more detailed reason: the 
equation ai.u — aj.v, where (u,v) G Ki x K j  cannot hold, since if i < j ,  then by the 
definition of Xi, u  should have been removed from Li, and similarly if j  < i ,  then v should 
have been removed from Lj.
To prove tha t an automatic structure for A  is obtained with respect to the generating 
set B, we first verify tha t we did not subtract necessary elements from L i , . . . ,  L^, tha t is 
we show that
y  a j . K j p  =  A.  
aj&B
Let b E A.  Since {X, L i , . . . ,  Ln)  is an automatic structure for A  with respect to the 
generating set Aq, there exists a* G Aq and u E Li such tha t a{.up = b. If u  E Ki, then 
we are finished. If u ^  Ki, then there exists aj E Aq and v E Lj such tha t ai.u = aj.v and 
i < j.  Obviously we can suppose tha t j  is the greatest such index, hence it follows by the 
definition of K j  tha t v E K j,  hence b =  aj.vp  E aj.K jp .
It is immediate tha t for all (%, Uj) G B  x B,
=  { (77, u) G X i X K j  I ai.u =  a j . v j ô x  =  L(^<,oj)= n  (X i x K j ) ô x ,
hence is a regular language. Similarly we obtain tha t for all x G X,
N(ai,aj)o: = G X i X K j  I Oi.(u • x) =  a j . v } 6 x  = L^ ni,aj)o^  O (X i X K j ) ô x ,
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is a regular language. □
We have the following immediate consequence of Lemma 3.4.2.
C orollary 3.4.3. I f  A  is an automatic S-act, then there exists an automatic structure 
{ X ,K \ , . . .  ,Kra) 'isith respect to some generating set B , with the help of which A  can he 
partitioned into m  subsets A \ , . . , ,  Am! that is to say that
m
y  Aj =  A and A* f] Aj = $ for all 1 < i , j  < m, i ÿé j.
3=1
Proof. Let A be an automatic 5-act. Making use of Lemma 3.4.2, we may assume 
tha t { X , K i , . .. ,Km)  is an automatic structure with respect to a generating set B =  
{6i , . . . ,  6m}, such tha t bi.K ipdbj.K jp  = 0 for all I < i , j  < m, i j .  Define A* =  bi.Kip. 
It is immediate tha t Ai O A  j =  0 for all 1 < i , j  <  m, i ^  j .  Furthermore, since 
\JjLi ^ j 'N jp  =  A, we also have tha t U ^ i  -^j = A. O
Before we turn  to the second step, we recall the definition of the shortlex ordering. 
Let X  be an alphabet, and choose an ordering x \  <  xg < . . .  < x^ on X . The shortlex 
ordering < on X + is defined as follows:
V < w u is shorter then w, or they have the same length 
and V comes before w in the lexicographical order.
Proposition  3.4.4. I f  A  is an automatic S-act, then A  has an automatic structure with 
uniqueness.
Proof. Let (X,X%,. . . , Kn) be an automatic structure with respect to the generating 
set Aq =  {(%i,. . .  ,an} for the 5-act A, By Lemma 3.4.2, we may assume tha t ai.Kip  (1 
Oj.Kjp = 0 for all 1 < i , j  < n ,  i A  j- Hence, if ai.u = aj.v, u  G K i,v  G K j,  then ai = aj 
and u ,v  G Ki. To construct an automatic structure (X, L i , . . .  ,Ln) with uniqueness, we 
need to reduce the number of elements of each regular language Ki, (1 <  i <  n) in such 
a way tha t for each a G (ai.K ip)  we have exactly one w E Li Ç. Ki such th a t ai.wp ~  a. 
Define
Li = {w E Ki \ if (w,v) E K^ai,ai)= then w < v in the shortlex order}.
By Proposition 2.3.13, Li is a regular language. Furthermore, we clearly have tha t
n
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If ai.u — aj.v, (u,v) E L{ x  L j,  then as before a* =  aj, u ,v  E Li, and hence by the 
definition of Li, u = v. It follows that
r 0 i f i A j ,(atiOj)= ^ {(i7,n) I 17 G Li}ôx i f i =  j .
Thus L(^ai,aj)= is a regular language for all (%,Uj) E  Aq x  Aq by Proposition 2.3.2. More­
over,
L{ai,aj)x — N(^ai,aj)x (Li X L j )0 x ,  
and hence is a regular language. We may deduce tha t ( X , L i , . . .  ,Ln) is indeed an auto­
matic structure with uniqueness with respect to the generating set A q  for the 5-act A. □
An immediate consequence of Proposition 3.4.4:
Corollary 3.4.5. I f  S  is an TZ-class automatic semigroup, then there exists an TZ-class 
automatic structure for S/TZ with uniqueness.
Also we have:
Corollary 3.4.6. I f  R  is a Schützenberger automatic TZ-class of a regular semigroup S, 
then there exists a Schützenberger automatic structure for R  with uniqueness.
Proof. Let X be a Schützenberger automatic X-class of a regular semigroup 5. Then 
by Proposition 3.2.1, the right S^-act R^ is automatic with respect to some generating 
set {s}, hence there exists an automatic structure (X ,L )  with uniqueness for the right 
5^-act RP with respect to {s}. Following the construction of the regular languages K  
and N  in Proposition 3.2.1, we have tha t K  = L — L ', where L' = {I E  L  \ s > I = 0} 
and N  = w(L — V ) ,  where it» is a word over X  representing s = es. Since (X ,L )  is an 
automatic structure with uniqueness, and AL =  (w,w)5xK=, we obtain tha t
(i7,u) G N= (i7,u) G (w,w)5x(L=  n  (X  X K )ô x)  ^ u  = v,
hence (X, N )  is a Schützenberger automatic structure with uniqueness for R. □
Schützenberger autom atic X -classes in a F-class.
We will focus on Schützenberger automatic X-classes of a regular semigroup 5. To be 
more precise, we show tha t the property of being Schützenberger automatic is invariant 
within a D-class of a regular semigroup 5. Recall tha t if s G 5 , then Rg denotes the 
X-class of s.
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P ro p o s itio n  3.4.7. Let S  he a regular semigroup and R  be a Schiitzenherger automatic 
R-class of S. Let s E. R, r E S  such that s V  r. Then Rr is Schiitzenherger automatic.
Proof. Suppose tha t {X ,L)  is a Schiitzenherger automatic structure for R. Then 
L(p — R  and the languages L ^ ,  L^ {x € X )  are regular. On the other hand, since s T> r,
there exists t  G such tha t s TZ t C r. In particular, we have tha t r ~  k - t  iov some
k G and it follows by Green’s lemma, that we can give an £-class preserving bijection
^ \ R t~ ^  Rr] X k ‘X.
Let w be a word over X  representing fc, and let K  ~  wL. Clearly K  is a regular language. 
We show tha t (X, K )  is a Schiitzenherger automatic structure for Rr'. Since ^ is a bijection 
and Lip = Rt, we obviously have tha t K<p = {wL)(p = k • Lip = Rr. Also,
if wli = wl2 then h  = I2
holds, since if wli = k • l\ip = k ■ Ï2 (p = WZ2 , tha t is if {h^)^  = then l\ip =  Zgy, since
^ is injective. Similarly,
if w lix  = WÏ2 , {x G X )  then l \x  =  I2 .
Thus we obtain that
K — =  {(tt,u) 1 n,u  G ÜT, u —
=  1 u = wli, V  =  WÏ2, { h M  E  L ) ,  wli =  wl2}5x ~  {w,w)5xL=,
is a regular language. Similarly, we obtain that
Kx — {{u^v) I w, u G A", U' X = v}ôx
= I u = wli, V = WÏ2 , E L), wlix = wl2 }Sx = (w ,w)ôxLx
is a regular language for all æ G A. □
T echnical lem m as
We are going to give two lemmas tha t will prove useful later on. First, we generalize 
Proposition 3.2 of [5].
L em m a 3.4.8. Let (A, L i , . . .  ,Ln) he an automatic structure with respect to the genera­
ting set A q for the S-act A. Let w G X~^ and a*, E A q. Then the language
^{ai,ak)w = {(^, E  Li X Lfcl ai.uw = ak.v}Sx
is regular.
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Proof. Let w = x i .. .Xt and fix O i , € Aq. Let L — Lj. Consider the set
n
— U  •j - l
Since ( A ,L i , , . . ,  L„) is an automatic structure wi,th respect to the generating set A q for 
A, K \  is a regular language. We note that
('u,ui)<5x E K \  4=^ G Li X L  and a i .{u -%i) =  aj.vi,
where aj G Aq, vi G L j.
Since K \  is a regular language, the language
Ai =  {ui G L I (n,ui)^x E K i  for some u G Li}
is regular by Proposition 2.3.1. Moreover the set N i  determines the following index set
11 = { j \ l < j < n  there exists v G Lj C\ N i}.
We next define the languages ^ 2 , ^ 2  and the index set I 2 . Then we give a recursive
definition for K i,N i,I i  {1 < I < t) .  Let
^ 2  =  U  ( U
mEli j= l
Since K 2 is a finite union of regular languages it is a regular language. We note that
(vi,V2 )ôx E I<2 (i;i,U2 ) G N i X  L  and a^ .(u i • X2 ) = aj.V2
where m  G Ii, G Lm H N i  and aj G Aq, E Lj.
4=^ there exists u G Li such that ai.{ux 1X2 ) = aj.V2 , where 
aj G j4q, V2 G Lj.
Since K 2 is a regular language, the set
N 2 = {v2 € L \ {vi,V2 )ôx E K 2 for some vi G N i}
forms a regular language by Proposition 2.3.1. We consider the following index set deter­
mined by N 2 '.
12 = { j \ l < j < n  there exists v G Lj  D N 2 }.
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Giving the promised recursive definition for K i,N i,I i ,  {2 < j  < £), we let
n
' — U  (U
m G l i - i  j = l
Clearly Ki is a regular language. We note that
G K i  < = >  { v i ^ i , v i )  G W i _ i  X L  and a m . { v i - i  • x i )  = a j . v i  
■ , where m  G I / _ i ,  v i - i  G L m  H N i ^ i  and a j  G  A q , v i  g  L j ,
there exists u G Li  such that a i . {u x \X 2 . . .  xi)  =  
where a j  G Aq, v i  G  L j .
We have tha t the language
Ni ■= {vi G L \ {vi_i,vi) G Ki for some u;_i G N i- i}  
is regular. The index set determined by Ni is
=  {j I 1 < 3  < n  there exists v G L jO  Ni).
Finally we consider the set
K t — [ J
melt-i
Clearly Kt is a regular language, since it is a finite union of regular languages. We note 
that
( u f _ i , u ) 6 x  G K t  { v t - i , v )  G N t - i  X L k  and a m - { v t - i  ■ x t )  =  a ^ . v
where m  G I t - i  and v t- \  G Lm- 
4==> there exists u G Li such that ai.uxiX2 . . .  xt = a^.v 
and V G Lfc.
Now the languages
Kxxx2 — G Li  X N 2 \ there exists v i  G N\  such tha t
(w,ui) G Kxx and G
Kxxxixz =  {(^i, Vs) E Li X iVs I there exists V2 G. N 2 such tha t
{ u , V 2) g K x x x 2 and (v2 , V3 ) G
Kxi...xt = {(v, v) G Li X Lk \ there exists v t- i  G N t- i  such tha t 
(v., Vi_i) G KxiX2-..xt-i and (ut—i,v)  G K xt}ôx
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are regular by Proposition 2.3.3. Clearly, if (u,v) G Kxi...xti then (u,v) G L(ai,ak)u,- Let 
(v, v) G L(aj,afc)tü- Since U j=i — A, we can construct the following sequence
(Xi,UX\ — Vj G Lj-y
aji-ViX2 =  (Zj2.V2, “ V2 G Lj2
ajf._x-Vt—iXt — V G Lk
where (u^Vi)6x G Kxi...xi (1 <   ^  ^— 1), and so {u,v) G Kxx...xf Hence we may deduce
that Kxx...xt -  ^ai,ak)vj , and so L(^ai,ukU is indeed a regular language. □
Finally we introduce the following lemma:
L em m a 3.4.9. Let (A, L i , . . . ,  Ln) be an automatic structure with uniqueness for the S- 
act A, where the generating set is Aq = {<%i,. . . ,  a„,}- Assume that an = ai.u, u G Li, n  ^  
i. Let aj G Aq, j  ^  n  and x  G X . Then the languages
(n) ^[ai,aj)= =  { (^ ,^ ) I E uLn, w  G L j,  Oi.V = aj.w jSx]
(6) \ w G L j ,  VG uLn, ttj.w = ai.v}5x\
(c) ^{auai)^ =  I V G uLn, W G L j ,  Gi.(v • x) = aj.w}0x]
( 4  L[aj,aiU { ( ^ '4  \ w G L j ,  VG uLn, aj.{w  • x) = a i .v jSx
are regular.
Proof, (a) Let (A, L \ , . . . ,  Ln) be an automatic structure with uniqueness for the /S-act 
A, where the generating set is A q =  {a i , . . . ,  o^}. Assume that an = ai.u, u  G Li, n ^ i .  
Then,
^[ai,ajU I ^ G uLn, W G Lj,  =  aj.w }0x
~  {{uv,w)  I V G Ln, w G L j,  ai.uv — a j.w }5x
=  {{uv,w)  I V G Ln, w G L j,  an-v = aj.w}5x-
Hence if {v ,w )5x  E then v — uv  for some v G Ln  and {v ,w )ôx  E L(^an,aj)=-
Since (A, L i , . . .  ,Ln)  is an automatic structure with uniqueness it follows tha t an =  aj
and V ~  w. Since by assumption aj ^  a^, we may deduce tha t =  0, hence it is a
regular language.
(b) The proof is similar to tha t of part (a).
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(c) First we note tha t
L(ai,a,'L =  { (^ ,^ ) I ^  G uLn, w E Lj,  (&^ .(v • x) = aj.w}5x
= {(vv, w) I V G  Ln, w G Lj, a i . { u v  • x )  = a j.w jSx
= {(uv,w)  I V G Ln, w G Lj, an.{v • rr) =  aj.w}6x.
Hence
Let
( v , w )  G <:=> V =  w ,  V G L^ an d  ( v , w ) 6 x  E
v4i — (S i, A,/ii,p0) Ti)
be a finite state automaton accepting the regular language uLn- We assume tha t |Ti| =  1. 
Let
A2 =  (S2,A(2,$) ,m,go,T2)
be a finite state automaton accepting the regular language L(^nn,aj)x' W ith the help of A i  
and A 2 we want to construct a finite state automaton A  accepting L', „ \ . Assume that
the length of the word u is m  {ai.u = an).
We make some remarks. If we input the word { x \ .. .xt-i^,yi. . .  yt2 )^X into A,  then we 
require A  to check:
(PI) whether x \ . . .  xt^ is an element of uLn or not;
(P2) whether {xm+i • • • , y i . . .  yt2 )^x  is an element of L(^an,aj)x not.
The first requirement can be checked with the help of Ai and the second one with the
help of A 2 . Note also that A 2 need to be set to work after reading through the first m 
(the length of u) letters of the input word. T hat is we have to construct an automaton in 
such a way tha t it
• recognizes tha t we have read the first m letters;
• stacks in the first instance y i . . . y m  E A (2,$), so tha t after reading through the
first m letters { x i . . .  Xm, y i . ■. ym)Sx, we can set to work A 2 by inputting the letter 
{xm+i,yi). At this stage, the stack has to change to 2/2 • • -Vm+l if Vm+i i=- $ and 
to 2/2 • • • 2/m otherwise. Hence the stack always contains words of length less then or 
equal to m.
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• empty its stack by the end of the procedure. In other words we want our automaton 
to read all of {xm+i - - - with the help of A 2 - To be more precise,
we need to take into consideration tha t we may have the following situation occur: 
The word {x\ .. .X t^ ,y i . . .  yt2 )^X is already read by the automaton A,  but there is 
still a word . . .  yt2 of length less then or equal to m  stacked, so tha t the word 
($,2/A:) ' ' ' ($,2/(2 ) is still waiting to be “processed by ^ 2 ”. To be able to do that, 
we need to lengthen the word {x\ .. .X t^ ,y i . . .  yt2 )^X by attaching the letter ($, $) 
at most m  times, to make sure tha t the empty word is stacked at the end of the 
procedure.
Depending on how many times the letter ($, $) needs to be attached to the word
( ^ 1  ) • • • ] 2/1 • • • 2/^2 )
so that property (P 2 ) could be checked, we let
^ 0  =  {(v,w)(üx G \ \v\ ~  m  > |w|}.
Illustrating this case:
That is K q contains words {v,w)ôx  G L'^ai,aj)x which properties (PI) and (P2) can be 
checked without attaching the letter ($,$).
For 1 < j  < VI — 1 we let
K j = {(u,w)<^x E I |v| -  m +  i  =  H } .
Illustrating this case:
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hS •  •
T hat is K j  contains words {y,w)ôx  G for which properties (PI) and (P2) can be
checked by attaching j  times the letter ($,$).
We let
Am =  {(v, w)(^x G I |v| -  Tn < |w|}.
w I
T hat is Km  contains words {v,w)6x  G L '^ ai , a j ) x  which properties (PI) and (P2) 
can be checked by attaching at least m times the letter ($, $).
It is immediate that if {v,w)ôx  G , then {v,w) G K j  for some 1 < j  < m ,  since
the length of v =  uv G uLn has to be greater then m. Thus,
LJ Aj ^{ai,aj)x'
j - l
(3.2)
We first verify tha t the languages N j  =  Aj($, $)*^ , (0 <  j  <  in) are regular. For N j  we let
Cj =  {0,1, . . .  ,m};
Tj = {w G X*  j |iu| < m}; 
fJj — {Oj Ij • • • îi}-
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Attach a failure state F S  to S i and denote =  S  U F S.  We will explain why this step 
was needed when we discuss how the transition function i/j of the below defined automaton 
works. Consider the automaton Bj = (Qj, A(2, $) U A}) where
Qj = (S i X Sg X Cj X Xj X Xj) U FS]
Vj — (PO) ÇOs fi)-^ 7 0)i
Fj =  Ti X T2 X {m} X {A} x  { j} ,
where A denotes the empty word. Before we define the transition function uj, we introduce 
the following notations: for w = y i .. .yt G Xj we let
w  = V2w
Vt if .u; 7  ^A 
if ÎV =  A
and define w $ =  w.
Let {p,q,l,w ,k) G Qj, where w ~ y \ . .  .yt and let {x,y) € A(2, $). Recall tha t A \  is a 
finite state automaton with exactly one final state. Let
pL\ {p, x)  if æ 7  ^ $
P\ — \  p if a: — $, p =  Ti
F S  otherwise
if / <  mand let
q i = \  fJ^2{q, (x,yi))  if w 7  ^A, Z =  m
^ 2 (9 , (3:7 $)) if w =  A, æ 7  ^$; l = m
The transition function i/i in given in the following tableau:
izj{{p,q,l,w ,k),{x,y))
(Pl7 9l7^-b k) if y 7  ^ $, I < m ,  k — 0] (R l)
(p i ,q iJ -^  l,w,A;) if y = $, I < m ,  k = 0] (R2 )
{p i,q i , l ,w y ,k ) if æ 7  ^ $ or w 7  ^ A, I = m, k = 0 (R3)
{p i ,q i , l ,w ,k - \ - l ) if rc =  $, y = $, l = m, k < j, w ^  X (R4)
F S if æ 7  ^ $, y 7  ^ $, A: > 0 (R6 )
F S if æ =  $, y = %, k < j, w — X (R6 )
F S if {p,q,l,w ,k) = F S (R7)
We now explain in more detail how the transition function works:
W ith rules (R l) and (R2), we
• count how many letters of the input word we have read so far up to m;
• fill up the stack with a word of length less then or equal to m;
• begin to check with the help of A \,  whether property (PI) holds for the input 
word.
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Witli rule (R3), we
• continue checking whether property (PI) holds for the input word;
• begin checking with the help of A 2 , whether property (P2) holds for the input 
word.
W ith rule (R4), we
• continue checking whether property (P2) holds for the input word by emptying 
the stack;
• begin counting the number of ($,$) letters of the input word.
W ith rule (R5), we assure that
• words are not accepted in which a letter ($, $) is followed by a letter {x, y), x ^
$ or y 7  ^ $.
W ith rule (R6 ), we assure tha t
• the stack empties exactly when we read through j  times the letter ($, $) con­
secutively.
W ith rules (R1)-(R3), with the definition of pi and with the help of the 
assumption tha t A i  is an automaton with one final state we assure tha t
•  if (v, w)6x is accepted by Bj, then v G uLn, tha t is v does not contain a letter 
$ followed by a letter æ 7  ^ $.
W ith rule (Rl)-(R4), we assure that
• the input word satisfies property (P 2 ).
We may now deduce that a word w is accepted by Bj if and only if w G N j, hence 
for each 1 <  i  < m  the language N j is regular. By Proposition 2.2.3, N}^'^ — {$,%YKj°^ 
is also a regular language. Making use of Lemma 2.2.5, we may deduce th a t ATj®'', and 
hence K j is a regular language for each 1 < j  < m. By (3.2) we have tha t ^
finite union of regular languages, and hence is a regular language.
(d) The proof is similar to tha t of part (c). Basically we need to redefine A 2 to be the 
automaton accepting the regular language ^
3.5 A u to m a tic  versus S ch iitzen b erger au tom atic .
Considering a regular semigroup S, the property of being Schiitzenberger automatic is a 
collection of local properties -  namely it is required tha t all 7?.-classes are Schiitzenberger 
automatic -  meanwhile being automatic is a global property. In this section we discuss how 
the two notions compare. Proposition 3.2.3 tells us tha t a group is automatic if and only if 
it is Schiitzenberger automatic. We verify tha t under certain conditions automatic regular 
semigroups are Schiitzenberger automatic. Moreover, we give an example tha t shows
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that even strongly Schiitzenberger automatic regular semigroups might not be automatic. 
Throughout this section S  will denote a semigroup, X  a finite generating set for S. We 
assume that X  Ç S  and denote by y  : X~^ —> S  the homomorphism extending the identity 
map L : X  S.
Proposition  3.5.1. Let S  be an automatic regular semigroup with automatic structure 
(X ,L ). Assume that for every 7Z-class R  of S , there exists a regular language K  Ç. L  such 
that Kip = R. Then S  is Schiitzenberger automatic.
Proof. Let (A, L) be an automatic structure for S  with uniqueness, s G S, and consider 
the %-class of s, Rg. By assumption, there exists a regular language K  Ç L  such that 
Kip = Rg. We see tha t (A, A ) is a Schiitzenberger automatic structure for Rg, since
K= = {(v, v) \ u ,v  G K , u — v}5x — L= fl (A  x K )5 x
and
Kx =  {(v, v) \ u ,v  G K , u - X ~  v}6x = LxH  (A  x K )5 x  
are regular languages which completes the proof. □
Corollary 3.5.2. Let S  be an automatic regular semigroup with finitely many R-classes. 
Then S  is Schiitzenberger automatic.
Proof. Let (A, L) be an automatic structure for S. Let S /R  = { R \ ,R 2 , . . . ,  An} and 
choose idempotents ei, C2 , . . . ,  Cn so tha t ei G Ri.  Let R  be an A-class of S  with idempotent 
e. We show tha t the assumption of Proposition 3.5.1 is satisfied, tha t is we construct a 
regular language A  C L such tha t Kip = R.  Consider the automaton A  = (E, A, fJL,p, F), 
where
n
E =  LJ Hq. U {p }I F  — }A}; fz'. (A^,®)  ^ Rxei and fz. (jP,x)  ^ Rx-
i = l
Since A  is a left congruence, fz is well defined. Note tha t if a word w = xiX 2 .. • a^ n is 
accepted by this automaton, tha t is if
X2 Xn
P Rxi R{x2Xi) • ' • R{xn-..xi) ~  R
is a successful path, then G A. Let M  be the language accepted by this automaton 
and let M ' = By Proposition 2.2.3, A  =  M ' n L  is a regular language, moreover we
have that Kip = A. The assertion follows by Proposition 3.5.1. □
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The following counterexample shows tha t the reverse statement does not hold even if S  is 
strongly Schiitzenberger automatic.
E x am p le  3.5.3, Let S  = \Y2 \G i,G 2 ,<p], be a Clifford semigroup where the building 
blocks are 7 2 , the two element chain, G\ = {a,h \ ) the free group of rank 2, G2 — 
(c, d, \ = 1 ) the free product of two cyclic groups of order two, and 99 : > G2 is
the homomorphism defined by aip — c, bip = d. Then S  is Schiitzenberger automatic, but 
it is not automatic.
Indeed, since S  has two A-classes, Gi and G2 we obtain by Corollary 3.3.2, that S  is 
A-class automatic. Moreover, the groups and G2 are known to be automatic groups, 
hence by Proposition 3.2.3 they are Schiitzenberger automatic and we may deduce tha t S  
is strongly Schiitzenberger automatic. However, it is shown in [4] tha t S  is not automatic.
3.6 Invariance under th e  change o f generators.
The following problem is essential to consider when talking about automatic <S-acts:
M ain  P ro b lem : Let ( A , L i , L 2 , . . .  ,Ln) be an automatic structure with respect to the 
generating set A q for the 5-act A. Assume that the finite set Y  also generates 5  and that 
the finite set B  also generates the 5-act A. Do there exist regular languages A i , . . .  ,Km  
over Y  such tha t (Y, A i , . . . ,  Km) forms an automatic structure with respect to the gen­
erating set B  for the 5-act A I
We can split the above problem into two subproblems:
C h an g in g  th e  g e n e ra to rs  o f S. Let (A, Li, L2 , . . .  ,Ln) be an automatic structure 
with respect to the generating set A q for the 5-act A. Assume tha t the finite set Y  also 
generates 5. Do there exist regular languages A i , . . . ,  Kn over Y  such tha t (Y, A i , . . . ,  An) 
forms an automatic structure with respect to the same generating set A q for the 5-act A?
C h an g in g  th e  g en e ra to rs  o f A . Let (A, Li, L 2 , . . . ,  Ln) be an automatic structure 
with respect to the generating set A q for the 5-act A. Assume tha t the finite set B  also 
generates the 5-act A. Do there exist regular languages A i , . . .  ,K m  over A  such that 
(A, A i , . . . ,  Km) forms an automatic structure with respect to the generating set B  for 
the 5-act A?
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Giving a positive answer to both of the subproblems certainly gives a positive answer 
to our main problem. We can first change the generating set of S  and then the generating 
set of the 5-act A.
It is known tha t automaticity of semigroups depends on the choice of the finite gen­
erating set. Hence with Proposition 3.1.10 in mind, we expect tha t in general we cannot 
change the set of generators either of 5  or of A  without losing the property of being au­
tomatic. We will verify in this section tha t if 5  is a semigroup with local right identities, 
then an affirmative answer can be given to both of the subproblems, and hence to our 
main problem.
As in the previous sections 5  will denote a semigroup, X  a finite generating set for 5. 
We assume tha t X  C S  and denote by ip : A + —> 5  the homomorphism extending the 
identity map l : X  S. Also, 5° =  5U  {0} denotes the semigroup obtained by adjoining 
a zero element 0 to 5 , and =  A  U {0}.
We say tha t a semigroup 5  has local right identities, if for all s 6  5  there exists e G E{S) 
such that se = s. We note here tha t regular semigroups have local right identities.
C hang ing  th e  g e n e ra to rs  o f th e  sem igroup
P ro p o sitio n  3.6.1. Let 5  =  (A) he a semigroup with local right identities and assume 
that (A, Li, L2 , . . . ,  Ln) is an automatic structure with respect to the generating set A q 
for the S-act A. Assume that the finite set Y  also generates 5 . Then there exist regular 
languages K i , . . . ,  Kn over Y  such that { Y ,K i , . . . ,  Kn) forms an automatic structure with 
respect to the same generating set A q for the S-act A.
The proof of Proposition 3.6.1 follows from Lemmas 3.6.2, 3.6.4 and 3.6.5.
L em m a 3.6.2. Let 5  — (A) be a semigroup with local right identities and assume 
that (A , L i ,L 2 , .. • ,Ln) forms an automatic structure with respect to the generating set 
A q = {a i , . . .  ,an} for the S-act A. Assume that the finite set Y  also generates 5 . Then 
there exists a finite set Y ' D Y  and regular languages K \ , . . . ,K n  over Y ' such that 
{ Y ' ,K \ , . .. ,K n) forms an automatic structure with respect to the same generating set 
A q for the S-act A.
Proof. Let A  =  {rci,. . . ,  Xk} and Y  = { y i , . . .  ,ym}- Let ip : Y+ —> 5  be the homo­
morphism extending the identity map on Y . Fix words vi,V2 , . .. ,Vfc over Y  such tha t 
Xiip =  ViiJj, {1 < i  < k). Let Y ' = Y \J { e i , . . . ,  Cm}, where yjip • ej =  yjif) for all 1 < j  < m.
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Clearly, since Y' D Y, we have tha t Y '  also generates S  and tha t there exists a surjective 
homomorphism ç : (Y')+ —+ S  such tha t ç|y =  ip. Making use of the fact tha t ei is a right 
identity for yiip, we have tha t for each word Vi there exists f i  e  {e i , . . .  , 6 ^.} such that 
= Vjç, t e  N. Hence, by attaching the appropriate local right identities to the 
words v i , . . .  ,Vk, we obtain words w i , . .. ,Wk over Y '  of equal length such tha t
Xiip —  WiÇ — ViÇ —  V{1p. (3.3)
Consider the map
A  — > (Y^)+, Xi wi,
and extend it to a semigroup homomorphism ^ : A + (Y^ )"*'. In particular we have that 
the diagram
— -— - (y ')+
s
is commutative, since
X<p — Viip — ViÇ =  Wi<; = (æ^)ç, (3.4)
hence ip = Let
Ni — LiC (1 < % <  4 -  
By Proposition 2.2.3, K i  is a regular language for all (1  <  î  <  n). We verify that
( Y \ A i , A 2 , . . . , A n )
is an automatic structure with respect to the generating set A q for the 5-act A.
Since (A, Li, L2 , . . . ,  L„,) is an automatic structure for the 5-act A, we have that 
U j=i G/j.LjY? =  A. To show tha t =  A, let a G A. Then there exists a, G Aq
and u  G Li, such tha t ai.uip =  a. On the other hand uip = {u^)ç by (3.4) and also by 
definition G Ki. Thus we obtain that o$.(v^)ç — a and we deduce tha t
n
Lj dj.AjÇ — A. 
j - l
Let {cii ,aj)  G Ao X Aq. We show that the languages K(^ai,aj)= and K(^ai,aj)y  ^ 2/ E Y' are 
regular. Let 6 : A(2, $)+ Y '(2,$)+ be the semigroup homoniorphism induced by the
map
(æ,y) 1-^ (æ,y)(^ x ^)6 y,, (æ,y) G A  x A.
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Since for each 1 <  i , j  <  k  the length of =  Wi and x j^  =  w j  is the same, we have that 
for all {u',V) e X +  x X +
{u',v')0xO =  ( u ' ^ , v ' ^ ) Ô y '  =  X ^ ) J y /
and we may deduce tha t
N { a i , a j ) =  =  { ( ^ , 4  ^  N i  X  K j  I a i . u  =  a j . v } Ô Y >
—  I {u',v') G  Li X  Lj, ai.u'f, =  a j .v '^ } < 5 y /
=  G Li X Lj\ ai.u' =  aj.v'}{^ x  ^)6y/
— {(it ,v  ) G Li X Lj I tti.u — üj.v } à x d  ~  L(^di,aj)~^t
hence is a regular language by Proposition 2.2.3. Let y G Y '  and w  G X '^  such that 
wf, = y. Then,
N(^ai,aj)y ~  E Ki X K j I ai.(u ' y) =  aj.vJÔY'
=  v'^) I (u ',v ') G Li X Lj, ai.{u'^ • y) =  aj.v'^}ÔY>
=  {{u'^,v'^) I {u',v') G L iX  L j, ai.{u' • =  aj.v'^}ÔY>
=  {{u',v ') G Li X Lj I ai.{u' ■ w )  =  aj.v'}(^ x  ^)<5y/
— {(v^ , v  )  G L i  X L j  I a i . { u  • w ) — a j . v  } 0 x d  =  L ^ n i , a j ) w ^ •>
hence is regular by Lemma 3.4.8 and Proposition 2.2.3. □
D efin ition  3.6.3. Let (A, L i , . . .  L^) be an automatic structure for the 5-act A. Let 
L — U j=i Lj. We say tha t a le t ter x  G X  is dispensable in L, if whenever a word w  G L  
contains the letter x,  the word w  obtained from w  by deleting all occurrences of a; in w 
represents the same element of 5  as w.
We note tha t in Lemma 3.6.2, all supplementary letters added to Y  are dispensable in 
K  = \Jj=i K j. To be more accurate: let w  G K . Then w  — {xi^ . .  .Xi^)^ =  Wi  ^ . . .  Wi  ^ for 
some (.Til ---Xit) G Li. Recall tha t Wi  ^ is obtained from by attaching an appropriate 
local right identity (supplementary letter) to it, and also by (3.3) VÿÇ =  Wi-ç. T hat is 
deleting a supplementary letter from w  means substituting certain Wi- ’s by Vi., which does 
not have any affect on the element represented by w.
Before we finish proving Proposition 3.6.1 we invoke the following technical lemma 
which follows from the proofs of [12, Lemma 3.1] and [9, Theorem 2.4.1.].
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L em m a 3.6.4. Let S  be a semigroup generated by X  = {x i , . . . ,  e}. Assume that
Y  — { x i , . . . ,  Xm} also generates S  and let e — X{^.. .Xi^. Define ip ; A'*' Y"*" as follows:
For each word w, let wip be the word obtained from w by substituting all kth occurrences 
of e by the word Xi  ^ . . .  xi .^ and delete all other occurrences. Then the following hold:
(1) I f  L  is a regular language over X ,  then Lip is a regular language over Y .
(2) I f  J  is a regular language over X {2,$), then
(4 )^  =  {{uip,vip) I {u,v)5x  G J}Sy  
is a regular language over Y(2, $).
L em m a 3.6.5. Let (A, A i , . . . ,  Kn) be an automatic structure for the S-act A  with'respect 
to the generating set A q =  {a i , . . . ,  where A  =  { x i , . . .  ,Xm, a}. Let A  =  (Jj=i N j. 
Assume that e is dispensable in  A  and that Y  =  { x \ , . . .  ,Xm} also generates S . Then 
there exist regular languages L i , . .. ,Ln over Y  such that (Y,Li , . . . , Ln) is an automatic 
structure for the S-act A.
Proof. Assume that e = y \ .. .y^, y% G Y (1 < i < k). Let ip: Y+ —» 5  be the 
homomorphism extending the identity map on 6 : Y —> 5. Define the map ç: A + Y"^
in the following way. For each word w G A*^, replace all kth  occurrences of e by y i . . .  j/fc 
and delete all other occurrences of e in w. Let Li =  A*ç, {1 < i < n). By Lemma 3.6 .4(1), 
Li is a regular language for each 1 < i  < n .  Let a'j G Aq. To show th a t (A, L i , . . . ,  Ln) 
forms an automatic structure with respect to the generating set Aq for A, we need to
verify tha t the languages L(^ai,aj)=  ^ I^{ai,aj)y {v E Y) are regular. First we note tha t since
e is dispensable in A  we have by definition for all u' e  N  th a t {u'ç)ip = u'lp, hence by 
letting u = u'ç we obtain
ai.u ai.u ip Ui.(v ç)ip — ai.uip — ai.u.
Now we may deduce using Lemma 3.6.4 (2) that
L(ai,aj)= — {(v- ,v  ) G Li X L j I ai.u = aj.v }ôy
— {{u',v ') I {u',v') = (uç,vç) for some {u,v) G A* x A j, 
ai.u — aj.v}0Y  
=  {(vç,vç) G Li X Lj I (u ,v)Sx  G K(ai,aj)^}^y
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is a regular language. Let y g Y  and w  G X ' ^  such tha t yip = w < f .  Then
R { a i , a j ) y  — {('^  , v  ) G  L {  X  L j  I a i . ( u  • y) =  a j . v  }<5y
=  { {u' ,v ')  I {u',v') =  (uç,vç)  for some (u ,v)  G K i  x  K j ,  
ai.(u - w )  — a j . v }6 y  
=  {(UÇ,VÇ) G Li X L j  I (U,v)dx E K ^ a i ,a j U W
=  {K(^ai,aj)w^Y
is a regular language by Lemma 3.4.8 and Lemma 3.6.4(2). □
Proof of Proposition 3.6.1. Assume tha t {X, L i, L 2 , . . . ,  Ln) is an automatic structure 
with respect to the generating set A q for the 5-act A. Assume tha t the finite set Y  also 
generates 5. Then, according to the proof of Lemma 3.6.2, there exists a finite set Y ' D Y  
and regular languages N \ , . . .  ,Nn  over Y '  such that {Y‘, N \ , , .. ,N n) forms an automatic 
structure for A  with generating set A q . Moreover, all letters added to Y  are dispensable 
in N  =  U j=i-^i- Making use of Lemma 3.6.5 we can remove the supplementary letters 
added to Y  one by one and obtain regular languages K \ , . . .  ,K n  such tha t (Y, K \ , . . . , Kn) 
forms an automatic structure with respect to the generating set A q for the 5-act A. □
Corollary 3.6.6. Let 5  =  [X) be a regular semigroup and R  be an R-class of 5 . A s­
sume that (X, L) is a Schiitzenberger automatic structure for R  and that the finite set Y  
also generates 5 . Then there exists a regular language K  over Y  such that (Y, K ) is a 
Schiitzenherger automatic structure for R.
Proof. Assume th a t (A, L) is a Schiitzenberger automatic structure for the A-class R  
of the regular semigroup 5. Then by Proposition 3.2.1 there exists a regular language L i 
over A^ =  A U  {0} such tha t (A°,Li )  forms an automatic structure for the right 5^-act 
RP with respect to a one element generating set {s}. Since Y generates 5, we clearly 
have that Y U {0} generates 5°. Applying Proposition 3.6.1, we deduce tha t there exists 
a regular language L2  over Y^ such that (Y°, L2 ) forms an automatic structure for 
with generating set {s}. Pulling back the argument for the A-class R  with the help of 
Proposition 3.2.1 we conclude tha t there exists a regular language K  over Y such that 
(Y, K )  forms a Schiitzenberger automatic structure for R. □
Changing th e  generators o f th e  act.
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P ro p o s itio n  3.6.7. Let S  be a semigroup with local right identities. Let {X, L \ , . . . ,  Ln) be 
an automatic structure with respect to the generating set A q for the S-act A. Assume that 
the finite set B  also generates A. Then there exist regular languages A i, A 2 , . . . ,  Am over 
X , such that {X, A i , . . . ,  Am) forms an automatic structure with respect to the generating 
set B  for the S-act A.
The proof of the proposition is based on Lemmas 3.6.8, 3.6.9.
L em m a 3.6.8. Let S  be a semigroup with local right identities and (A, L i , . . . ,  Ln) be an 
automatic structure with respect to the generating set A q for the S-act A. Let € A  
and B  = A qU Then there exist regular languages K i , . . . ,  Kn+i over A  such that
(A, A i , . . . ,  A„4-i) forms an automatic structure with respect to the generating set B  for 
the S-act A.
Proof. By Proposition 3.4.4 we can assume tha t (A, L i , . . . ,  Ln) is an automatic struc­
ture with uniqueness for the 5-act A. Let a^+i G A. Then there exists a unique generator 
ai G Ao and a unique word u G Li such tha t ai.uip ~  Un+i- Let e be a local right identity 
of 5  such that uip • e =  uip. Let w be a word over A  representing e and Ln+i = {w}. Note 
that {uw)ip = uip, and so
ttn+i — ai.uip = ai.{u- w)ip — (ai.uip) • wip = an+i.wip.
That is
~  ®nH-l (3 .5 )
holds. We clearly have that {Jj-iO-j-Ljip =  A. To show that ( X ,L \ , . . .  ,Ln+i) indeed 
forms an automatic structure with respect to the generating set B  we need to verify that 
for all 1 < j  < n  the languages L^nj,an+i):=^R{aj,an+i)a, L(^an+i,aj)  ^ a,re regular.
Since ( A, L i , . . .  ,Ln) is an automatic structure with uniqueness and since an+i-w = 
an+i by (3.5), we, have that
aj.v an~^ ]_.u) vv ajIV aj — ai and v =  u.
Thus L(^nj,an+i)= = 0 for all 1 < j  < n, i j  and L^ai,an+i)^ = {u,w )ôx, and hence they 
are regular.
Next we consider the language L^nj ,an+i )a:  (1  ^  J ^  4 -  Let Lj =  {v G L j | aj.(v • x )  =
Un+i}. By Lemma 3.1.8, L'- is a regular language, and so
^{aj,an+i)x ~  {(^) E Lj  X L^+1 | Oj.(v ' x) =  an-\-l’W}0x
=  { ( v , w )  G Lj  X Ln+i  I aj . (v  • x) — a n + i }àx
-  (L'j X Ln+i )0 x  =  (L'j X { w } ) 6 x
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is a regular language by Proposition 2.3.1.
Finally consider the language L{an+i,ajh‘ Let c =  an+i.{w'x) and L" =  {v € Lj | aj.v — 
c}. By Lemma 3.1.9, L j is a regular language, and hence
L(on+l,aj)z “  E Ln+ 1 X Lj I an+l’iw • x) ~  aj.v}6x
— v) G X L j I c —- a j.v^ôx 
= (Ln+i X L j)6 x  =  ({w} X L j)5 x
is a regular language by Proposition 2.3.1, proving tha t (A, L i, L2 , . . . ,  Ln+i) is indeed an 
automatic structure with respect to the generating set B  for the 5-act A. □
L em m a 3.6.9. Let S  be a semigroup with local right identities and let (A, L%,. . . ,  Ln) be 
an automatic structure with respect to the generating set A q =  { a i . . . ,  0 ,^} for the S-act 
A. Assume that B  = { a i , . . .  also generates the S-act A. Then there exist regular
languages K i , . . .  ,K n - i  over A  such that (A, A i , . . . ,  An_i) is an automatic structure 
with respect to the generating set B  for the S-act A.
Proof. Let ( A , L i , . . . , Ln) be an automatic structure with uniqueness with respect to 
the generating set A q = { a i . . .  ,an} for the 5-act A. Assume tha t B = { % , . . . ,  Un-l} 
also generates the 5-act A. Then there exists a unique generator ai G B  and u G Li such 
that ai.uip = an. Define
K j = L j for all ( 1  <  i  <  n  — 1 , i 7  ^j )  and Ki = L iU  uLn-
By Proposition 2.2.3, K i is a regular language, and we clearly have that
n—1
LJ aj.Kjtp = A.
To prove tha t (A, A i , . . .  ,K n - i)  forms an automatic structure with respect to the gen­
erating set B , we need to verify tha t the languages K(^ai,aj)^,K{ai,aj):, and ^  E
A, (1 < j  < n  — 1), are regular, since for all j  ^ i ,  [1 < j  < n — l)  L j = K j.
Case 1. If aj 7  ^ai, then
K(ai,aj)=. ~  {(v,w) G Ai X K j I ai.v — aj.w]6x
=  U {(v,w) G uLn X Lj | Of.V =  aj.w }6x,
is a regular language by Lemma 3.4.9 and by the fact that (A, L i , . . . ,  Ln) is an automatic 
structure for A.
' "  - V .
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Case 2. If aj = ai, then
K {a i ,a i ) z=  ~  {(v, w )  G  K i  X K i  I a i . v  =  a i , w } S x
~  R{ai,aj)=: C  { ( v , î v )  G uL n  X Lj  | ai .v  — a i .w y S x
U {(w,v) e  L iX  uLn I ai.w = ai.v}ôx U (u,u)5xL(^an,an)=
= L(ai,a^)= U (u,n)(5xL(„^,a„)=,
is a regular language by Lemma 3.4.9 and by the fact tha t (A, L i , . . . ,  Ln) is an automatic 
structure for A.
Case 3. If aj 7  ^a*, then
K{ai,ajU =  { ( ^ , ^ )  G A i  X K j  I ai.{v • rc) =  aj.w}0x
=  ^ { a i , a j %  U { { V , W )  G uLn X Lj | tti.(v • x )  =  aj.wjÔx
and
=  { (^ ,^ ) E A j X Ai I aj.(w  . rc) =  Oi.vjJx
=  L{ai,ai)x U {(w,v) G Lj X uLn\ aj.(w • rc) =  ai.vjSx
are regular languages by Lemma 3.4.9 and by the fact that (A, L i , . . . ,  Ln) is an automatic 
structure for A.
Case 4- If Oj =  tti, then
K{ai,ai)^ = {(%w) G Ki X Ki I ai.(v • rc) =  aj.w}5x
-  L(^ ni,ai)o, U {(1;, w) G uLn X L* | Gi.(v - rc) =  ai.w}0x 
U {(w, v) G Li X uLn I ai.{w - rc) =  ai.v}ôx U {u,u)6xL^an,an)x>
is a regular language by Lemma 3.4.9, Proposition 2.2.3 and the fact th a t (A, L i , . . . ,  Ln) 
is an automatic structure for A. O j
Proof of Proposition 3.6.7. Assume tha t (A, L i , . . . ,  Ln) is an automatic structure s
with respect to the generating set Aq =  { « i . . . ,  An} for the 5-act A. Assume tha t 
F  ~  {6 1 , . . .  , 6m} also generates A. Then, by Lemma 3.6.8, there exist regular languages 
A i , . . . ,  Nn+m over A , such tha t (A, A i , . . . ,  Nn+m) forms an automatic structure with 
respect to the generating set C =  Aq U A for the 5-act A. Since B  also generates the 
5-act A, by applying Lemma 3.6.9 we can subtract the generators of Aq from C  one by
-
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one, so that we obtain regular languages A i , . . . ,  Km  over X ,  such tha t (A, A i , . . . ,  Km) 
forms an automatic structure with respect to the generating set B  for the 5-act A. □
Proposition 3.6.7 has the following consequences, which provide a generalization of [9, 
Theorem 1.1] and of [4, Proposition 1.4].
C oro lla ry  3.6.10. Let S  be a semigroup with local right identities. Assume that (A, L) is 
an automatic structure for  5  and that the finite set Y  also generates 5 . Then there exists 
a regular language A  over Y  such that (Y, A ) forms an automatic structure for  5 .
Proof. Let (A, L) be an automatic structure for the semigroup 5, where 5  has local 
right identities. Assume tha t A  =  { x i , . . .  ,Xn}. Then by Proposition 3.1.10, 5  is an 
automatic right 5-act with generating set A . In particular we have tha t there exist regular 
languages L i , . . . ,  L„ over A  such that (A, L \ , . . .  ,Ln) forms an automatic structure with 
respect to the generating set A  for the right 5-act 5.
Assume tha t Y =  also generates the semigroup 5. Then as shown in
Proposition 3.1.10, Y generates 5  as an 5-act as well, hence by Proposition 3.6.7, there 
exist regular languages A i , . . . , Km  such that (Y, A i , . . . ,  Km) is an automatic structure 
with respect to the generating set Y for the 5-act 5. Making use of Proposition 3.1.10 
repeatedly, we obtain tha t there exists a regular language A  over Y such tha t (Y, A) forms 
an automatic structure for the semigroup 5. □
C oro lla ry  3.6.11. Let S  be a regular semigroup. Assume that (A, L) is an automatic 
structure for  5  and that the finite set Y  also generates 5 . Then there exists a regular 
language A  over Y  such that (Y, A ) forms an automatic structure for S.
Proof. Since every regular semigroup has local right identities, our corollary immedi­
ately follows from Corollary 3.6.10. □
We will make use of the following useful fact later on.
P ro p o sitio n  3.6.12. Let S  be a regular semigroup generated by a finite set A  and R  be an 
IZ-class of S . Let s , t  G R. Assume that (A^, L) forms an automatic structure with respect 
to the generating set {s} for the right S^-act R^. Then there exists a regular language A  
over A®, such that (A°, A ) forms an automatic structure with respect to the generating 
set {i} for  A^.
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Proof. Since (A °,L) forms an automatic structure with respect to the generating set 
{s} for we have tha t s • Lip — and th a t the languages
L= = {(u ,v) I u ,v  e  L, s • u = s ' v}ôx
Lx — {(v, v) \ u ,v  G L, s - ux = s ' v}5x (x G A°)
are regular. Since s R  t, we also have that s = tt's, i' G V(t). Let rv be a word over X  
such tha t w p = t's  and let K  = wL. Note tha t s = t- wp. Clearly A  is a regular language 
over X ^  and t • K p  ~  t • {wL)p = s • L p  = R^. We verify that (A°, A ) is an automatic 
structure with respect to the generating set {t} for RP. Note tha t ( k i ,k 2 ) G K ~  if and only
if ki = wli and k2 = wZg for some l i , l 2 G L, and t  ■ wli = t • WI2 - Since t  =  s, it follows
tha t t ’wli = t ’wl2 if and only if =  s Zg if and only if (h ^h )  G L=. Hence, we have that 
A= =  {w,w)6xL=: and so it is regular. Similarly we have tha t A® =  {w ,w )ôxLx, x  G X ^  
proving that (A°, A) is an automatic structure with respect to the generating set {t} for 
□
To summarize the main result of this section, we have:
T h eo re m  3.6.13. Let S  =  {X) be a semigroup with local right identities and assume that 
(A, L i, L2 , . . .  ,Ln) forms an automatic structure with respect to the generating set A q for 
the S-act A. Assume that the finite set Y  also generates S  and that the finite set B  also 
generates the S-act A . Then there exist regular languages A i , . . . ,  Am over Y  such that 
(Y, A i , . . . ,  Am) forms an automatic structure with respect to the generating set B  for the 
S-act A.
3 .7  Fellow  traveller p rop erty  I.
In this section we first associate a directed labelled graph Px(A , 5) to each 5-act A  and 
introduce the notion of distance in Px(A , 5). W ith these tools, we give the definition of 
the fellow traveller property and claim that the introduced notion is a generalization of the 
fellow traveller property given for semigroups and groups. Finally we prove in this section 
that if A  is an automatic 5-act, then r%(A, 5) possesses the fellow traveller property.
As before, 5  will denote a semigroup, A  a finite generating set for 5 . We assume tha t 
A  Ç 5  and we denote by p  : A + —> 5  the homomorphism extending the identity map 
i \ X  S. We denote by 5° the. semigroup obtained by adjoining a zero element 0 to 5, 
and we let A^ =  A  U {0}. If 5  is a group, then we will assume th a t A  is closed under 
taking inverses.
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T h e  asso c ia ted  g ra p h
Intuitively we can think of an 5-act A as a directed labelled graph Vx{A , 5), in which 
the vertices are elements of A, the labels are elements of X  and there is an arrow from 
a to 6 with label x  precisely when a. x  =  6. We write the arrows of V x{A ,S )  as ordered 
triples ( a , x , b )  indicating tha t a.x  =  b. We let V (rx(A , 5)) denote the set of vertices and 
A (rx (A , 5)) denote the set of arrows of Fx(A , 5). Clearly r%(A, 5) is not necessarily a 
connected graph.
We define a path  between two vertices a  and 6 of A =  rx (A , 5) to be a sequence of 
edges:
a  uq a 2 ' — U2 . . .  aji—^ Oji — b
such that either («i, n:i,ai+i) G A(A) or (aj+i, Tj, a^) G A(A), (0 <  î < n  — 1) and say 
that the length of  the path  is n. For a ,b  G V(A), we define the distance d ^ { a , b )  between 
a  and b to be the length of the shortest path connecting a  and b and say tha t the distance  
is infinite if a  and b belong to different components of A.
We give a list of 5-acts A, when-Fx(A, 5) or a graph related to F% (A, 5) is a well- 
known graph.
E xam ple  3.7.1. If A  is the right 5-act 5  (see Example 3.1.4), then A =  F%(A, 5) is 
the right Cayley graph F =  F%(5) of 5. Bearing in mind the definition of distance in 
the Cayley graph of a semigroup introduced in the Preliminaries, we have for all a ,b  G S  
tha t 4a (a, b) = d r  {a, b). If 5  is a group then A is a connected graph and (g, rr, h) G A(A) 
if and only if { h ,x ~ ^ ,g )  G v4(A). In other words, any two vertices are connected via a 
directed path. To make it clear whether we consider 5  as a semigroup or a right 5-act we 
write Cayley graph F% (5) of 5  and the graph T x  (5, 5) respectively.
E xam ple  3.7.2. If A  is the right 5°-act where R  is an A-class of 5  (see Example 
3.1.6), then Tx {RP, 5°) restricted to R  is the Schiitzenberger graph SFx(A) of R.
Fellow tra v e lle r  p ro p e r ty
Recall the following notation. If v =  . . .  Xm and t > 1, then
x i . . . x t  if t <  m.uit) — . -c 4.-^ ^ ' ' .Ti . . . Tm if t  >  m.
D efin ition  3.7.3. Let A  be an 5-act regularly generated h y L \ , . . .  ,Ln  and the set A q =  
{a i , . . . ,  Oa}. The graph A =  Fx(A , 5) is said to have the fellow  traveller property with
respect to L i,L j and ai,a j, if there exists a constant k G N such tha t whenever (v,v) G
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Li X  Lj with d^(a i.u ,a j.v) < 1, then d/:^{ai.u{t),aj.v{t)) < k for all t > I. We say that 
r x { A ,S )  possesses the fellow traveller property with respect to L i , . . . , L n  and Aq, if it 
possesses the fellow traveller property with respect to any two regular languages L{,L j 
and corresponding generators ai,aj.
We have seen tha t if 5  is a semigroup then Tx (5, S) is the Cayley graph of S. Now we 
show tha t the fellow traveller property for 5-acts is a generalization of the fellow traveller 
property given for semigroups and groups.
P ro p o s itio n  3.7.4. Let S  be a semigroup generated by a finite set X  = { x i , . . .  ,Xn}. 
Then the Cayley graph of 5  possesses the fellow traveller property with respect' to some 
regular language L if  and only z / r x ( 5 , 5 )  possesses the fellow traveller-property with 
respect to some regular languages L i , . .. ,Ln and X .
Proof. (=») Assume tha t the Cayley graph P =  P x (5 ) of 5  has the fellow traveller 
property with respect to a language L. Then L p  = 5  and there exists a constant k g N  
such whenever c?p(n,v) <  1 with u ,v  G L  then dr{u{t),v{t)) < k for all t  > 1. As in 
Proposition 3.1.10, the languages Li = {u G A+ | xiu  G L} {1 < i < n) and X  regularly 
generates the 5-act 5. Let A =  P x (5 ,5). Choose languages Li, L j and let {u, v) G Li x  L j 
such tha t d ^ ix i - u ,X j - v) < 1. Bearing in mind that d/^{a,b) = dp ( a ,  6) for all a,b G S, 
(see Example 3.7.1) we have tha t dr{xiU,Xjv) < 1, and hence dr{{xiu){t),{xjv){t)) < k 
holds for all  ^ >  1. In particular we have that d^Çxi • (u(t)),X j • (v(t))) < k  for all  ^ >  1, 
proving tha t the fellow traveller property holds in A with respect to L i,L j  and Xi,Xj. 
Since L i,L j  were arbitrarily chosen, we may deduce that P x (5 ,5) possesses the fellow 
traveller property.
(<=) Assume tha t A =  P x (5 ,5) possesses the fellow traveller property with respect to 
some regular languages L i , . . . ,  L„ and X .  Then U j=i ^ jF jp  =  5  and for any two chosen 
languages L i,L j  and corresponding generators Xi,Xj, there exists a constant fc G N such 
tha t whenever d^{xi • u, Xj • v) <  1 with (u, v) G Li x Lj then d^(x i • (u{t)),Xj • (v(t))) <  k 
for all  ^ >  1. As in Proposition 3.1.10, we let L = [Jj= iX jLj. Then L p  =  5. We 
claim tha t the Cayley graph P =  P x (5 ) has the fellow traveller property with respect 
to L. Let A  G N be a constant such tha t for any two generators x^  and Xm that are 
connected via a path in A the distance d£^{xi,Xj) < N . Let M  ~  max(fc, TV). Assume 
tha t dr{u,v) < 1, {u,v G L). Then u = Xi - ü and v = Xj - v, where Xi,Xj G X  and 
{ü,v) G L iX  Lj. I t follows tha t d ^{x i-ü ,X j -v) < 1 holds and we obtain tha t for all t > 1, 
d/\(xi • {ü{t)),Xj ■ {v{t))) < k < M  holds. Since d^(a, b) = dp(a, b) for all a,b G S, we have 
tha t for all t > 1, dp(æ^ • (u{t)),Xj • (v{t))) < k < M . To finish the proof we need to verify
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that dr{xi^Xj) < M  or equivalently that xi and Xj are connected in T =  A. But the latter 
fact follows by our assumptions, since X i-(ü 'x ) = x j • v holds for some a: G X U  {A}, where 
A denotes the empty word. T hat is, we have the following path in A
X i- ■ ^ X i  ■ Ü — ^ - ^ X i  ■ Ü  ' X  =  X j  - v-<r- - X .
We may deduce tha t the Cayley graph of S  possesses the fellow traveller property with 
respect to L. □
Next we verify tha t if A  is an automatic 5-act, then r%(A, S) possesses fellow traveller 
property. We follow the group and semigroup theoretical proofs.
P ro p o s itio n  3.7.5. Let S  be a semigroup generated by a finite set X .  Let A  be an 
automatic S-act. Then there exist regular languages L i , . . . ,  over X , such tha tTxi-^ , 5) 
has the fellow traveller property with respect to L i^ . . .  ,Ln cind A q.
Proof. Let ( X , L i , . . . , L„) be an automatic structure for A  with respect to the gener­
ating set A q = { a i , . .. ,a„}. For each regular language æ G X U  {=} consider a
finite state automaton accepting it and choose a constant X  G N, such tha t N  is
greater then the number of states of any of the automata defined. Let A =  P x (^ , 5).
Choose regular languages Li^Lj and assume tha t d^{ai.u^aj.v) < 1 holds, where 
(li, v) ^  L i  X L j .  W ithout loss of generality we can assume tha t a i . { u  - y) — a j . v  for 
some 1/ G X  U {A}, where A denotes the empty word. Then {u,v)ôx  is accepted by the 
automaton where x  — y if y e  X  and x  is the symbol = if y = X. S tart
reading the word {u,v)Sx  in A(^ ai,aj)o: nnd assume tha t after reading the first t letters 
(ii(t),u(t))J%, we are at state q. Let (u^v)6x be the shortest word over X(2, $) such that 
reading (ü^v)ôx from state g, we arrive at a final state of A(^ ai,aj)o;- Clearly, the length 
of (Û, v)Sx  is less then N , since the number of states of the considered automaton is less 
then N . Furthermore, since (u (t),v (t))ô x(ü ,v )S x  is accepted by A(ai,aj)^, we have the 
following diagram in A:
u(t)
<2N+1 X
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T hat is,
d j \ { a i . u { t ) , a j . v { t ) )  < |n| +  |û| +  |æ| < 2 N  +  1,
which proves that the fellow traveller property holds in A with respect to Li, L j and a ,^ aj .  
Since L i,L j  were arbitrarily chosen, we may deduce that A possesses the fellow traveller 
property with respect to L \ , . .. ,Ln  and O
C o ro lla ry  3.7.6. Let S  he an automatic semigroup. Then the Cayley graph of S  possesses 
the fellow traveller property.
Proof, Immediately follows from Proposition 3.1.10 and Propositions 3.7.4 and 3.7.5.□
C o ro lla ry  3.7.7. Let S  be a monoid and assume that A  = S/71 is an automatic left 
S-act. Then P x  5) has the fellow traveller property.
We will also make use of the following corollary.
C o ro lla ry  3.7.8. Let S  be a semigroup generated by a finite set X  and let A  be an S-act. 
Assume that { X ,L i , . . .  ,Ln) forms an automatic structure with respect to the generating 
set A q — { a i , . . . ,an} for A. Let I G N. Then there exists a constant k E N, such that 
whenever ai.uw =  aj.v holds for some w G ]w | <  I, where {u,v) G Li x L j, then
di\{ai.u{t),aj.v{t)) < k holds in A  = T x iA ,S ) .
Proof. Let L = { w  E X +  | |w| <  I}, Since for all Ci,a j  E A q and w  E L  the languages 
=  {(tt,i;) I ai.uw  =  aj.v}5x  are regular by Lemma 3.4,8, finite state automata 
A(^ai,aj)w can be defined accepting these languages. We can choose a constant N  E N 
tha t is greater than the number of states in any of the autom ata defined. The proof now 
continues along the same lines as the proof of Proposition 3.7.5. □
In preparation for the next section, we make the following observation. Let S  be 
a regular semigroup generated by a finite set X  and let R  be an %-class of S. Then, 
for any regular language L  over X  and s E R, for which s  • L<p =  holds, the graph 
A =  TxiR^yS'^) associated to the right 5°-act RP possesses the fellow traveller property 
with respect to L  and {s}. Indeed, since we have for all s , t  E R^ th a t d / \ { s  - u , s  • v) < 2. 
This fact ruins our hopes to connect Schiitzenberger automaticity of R  and the fellow 
traveller property of A, and urges us to introduce the following definition.
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D efin ition  3.7.9. Let S' be a semigroup and R  be an 7^-class of S. Let L be a regular 
language over X  and s £ R  such tha t s • L(p = R. The Schützenberger graph F =  SFx (R) 
is said to have the fellow traveller property with respect to L and {s}, if there exists a 
constant k £ N  such that in the Schützenberger graph of R  whenever u ,v  £ L  with 
dr{s • w, s • u) < 1, then dr{s ■ n(t), s • u(t)) <  k holds for all t  >  1.
Similarly to Proposition 3.7.5 and Corollary 3.7.8 the following proposition and corol­
lary can be proved:
P ro p o s itio n  3.7.10. Let S  be a regular semigroup generated by a finite set X  and let 
R  be a Schützenberger automatic R-class of S . Let s £ R. Then there exists a regular 
language L over X ,  such that SV xiR ) has the fellow traveller property with respect to L  
and {s}.
C oro lla ry  3.7.11. Let S  be a regular semigroup generated by a finite set X  and R  be an 
IZ-class of S . Let s £ R  and K  be a regular language over X  satisfying condition (S2) 
of Proposition 3.2.1. Let I £ N. Then there exists a constant k £ N, such that whenever 
s • uw = s 'V for some w £ X ^ , |w| < /, where u, v £ L, then d r(s • u{t), s • v{t)) < k holds 
in the Schützenberger graph F =  Fx(7Z).
3.8 Fellow  traveller p rop erty  II.
We have seen in the previous section that if A  is an automatic S-act, then the fellow 
traveller property holds in F^(A , S). The question naturally arises whether the converse 
holds or not:
P ro b lem : Let A  be an S-act. Is it true that if F%(A, S) possesses the fellow traveller 
property then A  is automatic?
We know tha t groups can be characterized by the fellow traveller property, while semi­
groups usually cannot. Hence, with Propositions 3.1.10 and 3.7.4 in mind an affirmative 
answer can be given if A  is the right S-act S, where S i s  a group, but if A  is the right 
S-act S, where S is a semigroup then the answer is expected to be negative. As a reaction 
to the result tha t fellow traveller property does not characterize automatic semigroups, 
investigations continued in two directions:
(a) On one hand, semigroup classes closely related to groups came into the focus of 
research; i.e. it was shown in [4] tha t completely simple semigroups can be charac­
terized by the fellow traveller property.
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(b) On the other hand, modification of the concept of automaticity has been considered 
in [34]. W ith the introduction of the notion of prefix-automatic monoids and the 
notion of monoids of finite geometric type the following results are verified:
(i) Prefix-automaticity is still a valid generalization of the group theoretical notion 
of automaticity.
(ii) Prefix-automatic monoids of finite geometric type are characterized by the fel­
low traveller property.
These considerations suggest tha t if we want to obtain a positive answer to our proposed 
problem, then we need to have structural information and a finiteness condition on the 
S-act A.
The main purpose of this section is to prove
T h eo re m  3.8.1. Let S  be a regular semigroup with finitely many idempotents. Assume 
that each TZ-class possesses the fellow traveller property. Then S  is Schützenberger auto­
matic.
The key to prove Theorem 3.8.1 is based on the following proposition.
P ro p o s itio n  3.8.2. Let S  be a regular semigroup with finitely many idempotents. Let R  
be an arbitrary R-class of S  and let e G E{S) Pi R. Then R  is Schützenberger automatic 
i f  and only i f  He is automatic.
Proposition 3.8.2 is proved in three steps. The first step is to find a generating set for 
He in terms of generators of S. The second step is to prove tha t if the Schützenberger 
graph of R  possesses the fellow traveller property then the Cayley graph of He possesses 
the fellow traveller property. The final step is to prove that tha t if He is automatic, then 
R  is Schützenberger automatic.
F ir s t  s tep . Let 5' be a regular semigroup generated by a set X , and let G be a 
maximal subgroup of S. In particular, G is an 9Y-class of 5, and the identity element e of 
G is an idempotent in S. Recall tha t e is a left identity in its 7^-class. Our aim is to find 
a generating set for G. In doing so, we will translate the results from [32] into our setting.
The following concept plays a central role. Consider the T^-class R  of e and choose 
representatives e =  ro, r i ,  r g , . . .  of the 77-classes contained in R. For each chosen 
representative choose an inverse T q  =  e, r'^, . . .  (rj G F (n )) . Clearly eri = n  and
ri V  r'j. Illustrating what we have done:
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•ro =  e -n •r2 •rs
-4
-f'l ‘r'.
For a word w over X  and a representative r^, if ■ wip I t  e, then we let denote the 
representative of the 77-class of r* • wip.
Re •ro =  e -n -riWif"f'iw
We verify
P ro p o sitio n  3.8.3. I f  X  generates S , then
Y  = {rix{rix)'e | R  e}
generates G as a semigroup.
Proof. First we show that Y  C G. Let rix{rix)'e £ Y . Then, rix 77 rix R  e, and hence 
n  Lnx contains an idempotent, namely {rixfrix. It follows by Proposition 2.1.5, 
that rix{rix)' £ Pi Rnx Q Re- On the other hand, rix{rix)' H  rixirix)' R  e, and
hence i?e 0  contains an idempotent, namely r ix ir i^ '. Applying Proposition 2.1.5
one more time, we obtain tha t r ix ii'i^ 'e  € Lg H Rnx = G. Illustrating the argument:
R. •7’o =  e ix i'^ix )
-ViX
’"^ ix
in x Y ’(rix) f'ix
} we also have that for y 1 ^1/2 G y, m ' 7/2 G G holds3. Let g G G, and
assume that </ =  x i . . .  where x \ £ X  (1 <  « < n). We verify tha t g can be written in 
terms of generators in Y . Clearly g — eg — exi ...X n  and hence rox^...xn = tq = e. We 
make the following further observations.
(1 ) Since e R  ex\ . . .  Xn, we have for all 1 <  i < n  that
e R  e x i .. .Xi. (3.6)
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Moreover, since 7  ^ is a left congruence, it follows that
h R  h x \ .. .Xi for all h E G, 1 < i < n. (3.7)
(2) For all 1 < 7 < n,
R  6. (3.8)
For, by definition and by (3.6), e R  r o ^ i . ..a% 77 rQxi...xi and hence it follows by 
Proposition 2.1.11 tha t Gtqxi .. .x i = G?’oæi„.œi- So, there exists h £ G such that
hx\ . . . Xi — hvQX\ . . . Xi — QT'Qxi.-.Xi ~  '^Oxi.,.Xi'
Multiplying each side on the right by rci+i, and making use of (3.7),we obtain that 
roxi...xiS^i+i R  e indeed holds.
(3) Since rox^...xiXi+i 77 rox^...xi+i T  ((roæi...æ{+i)%æi...æ^+i), and since every idempotent 
is a right identity in its G-class, we have that
"^ Oxi-.-Xi i^+l — ^Oæi...æi i^-{-l((^Oa;i...a;i+i) )• (3 9)
We are now ready to rewrite g in terms of generators of Y  : 
g = e x i X 2 . . . X n  = r o x i X 2  . ..%m
=  {roXirQ^^rox^)x2 by (3.9),
=  ross^Oxi{'f'0xiX2r'QxiX2'>^0xtx2) ' by (3.9),
— '^O XirQ ^^roxiX2TQ ^^^^rQ xiX 2  • • • (^Oæi...Œn-1 (^Oæi , . )  '^Oæi...a,’n)*
Using the fact tha t e is a left identity in its 7^-class and tha t rox’i...a;i 7^ e for all 1 <  7 < n  
by (3.6), we obtain that
9 — (^0 2 1^^0æi®)(^0æi^2 ^0a:ia;2 ®) ' ' ' i'^Oxi...Xn-i^ri{l"Oxi...Xn) ^)‘
□
To make notation convenient, we write [vi^x] instead of rix{rix)'e £ Y . Proposition 
3.8.3 asserts that Y  =  {[n,æ] j riX R  e} generates G. By the proof of Proposition 3.8.3, 
we have that for p G G,
9 — X\X2 • . . Xn = [ro, 33l][roa,'i, X<^ . . . [rOa:i...a;„_i, Xn\-
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We observe here tha t the length of a word over X  tha t represents an element of G does
not change when we rewrite it in terms of generators of Y .
Second s tep . We keep the notation of the first step. We prove tha t if i? =  
is a Schützenberger automatic %-class, and E{S) is finite, then G, our chosen maximal 
subgroup, is automatic. We need the following lemma and its corollary.
L em m a 3.8.4. Let S  be a regular semigroup generated by a finite set X  and assume that 
E{S) is finite. Let R  be an TZ-class of S . There exists a constant c G N such that whenever 
s ,t  E R  are such that s = tx  for some x  £ X , then t - w = s for some word w £ X '^ with 
length less then or equal to c.
Proof. Since E{S) is finite, there exists a constant ci G N such tha t each idempotent 
e G E{S) can be represented by a word of length less then or equal to ci. For each x  £ X^  
choose x ' £ V{x). Since X  is finite, there exists a contant C2  G N such tha t each chosen 
element x' £ V{x) can be represented by a word of length less then or equal to C2 * Let 
c =  2ci +  C2 . Assume tha t s TZ t  and tha t sx = t. Then, by Proposition 2.1.8, ss' = tt' 
for some s' £ F (s) and t' £ V{t). Let h £ S {s 's ,xx '). Then, by Proposition 2.1.10, 
t" = x'hs' £ F  (res) =  F (t) , and so we obtain that
s = tt 's  =  tt" tt's  =  tt"s = t  • x'hs's.
By definition h £ E{S) and so we obtain tha t x 'hs's  can be represented by a word of
length less then or equal to c. □
An immediate corollary of Lemma 3.8.4:
C oro llary  3.8.5. Let S  be a regular semigroup generated by a finite set X  and assume 
that E{S) is finite. Let R  be an TZ-class of S  and denote by F the Schützenberger graph 
of R. Let k £ N . Then there exists a constant c G N such that whenever s , t  £ R  are such 
that dr{s,t) < k, then s -w  = t for some word w £ X'*' with length less then or equal to c.
Proof. By definition, if d r(s,t) < k, then there exists an undirected path
XQ Xi iCn —1 /S — 5q ^2 • • • ^n—1
such that n < k. We want to verify tha t there exists a directed path with some bounded 
length from s to t. Two cases can occur:
(i) If SiXi = Si+i, then our arrow point in the “right” direction.
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(ii) If = Si, then by Lemma 3.8.4, there exists a constant ci and a word w G
whose length is less then or equal to ci such tha t Si - w ~  Sf+i- Hence arrows that 
point in the “wrong” direction can be substituted by a sequence of at most ci arrows 
pointing in the “right” direction.
We may now deduce that there is a directed path from s to t  in the Schützenberger graph 
of R, whose length is less then or equal to c =  kc\. □
P ro p o s itio n  3.8.6. Let S  be a regular semigroup generated by a finite set X  and let G be 
a maximal subgroup of S  with identity element e. Assume that E{S) is finite and that the 
Schützenberger graph of R^ possesses the fellow traveller property. Then G is an automatic 
group. In particular, i f  Re is Schützenberger automatic, then G is automatic.
Proof. For the sake of convenience, we assume tha t e £ X .  We let : X~^ —^ S  
denote the homomorphism extending the identity map li : X  —> 5. Since Re possesses the 
fellow traveller property, there exists a regular language L  over X  such tha t e • L(p — Re. 
By.our assumptions E{S) is finite, and so Re contains finitely many ?7-classes. Choose 
representatives e =  ro, r i , . . . ,  of the 77-classes contained in Re and also choose inverses 
of the representatives e =  rg , r^ , . . .  , r^ (rj G F(r^)). According to Proposition 3.8.3 and 
using the notation introduced after Proposition 3.8.3, the finite set Y  — {[r*,æ] | x £ 
X , riX R  e} generates G as a semigroup. Let G be the homomorphism
extending the map l : Y  G; [ri,rc] 1-4 nxr'i^e.
Next, we construct a regular language over Y  tha t is mapped onto G. For this, let
L = {ew £ sL  I {ew)(p £ G}.
It is immediate tha t L^p =  G. Consider the map
f  : Z y + ; xiX2 . . . X m ^  [ro, xi][roxi ,X2]. . .  [roxi...xm-i, ^m]-
Let K  =  Lç. Since L<p =  G, we have tha t K'tp = G. We first show tha t AT is a regular lan­
guage over y .  Let A i — { T i,X ,u ,p ,T )  be a finite state automaton accepting the regular 
language eL. Let e ^ Y  and Z  = Y  O { e } .  Consider the automaton A  =  {E ,Y ,/i,q , F), 
where
2  =  (2 i x y ) u { g } U F 5 ! ,  g =  (p,e), F  =  T x y ,
and the transition function p  is defined as follows:
A^k,h,3/]) =  (^(P,3/),h',3/]),
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for (p, G E i x F  we define
 ^ F S  otherwise
and
p { F S , [ r j , y ] )  =  FS.
By the definition of K , it is straightforward, tha t every word w £ K  is accepted by A. 
On the other hand, by the definition of p, we have tha t every word accepted by A  is an 
element of K . We may now deduce that AT is a regular language for which K'lp ^  Gi 
We next prove tha t G  is automatic by showing that the fellow traveller property holds 
in the Cayley graph A of G.  The Schützenberger graph of R  will be denoted by F. We will 
work with distances both in the Cayley graph A of G and in the Schützenberger graph F 
of R.  The notation will always make it clear in which graph the distance is understood. 
First, we introduce the following upper bounds:
Since Y  is finite, there exists c\ £ N, such tha t for every generator æ] G Y  there 
exists a word w over X  of length less then or equal to c\ such tha t [r ,^ x]ip — wip.
Since the set of representatives of the 77-classes contained in Re is finite, there exists 
C2 G N, such tha t ?7e, G F (n ) , 1 < i < n) can be represented by a word over X  
of length less then or equal to cg. In particular e =  ro can be represented by a word 
with length less or equal to cg.
Let u ,v  £ K  for which d/:^{u,v) < 1 holds. We verify tha t there exists a constant c G N 
such that d/;s,{u{t),v{t)) < c holds for all t > 1.
We may assume tha t u - [ri,x] = v for some [r ,^ x] £ Y . Consider eu, ev £ L  for which 
(eü)ç =  u  and (eû)ç =  v. Let w be a word over X  such that wcp =  [ri,rr]-0. We may 
assume that |w| <  C]_. Then e • uw = e - v, and hence dr{e - u ,e  - v) < c^. Making use of 
Corollary 3.7.11, we have tha t there exists /c G N such tha t dr{e • u{t), e • v{t)) < k for all 
t > 1.
Let t >  1. We verify tha t in the Schützenberger graph of R, the distance between the 
vertices e • ü{t)(p and is less then cg. Assume that
u — [ro, a^i][roœj, 3 2^ ] • • • [^Oæi...cc{_i}^ i]‘
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Then eu = x i . . .  xi and
u(t) = [ro,^i][roa;i,æ2 ] . . .  [roæi...æi_i,
— roXirg-pj (e • roæi )a:2 ?"0a;iæ2 ^ ' . . .  (e ' 7"0xi...xt~i)^t^0xi...xt^
■ =  (roXir'o^^roa;^)x2r'o^^a:2 • • • • • '^Oxi...xt-i^troa: ,^..xt<  ^ (since ri 7Z e)
= r o (x i . . .  (by (3.9))
=  e . it( )^ .
It follows tha t dr(u(t),e  • ü(t)) < C2 . Similarly, dr(v(t),e  • v(t)) < C2 and so we have that
dr(u(t),v(t)) < dr(u(t),e  • ü(t)) +  dr(e • ü(t), e • v(t)) +  dr{e ■ v{t),v{t))
< C2 +  fc +  C2-
Illustrating this, we have
By Corollary 3.8.5, there exists a constant cs G N and a word w G X~^ such tha t |wj < cg 
and
u{t)tp * (Wip) — u{t)if) ' (eüJ)(/9 =
It follows that (éüJ)(p G G. Clearly {ew)ip can be represented by a word over X  with length 
less then or equal to 1 +  C3 . According to the remark after Proposition 3.8.3, rewriting a 
word over X  tha t represents an element of G does not change the length of the word and 
so we have tha t {ew)ip can be represented by a word over Y  with length less then or equal 
to 1 +  C3 . We may now deduce tha t there exists a word w G Y'i', such tha t |w| <  1 +  C3 , 
and u{t)w  =  v{t) and so d/s.{u{t),v{t)) <  1 +  C3 for all t > 1 . □
T h ird  s tep . We prove
P ro p o s itio n  3.8.7. Let S  be a regular semigroup finitely generated by X  Ç. S  and as­
sume that E{S) is finite. Let e G E[S) and assume that He, is automatic. Then Re is 
Schützenberger automatic.
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Proof. Assume tha t He is generated by a finite set Y  Ç He- Let 'if : Y~  ^ —> He denote 
the homomorphism extending the identity map li : Y  He. Let K  Ç Y+ be a regular 
language such tha t (Y, K )  form an automatic structure for He with uniqueness. Since E{S) 
is finite, De contains finitely many ^-classes. We choose representatives ro =  e , r i , . . .  ,rn, 
in each H-class contained in Re. For each representative r%, we choose an inverse rj G V{ri). 
Since S  is generated by X , it is also generated by the finite set
Z  = X  U Y  U {ro, . . . ,  r^,}.
Let (/? : —> S  denote the homomorphism extending the identity map u: Z  S. Let
n
L =  U  Kn.
i=l
By Green’s Lemma, L<f = Re. Moreover, since (Y ,K )  is an automatic structure with 
uniqueness, for each s E Re, there exists exactly one w E L  such tha t wip = s, and so 
L= = {(rt, u)|'u G L}ôz  is a regular language. To show that (Z ,L ) is a Schützenberger 
automatic structure for Re, we have to show tha t for each z E Z, is a regular language. 
We first fix notation. Let
/  =  {{h i)  I l < i , j  < n , n z  H  Tj}.
Observe that if ( i ,j)  E I , then n z r je  G He. Indeed, since r'jVj E L ^z  O Rp,, we have 
by Proposition .2.1.5, tha t r^arr'- G 72,..% D Rrj. Since rjr'j E L^^zr’. n  72e, we have nzP^e E 
Rrizr'. OLe = He by Proposition 2.1.5. Thus, for each ( i ,j)  E I  we can fix a word Wij E Y~  ^
such that Wij'i/j — {riZpje)(p. For each (i, j )  G I , we let
We first verify that
L z =  y  Li^j, (3.10)
then we show that L ij  is a regular language for each {i,j) E I. It is immediate that
L>i,j Ç Lz for each (z, j )  G / .  To prove the reverse inclusion, we show the following stronger 
statement:
{üri,vrj)ôz  E L% <=> TL rj and (ü,û)6y G (3.11)
First, assume tha t {ûri,vrj)ôz  E L%. Then u n z  = vrj and it follows tha t n z  7i rj. On
the other hand, multiplying each side on the right by r '  e, we obtain tha t urizr'^e — vrjr'jC. 
Since rjr 'jR  e 77 ü, we have vrjP-e = v and so ürizr'je = v. It follows that (ü, v)6z E Kw- j.
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For the converse, assume tha t (ü ,v)Sz € Rwij and tha t n z  H  rj. Then uwi^j = v, 
and so unzTjC — v holds in S. Multiplying each side on the right by r^ -, we obtain that 
ünzVjerj — vrj. Since e 71 rj, we have evj — rj. By assumption n ^  H  Vj L  r'jVj, and so 
n^rjV j — TiZ. We may now deduce tha t unzr'jerj = u n z  — vrj, and so {ü n ,vrj)ô z  E L%.
Fix ( i ,j)  G I. We construct a finite state automaton accepting L ij.  To simplify 
notation, we let w denote Wij. Since (Y ,K )  is an automatic structure for He, we have 
by Proposition 2.3.14, tha t K^, is a regular language. Let A i — (S i, Y, / i i , pi ,Fi )  be a 
finite state automaton accepting Kyj. Consider the finite state automaton A i j  = (S, Y U 
{n ,rj} ,fJ ,,p ,F ), where
S  =  (S i X { 0 , n }  X { 0 , r j - } )  U {jFS^}; F  =  F i  x  {r ^ }  x  { r ^ } ;  p  =  ( p i ,  0 , 0) .
The transition function p is defined in the following way.
P((g,0,0),(Pl,2/2)) =  <
( m ( g ,  ( p i ,  3/ 2) ) ,  0 , 0 )  i f p i , P 2 e y ,
(m(g, ($,P2)) ,n,0)  if pi =  n ,  3/2 E Y,
(m (g , ( p i ,$ ) ) ,0 , f ' j) if y i  E Y, 3/2 =  r j ,
{q,nHj)  if Pi =  n , 3/2 =  r
F S  otherwise.
p ((g ,n ,0),(p i,P 2)) =
Similarly,
/^((9,0,rj),(pi,p2)) =
(pi(g, ($, 3/2 )), n ,  0) if Pi =  $, P2 E Y,
(qU iH j) if Pi =  $, P2 =  r j,
F S  if Pi #  $.
(m(g,(pi,$)),0,7' j ) if Pi E Y, P2 =  $,
{q,n , rj) if Pi =  n ,  P2 =  $,
F S  if P2 ^  $,
and define
P((9,n, r j ) , (pi ,p2))  =  FS.
Let u =  a i . . .  ttfc and v = b \ .. .bm he  words over Z  and assume tha t (%, v)0z is accepted 
by A i j .  W ithout loss of generality we may assume that k < m. Since (u ,v)ôz  is accepted 
by A ij ,  we have that the path
($,6m)(ai,6i) (02,62)P — > 91 — ^ (ofc,6fc) ($,6fc+i)   ^ ^ Qm
rj and tha t the wordis successful, and so qm E. F. It follows tha t ~  r, and bm 
( t t i . . .  %_i ,  6 1 . . .  bm-i)SY  E K w  Keeping in mind (3.11), we indeed obtain that {u, v)ôz E 
L
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Assume tha t (u ,v)6z  E L ij.  Then u = a i . . .  a k - in  and v = b i . . .  bm -irj. Moreover, 
by (3.11), the word ( a i . . .  a ^-i, b \ . . .  6m-i)^v E and so it is accepted by A \. Prom 
the construction of A i j ,  it follows htat {u,v)Sz is indeed accepted by A ij .
We may now deduce for each (z, j )  G 7, the language L ij  is regular and so is a 
regular language, since by (3.10), it is a finite union of regular languages. We have thus 
proved that {Z, L) is a Schützenberger automatic structure for R^. □
Combining Proposition 3.8.6 and 3.8.7, we obtain:
C oro lla ry  3.8.8. Let S  be a regular semigroup with finitely many idempotents. Let e G 
E {S ). Then 77g is automatic i f  and only i f  Re is Schützenberger automatic.
C oro lla ry  3.8.9. Let S  be a regular semigroup with finitely many idempotents. Let R  be 
an R-class of S  and assume that the fellow traveller property holds in the Schützenberger 
graph of R  with respect to some regular language. Then R  is Schützenberger automatic.
Proof. Let e G 72. If the fellow traveller property holds in 72, then He is automatic by 
Proposition 3.8.6. If He is automatic, then 72g is Schützenberger automatic by Proposition 
3.8.7. □
3.9 Fellow  traveller p rop erty  III.
In the previous section, we verified that if 5  is a regular semigroup with finitely many 
idempotents, then the fellow traveller property of STr  implies tha t 72 is Schützenberger 
automatic. In this section, we give an example which shows tha t Corollary 3.8.9 does not 
hold without the finiteness condition.
Let X  — {a:o> 3:1 , X2 , . . .} be an infinite set, and consider the symmetric inverse monoid 
Ix -  Let T  =  {ckxi.xj : n  x j} U 0. Clearly T  is an inverse subsemigroup of I x ,  moreover
^Xi,Xj 72. ~  aild Oixi^ xj 7% O^ Xn,Xm '' ~  ^m-
We may deduce tha t T  is an aperiodic 0-bisimple inverse subsemigroup in Ix -  In particular, 
T  \  {0} is a 79-class of I x  containing infinitely many idempotents. Further on we denote 
^xo,xo Ly o:.
Next, we construct a finitely generated inverse subsemigroup S  of Ix  containing T. 
For this, consider the following three elements of Ix -
f . . . .  f æ*+2 if i is odd,>f - s e v e n ,  i f (  =  0,
I undefined otherwise ] , r. , ^ I undefined otherwise
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i _ l  if z =  2 n  +  1 , where n  is not a prime,f n -
\  undefined otherwise 
Let S  be the inverse subsemigroup of I x  generated by Y = T U  5=*=^ }.
L em m a 3.9.1. S  is finitely generated by and <5^ ,^
Proof. We show, tha t any element of T  can be written in terms of a, /3^^, 7 ^^, By
the definition of a , / 5 , 7  we have that
eXn'.,X0,X2n
On the other hand a^,y ~  (Xx,xo ' ^xo,y =  otxo.x ' ^XQ,y holds. It follows now by (3.12) tha t 
S  is generated by a , a n d  6 ^^ as a semigroup. □
For notational convenience, we introduce the alphabet
Z  = {a,b,b~^ ,c,c~^ ,d,d~^},
where a corresponds to a , b^^ corresponds to corresponds to 7 ^^ and cor­
responds to Consider now the Schützenberger graph 72 of a  in the 79-class T  of
S:
b b b
°'\.(^xq,xo Otxo,x\ ^xo,X2 , ^xo,X3 <^XQ,X4 O:xo,x5 ^xo,xe • ' • rf
(Note tha t we omitted the inverse arrows). Let L =  a U 6 * U c*. Our aim is to show that 
STr  possesses the fellow traveller property with respect to L  and {o:}, and tha t 72 is not 
Schützenberger automatic.
L em m a 3,9.2. The Schützenberger graph SP^ possesses the fellow traveller property with 
respect to L  and {a}.
Proof. All distances considered in the proof will be distances in the Schützenberger 
graph r  =  SFx(72). Therefore we write d{s,t) instead of dr(s,7). Clearly L is a regular 
language, and a  • Lijj = 72. We verify th a t for all u ,v  E L  with d{a • u, a  • u) <  1 , we have 
tha t d(a' • u{t),a  • v{t)) < 4. The following cases have to be dealt with:
(1) If q: • ti =  a  • u, then either u = v = a or u = v = b'^  or u =  u =  c” , n  G N. Thus, 
d{a ■ zi(t), a  'v{t))  < 4  clearly follows.
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(2) The case, when a • a == a - v is similar to the previous case.
(3) 1Î a  • u • b = a  - V, then either u = a and v = b, or u = b^ and v = n  G N. In
both cases, we clearly have that d{a • a  • z>(t)) <  4.
(4) If CK u c =  a  u, then either u = a and v = c, or u = c" and v = n  G N. In
both cases, we clearly have tha t d{a • u{t), a  • u(t)) <  4.
(5) l i  a - U ‘ d — a - v ,  then u = and u =  6” , where n  is not a prime. To verify that
d{a • w(t), a  • u(t)) <  4 holds for all t > 1, we consider the following cases:
(a) If t  is even and 7 7  ^2 , then
CK c *  ( c  d )  =  o :  ' • d  =  OixQ,x2t+i ' d  =  axo,x2t
and hence d(o; • u{t), a  - v{t)) =  2 < 4.
(b) If i =  2, then
a  ' • d = a  • b,
and hence d{a • o; • u(t)) =  1 < 4.
(c) If t  is odd and t  is not a prime, then
a  • • (c • d) — a  • • d =  <^ XQ,x2t+i ' ^  ~  ^xo,x2t = a ■ b^,
and hence d(a • u{t),a  • v{t)) = 2 < 4.
(d) If t is an odd prime, then using the fact tha t t  +  1 is even and making use of
(a), we obtain that
a  • é  - (? ' d — a  • d) — a  ' b '^^ ,^
and it follows tha t
a  • c* • (c^ • d • 6 “ )^ = a-b^.
T hat is, d(o! • u(t), a  • u(t)) =  4. □
L em m a 3.9.3. The TZ-class R  of a  is not Schützenberger automatic with respect to L and 
a.
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Proof. One can easily see, tha t La = L= = {{u,u) | % G L }ôz, that
Lb = {{u,v) I G L, a ‘ u  ' b = a  • v}6z  =  (o, b) U (6,6)'^($, 6),
and that
Lc =  {(zi, v) \ u ,v  e  L, a  ■ u - c = a  ■ v}Sz  =  (a, c) U (c, c)+($, c).
Hence, these languages are regular. Clearly, we have th a t (u, u) G L^, if and only if 
u =  and v — where n  is not a prime. T hat is to say, tha t
L(i = I n G N, n  is not prime}<5^.
Using the pumping lemma one can easily verify th a t La is not regular. □
3.10 F in ite  p resen tab ility
Automatic groups are finitely presented. As far as automatic semigroups are concerned 
an example is given in [5, Example 4.4] for an automatic semigroup tha t is not finitely 
presented. On the other hand, as soon as we get closer to groups, for example consider 
completely simple semigroups, we see tha t the group theoretical result generalizes [4], that 
is being automatic does imply finite presentability.
P roposition  3.10.1. Let S  be a Schützenberger automatic regular semigroup having 
finitely many idempotents. Then S  is finitely presented.
Proof. By Proposition 3.8.6, the maximal subgroups of S  are automatic, and hence 
they are finitely presented. According to [32, Theorem 4.1], a regular semigroup S  with 
finitely many idempotent elements is finitely presented if and only if all maximal subgroups 
of S  are finitely presented, and so we obtain the desired result. □
The following proposition provides a generalization of [4, Corollary 1 .2 ].
P ro p o s itio n  3.10.2. Let S  be an automatic regular semigroup with finitely many idem­
potents. Then S  is finitely presented.
Proof. It follows by 3.5.2 tha t S  is Schützenberger automatic. Making use of Propo­
sition 3.8.2, we have tha t the maximal subgroups of S  are automatic, and hence they are 
finitely presented. Making use of [32, Theorem 4.1] once again, we obtain our desired 
result. □
We end this section by proving:
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P ro p o s itio n  3.10.3. For a finitely generated completely simple semigroup S, the following 
are equivalent:
(1) S  is Schützenberger automatic;
(2 )  All maximal subgroups of S  are automatic;
(3) S  is automatic.
Proof. (1) ^  (2) Finitely generated completely simple semigroups have finitely many 
£- and 72.-classes. Hence, by Proposition 3.8.6 if a completely simple semigroup S  is 
Schützenberger automatic, then all of its maximal subgroups are automatic.
(2) (3) See [4, Theorem 1.1].
(3) (1) If 5  is automatic, then it is finitely generated, and hence it has finitely many 
C- and 72,-classes. Making use of Corollary 3.5.2, we thus have tha t S  is Schützenberger 
automatic. □
з .11  E qu ality  and w ord problem s
Let <9 be a semigroup generated by a finite set X .  The word problem is said to be solvable 
for S, if there exists an algorithm which decides whether or not given any two words
и ,v  E X '^  represent the same element in S  or not. Automatic groups and semigroups have 
solvable word problem in quadratic time. In this section we will introduce the concept of 
the equality problem for S'-acts, and show that the equality problem is solvable for the 
right 9-act S  if and only if the word problem is solvable for the semigroup S. Moreover 
we consider the following two problems:
P ro b le m  1. Is it true tha t automatic 9-acts have solvable equality problem?
P ro b le m  2. Is it true tha t (strongly) Schützenberger automatic regular semigroups have 
solvable word problem?
Concerning Problem 1 , we see tha t the semigroup theoretical approach to the word prob­
lem of automatic semigroups will carry over, that is, with slight modification of the proofs, 
we will obtain an affirmative answer to Problem 1 . As far as Problem 2  is concerned we will 
give a partial answer. Throughout this section 9  will denote a semigroup, X  a finite gen­
erating set for 9. We assume that X  C S  and denote by (p : X + —> 9  the homomorphism 
extending the identity map t : X  S.
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E q u a lity  p ro b lem  for S -act s. Let A  be an 9-act, generated by a finite set Aq Ç A. 
If there exists an algorithm tha t decides whether or not for any (a,, aj) E Aq x Aq and for 
any two given words u ,v  E ai.u — aj.v  holds, then we say th a t the equality problem 
is solvable for the 9-act A.
P ro p o s itio n  3.11.1. Let S  be a semigroup generated by a finite set X . Then the word 
problem is solvable for  9  i f  and only i f  the equality problem is solvable for the right S-act 
S.
Proof. Recall that if 9  is generated by X ,  then the right 9-act 9  is generated by X  
(see Proposition 3.1.10). Assume tha t the word problem is solvable for 9. Let xi,X j E 
X , u ,v  E X '^  and n' =  X{U, v' = x jv . By our assumptions, there exists an algorithm 
which decides whether or not Xi ' u  — u' = v' — x j • v, proving tha t the equality problem 
is solvable for the right 9-act 9.
For the converse, assume tha t the equality problem is solvable for the right 9-act 9. 
Let u ,v  E X +, and assume tha t u = Xiu' and tha t v = X jv'. By our assumptions, there 
exists an algorithm tha t decides whether or not u = Xi -u' = Xj •v' = v holds in 9  or not, 
proving tha t the word problem is indeed solvable for 9. □
In giving a solution to Problem 1, we follow the semigroup theoretical approach.
P ro p o s itio n  3.11.2. Let A  be an automatic S-act. Let { X ,L i , . . .  ,Ln) be an automatic 
structure with respect to the generating set Aq for A. Then, there exists a constant N  
such that for any a, E Aq and u E Li the following hold for the elements a — Ui.u or 
a = ai.(u • x) of A , where x  E X :
(i) There exists aj E Aq and v E Lj such that |v| < |w| -1- JV and a ~  aj.v.
(ii) I f  there exists aj E A q and v E Lj, such that |v| >  + F / and a — aj.v. Then there 
exists infinitely many w E L j such that a = aj.w.
Proof, (z) For all {aj,ak) E A q x A q  consider finite state autom ata A(aj,ak)=^ '^{aj,ak)x^ 
{x E X )  accepting the regular languages ; ^{aj,ak)x respectively. Let N  be greater
than the number of states in any of the autom ata defined.
Let Ui E Aq and u E Li. If a =  Ui.u, then (z) is straightforward. Assume tha t a ~  
ai.{u’x),  where x  E X .  Since (X, L i , . . . ,  L„) is an automatic structure with respect to the 
generating set A q, there exists aj E A q and v E L j  such tha t a — aj.v. If |u| < |u,|-(-X, then 
we are finished. Assume tha t |u| > |u| +  X . Clearly {u ,v)8x  is accepted by «4 =
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Reading through all of u,  we visit a state say ç in at least twice. Removing the subword 
of V between successive visits to g, we get a shorter word ui, moreover (za, ui)<5x is still 
accepted by A(^ai,aj)x' Repeating this procedure as many times as necessary, we obtain a 
word w, which satisfies tha t |tü| <  jzt| +  X  and a = aj.w.
(ii) Assume tha t there exists aj G Aq and v E Lj,  such tha t |u| > |u,| +  X  and a — aj.v.  
In particular we have tha t {u, v)ôx  is accepted by one of the autom ata defined; say by A. 
After reading through all of u, we visit a state say q in A  more then once. Inserting the 
subword in between two successive visits to g in u in the appropriate place, we will get a 
longer word v\ so that {u ,v i)5x  is still accepted by A. Repeating this process as many 
times as we want, we get the desired result. □
In the following proposition, we let S^ denote the semigroup obtained by adjoining an 
identity element to S.
P ro p o s itio n  3.11.3. Let A  he an automatic S-act. Then A  is also an automatic S^-act.
Proof. Let { X ,L i , . , ,  ,Ln) be an automatic structure with respect to the generating
set A q for A. Let Y  =  X  U {1 } and extend the action of 9  on A to an action of 9^ on 
A  by defining a .l =  a for all a E A. Define Ki — L iU  {!}. Clearly each Ki is a regular 
language over Y , and \J j^ ia j.K j(p  — A  holds. To show that { Y ,K i , . .. ,K n) is indeed
an automatic structure with respect to the generating set A q for A, we claim tha t the
languages K(^ai,aj)=, K{ai,aj)y^ 2/ E y  are regular. If a, f  aj, then
=  {(^,^) E FQ X K j  I ai.u =  a j . v jSx  
=  ^{ai,aj)= C  { ( u ,  1 )  I n  G  Li, ai.u =  a j}0x  
U { ( l ,f )  I V E Lj ,  ai =  aj .v}6x,
and hence is regular by Lemma 3.1.9 and Proposition 2.3.1. If a, — aj, then
-K(a,,oi)= ~  {(^>^) ^ ^ FQ I ai.u = ai.v'(ôx
=  ^{ai,ai)= LI { ( u ,  1 )  I ÎA G  Li, ai.u =  ai}6x
U { ( 1 ,  u) I u G Li, ai = ai.v}6x  U { ( 1 , 1 ) } ,
hence is regular. It is straightforward that for all (ai,aj) G Aq x Aq we have K(^ai,aj)i — 
FC(af,aj)=. Let 3/ G X . Then
I^{ai,aj)y =  E Xi X K j  I ai.(u • x)  =  aj .v}0x
= L(ai,aj)y U {(îA, 1) I %AG Li, tAi.(zA • x) =  a j}6 x  
U {(l,u) j V G Lj, a i ’ X = a j .v}5x ,
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and hence is regular by Lemmas 3.1.8, 3.1.9 and Propositions 2.2.3 and 2.3.1. □
P ro p o s itio n  3.11.4. Let (X, L i , . . . ,  Ln) be an automatic structure with respect to the 
generating set A q for the S-act A. Let u  G X'L, ai E A q, and consider a = ai.u. Then we 
can find a generator aj E A q and v E L j such that a — aj.v in time proportional to |wp.
Proof. By Proposition 3.11.3 we can consider A as an automatic 9^-act. Let Y” =  X  U 
{1 } and consider the automatic structure (Y ,X i , . . . ,  FQ) with respect to the generating 
set Aq for A as defined in the proof of Proposition 3.11.3. For each (ai,aj) G Aq x Aq 
and X E X , let Açai,aj)^ denote a finite state automaton recognizing the regular language 
K(ai,aj)o:' Let u = x i . . .  Xm where Xi E X , (1 < i < m), and let a = ai.u. We will run the 
following procedure:
Step 1. Consider the finite state autom ata A(at,ai)xi » • • • ^'^(ai,an)xi this order. We follow 
a path in the automaton A(a.^aj)a,j > in which the first component of the labels of the
edges are 1$$___  We begin this procedure with the first automaton, tha t is when
j  -  1 .
(a) If a final state can be reached in , then the second component of the
labels of the edges give a word a i  G L j, so that ai.Ix i = a j.a i. Continue with 
step 2 .
(b) If a final state cannot be reached, then we consider A(^ai,aj+i)^^ and repeat (a) 
with this automaton.
We note that since n^.Ffyy) =  A, we will find a generator a^  ^ and a i  G L^^, so 
tha t a i.lx i = afej.ai.
Step 2. Consider the finite state autom ata A(^ ak^  ,ai)x2 j • • • > ,an)a=2 tLis order. We follow
a path in which the first component of the labels of the edges are
CKi$$ We begin this procedure with the first automaton, tha t is when i  =  1.
(a) If a final state can be reached in A(afc , then the second component of the 
labels of the edges give a word ag E L j, so that afc .^o;irc2 =  a j.a 2 . Continue 
the procedure with step 3.
(b) If a final state cannot be reached, then we consider repeat (a)
with this automaton.
Since ~  there exists a generator and a word « 2  E Lk^, so that
ai.I.X1X2 — af^ j^ ,oij^ X2 — a/^2'^2'
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Step m. Consider the finite state autom ata - - -, _ ,an)xm this order.
We follow a path in which the first component of the labels of the
edges are o;„i_i$$ —  We begin this procedure with the first automaton, tha t is 
when i  =  1 .
(a) If a final state can be reached in then the second component of 
the labels of the edges give a word am E L j, so tha t ak^_,^.am~ix:m = aj.am-
(b) If a final state cannot be reached, then we consider ^,aj+i)x2 repeat 
(a) with this automaton.
As before, we note tha t since U j=i we will eventually find a generator
aji € Ao and a  G so that
C li ,lX iX 2  • • • ~  a>k-^ .^a\X2 • • " X m  —  • > ■ * Cl ! 7 n — ~  (lk>a.
In the worst case, the time, being taken to find aj is n  • |q!j-|, since then we need to
input . . .  in n  automata. By Proposition 3.11.2 there exists a constant N  such that
jail < |o!i_i| + N . So the time being taken to find a  is n ( |l | + jN ) )  = O(fyp). □
P ro p o s itio n  3.11.5. Let A  be an automatic S-act, then the equality problem is solvable 
for A  in quadratic time.
Proof. Let {X, L i , . . . ,  Ln) be an automatic structure with respect to the generating 
set Aq for the 9-act A. Let u ,v  E and let ai,aj E A q. Let a = ai.u and b = aj.v. 
Then, according to Proposition 3.11.4 we can find generators ak,ai E A q and words û  E 
LkyV E Lj  in quadratic time, so tha t ai.u = af-.u and aj.v = ai.v. W ith the help of 
the automaton accepting the regular language Lf^ a.k,a{)= we will obtain an answer
whether ai.u = aj.v in A. □
An immediate consequence of Proposition 3.11.5 is:
C oro lla ry  3.11.6. Let 9  =  (X) be an TZ-class automatic monoid, and u ,v  E X*. Then 
we can decide in quadratic time whether uip TZ v(p in  9 . ■
Also we have:
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C o ro lla ry  3.11.7. Let S  = (X ) be a regular semigroup and R  be a Schützenberger auto­
matic TZ-class of S . Let u ,v  E X~^. Then we can decide whether u(p,V(p E R . Moreover i f  
u(f, v(p E R , then we can decide whether ucp = v(p.
Proof. Using the notation of Proposition 3.2.1, let (X ,N )  be a Schützenberger auto­
matic structure for 72, let L =  X  U {0} and e E F (72). According to Proposition 3.2.1, 
(X°, Tv) is an automatic structure with respect to the generating set {e} for the right 
5°-act RP. Let u E X"*". In the right 9^-act 72^  we have tha t e.u = u iî u E R, and 
e.u =  0  if u ^  72. By Proposition 3.11.5, we can decide in quadratic time whether or not 
e.u =  e • 0  — 0 .
Now let u ,v  E X"*". Decide first whether or not e.u — e.O and e.v — e.O. If e.u A  6.0 
and C'V ^  e.O, then u = e -u  and v = e -v  are elements of 72. By Proposition 3.11.5 again 
we can decide whether or not u = e- u ~ e -v = = v .  □
C o ro lla ry  3.11.8. Let S  be a strongly Schützenberger automatic regular semigroup with 
finitely many TZ-classes. Then the word problem is solvable for S  in quadratic time.
Proof. Let S/TZ — {72i,. . . ,  72^} and let (X, Xj) be a Schützenberger automatic struc­
ture for 72, (1 < z < n). Let u ,v  E X '^ . Since S  is also F-class automatic we can decide 
by Corollary 3.11.6 in quadratic time whether or not the elements represented by u  and 
v are X-related. Since S  has finitely many 72.-classes, we can find their 72.-class in finitely 
many steps and then decide by Corollary 3.11.7 in quadratic time whether or not they 
represent the same element in S.
To be more precise we decide with the following procedure whether or not u ~ v  holds 
in S. As in Corollary 3.11.7, let (X°, Li), where Li — N iU  {0 } be an automatic structure 
with respect to a one element generating set {e,-}, where E E{Ri) for the right 9°-act 
72°. Let u ,v  E X +. Since we have finitely many X-classes and hence 9°-acts we can find 
in finitely many steps the idempotents e,, so tha t e,.u 7  ^ e,.0 , ej.v  ^  ej.O. In other 
words, we can find in finitely many steps the Schützenberger automatic structure assigned 
to the X-class of the element represented by u  and the 72-class of the element represented 
by u. If thé 72-classes of the elements represented by u  and v happens to be the same, 
then as seen in Corollary 3.11.7 we can also decide whether or not u  and v represent the 
same element in quadratic time. □
W hether the word problem is solvable for strongly Schützenberger automatic regular 
semigroups with infinitely many 72-classes seems to be a more difficult question. We can 
obviously decide whether or not the elements represented by the two given words belong
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to the same 72-class. If they happen to be in the same 72-class, then a technique needs to 
be developed with the help of which one can find in finitely many steps the Schützenberger 
automatic structure of the 72-class of these elements, so that it can be decided whether 
or not the two given words represent the same element. We end this section with the 
following
O pen  q u estion . Is it true that strongly Schützenberger automatic regular semigroups 
have solvable word problem?
3.12 Inverse free p rod u ct o f inverse sem igroups.
It is verified in [3] tha t the group free product of automatic groups is automatic, and in
[5] it is shown tha t the free product of automatic semigroups is automatic. In this section 
we seek answer to the following problem:
P ro b lem ; Is the inverse free product of Schützenberger automatic inverse semigroups 
Schützenberger automatic?
The results in [25] concerning the description of Schützenberger graphs of the inverse 
free product of two inverse semigroups will serve as a basis of the answer of the above 
problem. First we summarize some necessary notions and results needed for this section.
Throughout the section Si and 8 2  denote two disjoint inverse semigroups. The inverse 
free product S  = S i *inv S 2 is an inverse semigroup satisfying the following properties:
(i) There exists embeddings a i : S i S, CK2 : %  —> 9;
(ii) If there exists an inverse semigroups T  and homomorphisms ,5i : 9 i —> T, P2 ' ^ 2  
T, then there exists a unique homomorphism 6  : S  T  such tha t the following 
diagram is commutative:
ai
hi
Q2
92 
A
T
Assume that Si = Inv(X |P) and S 2 = Inv(y|Q ) where X  n  Y =  0 .  Then Si *jnv ^ 2  — 
I n v ( X u Y | P u g ) .
The first general result concerning the structure of the inverse free product of two 
inverse semigroups was obtained by Jones in [24]. This structure theorem provides a set of
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canonical forms for the elements of the inverse free product, with the help of which Green’s 
relations are described. A graph theoretical approach to describe the structure of the 
inverse free jDroduct of two inverse semigroups is introduced in [25]. This approach employs 
a technique introduced by Stephen [35] for obtaining Schützenberger graphs relative to 
an inverse semigroup presentation. As our answer to our proposed problem relies on the 
latter approach, we summarize the necessary notions and results of [25] regarding the 
Schützenberger graphs of 9 i *inv ^2-
Let X  be a finite set and let X~^ =  {x~^ | x  E X} denote the set of formal inverses 
of elements of X . Let F be a directed labelled graph, where the labels of the edges are 
elements of X  U X “ .^ We say that F is a word graph over X  U X~^ if it satisfies the 
following two conditions:
(i) The graph F is strongly connected, tha t is to say tha t for any two distinct vertices 
vi,V 2 of F, there exists a directed path from vi to V2 -
-1(ii) If v\ —> V2 is an edge of F, then V2  > is an edge of F as well.
Let X  and Y  be disjoint finite sets, and let F be a word graph over Z  =  X U X ~ ^U Y ’U 
Y~^. The edges of F can be coloured with two colours in such a way tha t the edges of F 
labelled with elements of X  U X ”  ^ get one of the colours, afnd the edges of F labelled with 
elements of Y  get the other one. A subgraph of F is said to be monochromatic, if all
of its edges have the same colour. We say tha t a path in F is monochromatic, if all of its 
edges have the same colour. A lobe is a maximal monochromatic subgraph of F. A vertex 
of F is called an intersection vertex if it belongs to more then one lobe. A switchpoint 
of a path p in F is a vertex tha t is common to successive edges of different colour. The 
switchpoint sequence of a path p  in F is the sequence of switchpoints p  traverses, in order.
A path p in F is called simple if there ate no repeated vertices in p other then perhaps 
its first and last vertex, in which case p is called a simple cycle. A word graph F over Z  
is called cactoid, if the following two conditions hold:
(i) F has finitely many lobes;
(ii) every simple cycle of F is monochromatic.
The following im portant properties of cactoid graphs over Z  is proved in Lemma 2.1. and 
Corollary 2.2 of [25].
P ro p o s itio n  3.12.1. LetV  be a cactoid graph over Z , and le tv \,V 2 be two distinct vertices 
ofV . Then the following hold:
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(i) Any two simple paths from v\ to V2 traverse the same switchpoint sequence.
(ii) Distinct lobes o fT  possess at most one common vertex.
Let r  be a cactoid graph. Fix a vertex v in F, and let v\ be a vertex distinct from v. 
The switchpoint sequence of v\ is the switchpoint sequence of a (in fact any) simple path 
from V to v\. Denoting by I the length of the switchpoint sequence of an arbitrary vertex 
v\ of F, a norm with respect to v is then defined for v\ in the following way:
II _  /  0  if ui =  V,
I  1  _j_ 3 otherwise 
The following results are proved in [25, Lemma 2.3.] and [25, Corollary]:
P ro p o s itio n  3.12.2. Let T be a cactoid graph over Z  and let v be a vertex of F. Then 
the following hold:
(i) Each lobe A of F possess a unique vertex called the root Aa of least norm with respect 
to V.
(ii) For each lobe A o /F , Aa is either an intersection vertex of F or is the vertex v.
(Hi) For each vertex u A  of the lobe A, ||za|| =  1|Aa1| +  1.
(iv) The chosen vertex v is the root of two distinct lobes i f  and only i f  it is an intersection 
vertex in  F and it is the root of a unique lobe otherwise. Every other intersection 
vertex of F is the root of a unique lobe o /F .
One of the main results of [25] is Theorem 4.1.:
T h eo re m  3.12.3. Let S \ be an inverse semigroup generated by a set X  and S 2 be an 
inverse semigroup generated by Y , where X  C\ Y  =  0. Then the Schützenberger graphs of 
S\ R2 are precisely the cactoid graphs over X  U X ~^  U Y U Y~^ each of whose lobes is 
isomorphic to a Schützenberger graph of S i or of S 2 -
We are ready to give an answer to our proposed problem.
P ro p o s itio n  3.12.4. Let S i and S 2 be Schützenberger automatic inverse semigroups. 
Then the inverse free product S  = S i *inv S 2 is also a Schützenberger automatic inverse 
semigroup.
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Step 1: notation . In the first step, we set up the notation. Assume tha t S i  is 
generated by the finite set X ,  where X  is' closed under taking inverses. For the sake of 
simplicity we assume tha t X  Ç. S i. Let ipi : X+ —^ S i denote the semigroup homomor­
phism extending the identity map li : X  S i. Assume tha t S 2 is generated by the finite 
set Y  C S 2 , where Y  is closed under taking inverses and X  fl Y = $. Let ip2 : Y~^ —> S 2 
denote the homomorphism extending the identity map zg '. Y  —> S 2 . Let Z  ~  X  U Y  and 
let (p : Z ^  —> S  denote the homomorphism extending the identity map u : Z  S. Let 
s E S  and consider the Schützenberger graph F =  8Fg(Y) of Rg. By Theorem 3.12.3, F 
is a cactoid graph over Z, and so it has finitely many lobes each of which is isomorphic 
to a Schützenberger graph of Si or of S 2 . Let A% denote the set of lobes, whose edges 
are labelled by elements of X  and let Ay denote the set of lobes, whose edges are labelled 
by the elements of Y. Let A i , . . . ,  A „ - i  denote the intersection vertices of F and let Aq be 
the vertex corresponding to ss“ .^ For the sake of convenience, we assume tha t Aq is not 
an intersection vertex in F. (Note tha t since we have n — 1 intersection vertices, F has n  
lobes.) For each l < z < n  — I w e f i x a  simple path pi in F from Aq to A*. Denote by Wi 
the word over Z  tha t labels the path pi. Let W  =  ( w i , . . .  ,Wn~i}- Clearly lY is a regular 
language over Z.
According to Proposition 3.12.2, each intersection vertex A, is the unique root of one 
of the lobes of F. We let Aj denote the lobe whose root is A*.
Aq A , A2
For all A, Ç A% we choose an 72-class R4  of S i, such tha t A, is isomorphic to the 
Schützenberger graph of Ri. The set of 72-classes chosen in S i will be denoted by 72%. 
Similarly, for all A  ^ C Ay we choose an 72-class Ri of S 2 , such tha t A^ is isomorphic to the 
Schützenberger graph of Ri. The set of 72-classes chosen in S 2 will be denoted by 722. To 
simplify notation, we will actually think of A  ^ as the Schützenberger graph of the chosen 
72-class Ri. In particular, we will think of the vertices of Aj as elements of Ri. Define
W x  =  {wi  6  W  I A , G A%},
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and let W y ~  W  \  W x- In other words, Wi G W x  if and only if Aq • zü, =  A^  is a root of a 
lobe in A x ,  and wj G W y  if and only if Aq ■ wj = Xj is a root of a lobe in Ay.
By assumptions, S\  and S 2 are Schützenberger automatic inverse semigroups. In 
particular, for each 72-class Ri Q TZi, we may assume by Propositions 3.6.12, 3.2.1 and 
Proposition 3.4.4 tha t there exists a regular language Ki over X  such that the following 
hold:
(la) For each t G V’(Ai) there exists exactly one u E Ki with A, • U(fi — t and so 
{Ki)= = {(u,w) G Ki X Ki \ X i'U  = Xi - w }5x  =  {(%,ZA) | u E K i}5x  is a regular 
language.
(lb) {Ki)x = {(zA, w) G Ki X Ki I A, • (zA • æ) =  Aj ■ is a regular language for each
X E X .
We let K-x denote the set of regular languages obtained. Similarly, for each 72-class 
Rj  Ç 72g we may assume tha t there exists a regular language K j  over Y  such tha t the 
following hold:
(2a) For each t  E R j  there exists exactly one u E K j  with Ay • Uip2 — t and so { K j ) =  = 
{(zA, w) G K j  X K j  I Ay • u =  Ay • w}^y =  {(zA,u) | ZA G K j } 6 y  is a regular language.
(2b) {Kj)y — {{u,w) E K j X K j I Ay - (u -y) = Ay • w}6y is a regular language for each 
y E Y.
We let /Cy denote the set of regular languages obtained. We let K, = K x  U K y = 
{Ffo, K. \ , . . . ,  Kii—2 }.
S tep  2: th e  re g u la r  language. In the second step, we are going to construct a 
regular language K  with the help of the regular languages in /C, so tha t Aq and K  satisfy 
that Xq - Kq) = Rg.
Let A, be an arbitrary lobe of F with vertex set Y(A,) and root A,. Let Vi denote the 
intersection vertices of F belonging to Aj. Clearly Y is a finite set. Let A, denote the 
subgraph of A,, whose vertex set is Y(Aj) =  (Y(A,) \  Y) U {Aj}. Illustrating this:
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A, A,
Clearly
r  =  Ao U . . .  U A n-i and Aj n  A j =  0, for all 0 <  j  <  n  — 1, i 7  ^j. (3.13)
For each v e  Vi, consider the language
= {u E Ki I Ai • n =  u}. (3.14)
By Lemma 3.1.9, we have tha t Ki^v is a regular language over X  or over Y ,  depending on 
whether Aj is an element of A% or of Ay. In fact, since Ki satisfies (la) or (2a), for each 
V G Vi, Ki^v has exactly one element. Let
^i>Vi =  U  (3.15)
v^Vi
The language K iy . is regular, since it is a finite union of regular languages. Define
Ki — K i Kiy^ and Li — Ki U {e},
where e denotes the empty word. Clearly Ki and Li are regular languages. Taking into
consideration tha t for all 1  < i <  n  — 1 , Wi is path between Aq and Ai, the importance of 
the languages defined can be illustrated in the following way in F:
{ui,U2,us G Ki)
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That is to say that
Xo • {wiLi)(p = V{A i). (3.16)
Moreover since Ki is a language satisfying (la) or (2a), we also have tha t for all u G V(A^) 
there exists exactly one w E Li so tha t Aq • {wiw)(p = v holds. To have a complete picture, 
we note that
Ao • {wiKiy.)ip — Vi. (3.17)
Let
AT — L q U  ivj^Li U . • • U  'iVji—\L ji—r@
where Wi denotes the labels of the path we fixed from Aq to A^  and Li is the regular 
language over X  or over Y  so tha t Aq • {wiLi)<p — V (A i) .  It follows by (3.16) and (3.13) 
that Xq' K(p = Rg.
T h ird  s tep : th e  S ch iitzen b e rg er a u to m a tic  s tru c tu re . We verify tha t Aq and 
K  satisfy the last two conditions of (52) of Proposition 3.2.1.
Clearly, by the definition of K  and by the note after (3.16) we have tha t for all t E Rg, 
there exists exactly one w E K  so that Aq • wip — t  proving that
K -  — {{u,w) I Ao • a  =  Aq • w}5z =  { ( i t ,  u ) | u E K }5z-
Hence K -  is a regular language by Proposition 2.3.2.
Next we claim tha t for all æ G X , the language
Kx  =  {(it, la) G X  X AT j Aq ■ (it • re) =  Ao • w}ôz
is regular. I t is straightforward tha t if (it, w) E K^, then Ao - (it - x) and Aq • w belong to the
same lobe say to Ai, where A% G A%. Moreover, since the ’’last arrow” is an element of
X  and since by definition a lobe is a maximal monochromatic subgraph, Aq • it and Aq • w 
have to be vertices of A^. Depending on what kind of vertices (intersection vertex or not) 
the elements Aq • it and Aq • w represent in the Schiitzenberger graph Rg, the following four 
cases can occur:
(1) Our first case is when (it, w)6z is a word for which Aq -it and Ao-ia are not intersection 
vertices of P. First we introduce the following notation. Let
{Li)x -  {Ki)x \  {(it, w) I It, 1Ü G K iy ., X i - u - x  — Xi '  w}ôz.
Since (Ki)x is a regular language and since the latter set is finite, {Li)x is a regular 
language.
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We verify tha t words (u, w)ôz G Kx tha t satisfy that Aq - it, Aq are not intersection 
vertices in a lobe Ai Ç Ax are exactly the words contained in the regular language
N i = il.^if'Wi)Sz(^L/i)x'
Wi€Wx
If (u,w) G N i, then u  =  WiU and w = WiW, where Wi G W x  and (ü ,w )ôz  G {Li)x. 
It follows tha t u , w  ^  K iy ,  in other words XiU and XiW are not intersection vertices 
of r .  Moreover we have tha t A* (ft - æ) =  A{ lu holds. It follows, tha t Aq • (a • a;) =  
Ao • {wi ' Ü ■ x) = Xo ’ Wi • w = Xq ■ w, proving tha t (n, w)ôz G Kx-
For the converse, assume tha t (n, w)0z  G Kx  and that Xq-u , Aq-w are not intersection 
vertices in a lobe A i Ç A%. Then, as noted before Aq • u  and Aq • w  are vertices of 
the same lobe A i G A%. It follows tha t u = Wiû, and w = WiW, where u ,w  E Ki. In 
particular, we have that
Xi- {Ü- x) = (Aq • Wi) -U - X = Xq ' WiW = Xi ' W.
In other words, { u , w )  E {Li)x-
Since {Li)x is regular we have tha t {wi,Wi)6z{Li)x is regular and N i is a finite union 
of regular languages, proving tha t N i is regular.
(2) Our second case is when {u, w ) 5 z  € Kx is a word such tha t Aq -u is not an intersection 
vertex of F and Ao "W is an intersection vertices of F. Again, we first introduce the 
notation we are going to use. For each A i E K x  and for all intersection vertices 
Xk e  Vi, we let Wi^ k G K i y  C Ki so tha t X i’Wi^ k = A&. Such an element exists, since 
Vi and Ai are isomorphic and since Xi • Kupi — Ri. We let
K(i^x,k) ~  G K i \  Xi ' u  ' X =  A/j} \  K i y . .
By Lemma 3.1.8 and Proposition 2.2.3, K(i^^.y is a regular language. Let
M l =  {{wi,wk)  € W x  X W y  I Ao • ui/c G Vi\.
We will verify that words { u , w ) 5 z  G Kx tha t satisfy tha t Ao - a  is not an intersection 
vertex of A i Ç K x  and Ao - w is an intersection vertex of A i are exactly the words 
contained in the language
N 2 =  y  {wi,Wk)Ôz O (K{i^x,k) X {$}*})(5x,
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where © denotes the padded product.
If (u, w) G N 2 , then w ^ W k  and u  =  WiU, where v, G K{i^x,k)i Aq • tW i, Aq • lUfc G Vi. In 
particular we have tha t A^  • û  is not an intersection vertex and tha t Xi 'U - x  = \k  = 
Ao • Wk- Hence (Ao • Wi) ■ ü • x = Xq • Wk holds, which verifies tha t {u, u>)ôz G Kx-
For the converse assume tha t (u, w)6z G Kx such tha t Ao • u is not an intersection 
vertex of G A x  and Ao - w is an intersection vertex. Since Ao - w is an intersection 
vertex, we have tha t w = Wk, where Xk E Vi. Moreover, since Ao • a  is not an 
intersection vertex in A%, we have that u = Wi • ü, where ü E Ki. Also, since 
(u,w )ôz  G Kx, we have that
Xk ~  Xq ' Wk = Xq • w
= Xq ' u ' X 
=  (Ao • Wi) ' Û ' X
—  Xi ' U  ' X ,
verifying tha t û  E K( i^^ x,k)- Hence we may deduce that
{u,w)5z G (wi,wk)5z 0  {K(i^x,k) X G N 2 .'
Finally we verify tha t N 2 is a regular language over Z. By Proposition 2.2.3, the 
language {K(^ i^ x,k) x is regular. Since M  = {wi,Wk)6z is finite, it satisfies
the condition of Proposition 2.3.16 and hence we have tha t for all {wi, Wk) G M i the 
language {wi,Wk)0z 0  {K^i^x,k) x is regular. We may now deduce tha t N 2 is
regular, since it is a finite union of regular languages.
(3) This case can be considered as the dual of the previous case. We consider words 
{u,w)6z G Kx, where Ao • u is an intersection vertex of P and Ao w is not an 
intersection vertices of F. We introduce the following notations.
For each Aj Ç A x  and for all intersection vertices Xk E Vi, let Wi^ k G K i y  Ç Ki so 
that Xi • Wi^ k ~  A .^ Such an element exists, since Fj and A% are isomorphic and since 
Xi ' Ki(pi =  Ri- Let
K(^x,i ,k)  “  G K i \  X i  • u  =  X k  • 2:}  \  K i y ^ .
By Lemma 3.1.9 and Proposition 2.2.3, K(^x,i,k) is a regular language. Let 
M 2 =  { ( t ü f c j U i i )  G W y  X  Wx  I A o  • WA: G V i } .
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We will verify tha t words {u,w)6z G Kx  tha t satisfy tha t Aq • n is an intersection 
vertex of some A* G and Ao - w is not an intersection vertex of A* are exactly 
the words contained in the language
N s =  y  {wk,wi)5z O ({$}* X K(^g.^iy)ôz,
{wk,Wi)GM2
where O denotes the padded product.
If (u,w)  G A 3 , then u = and w = WiW, where w G K(^x,i,k)  ^ Ao • Wi, Xq • Wk G Vi. 
In particular we have that A^  - w is not an intersection vertex and tha t Xq - Wk ' x  — 
Xk'X = Xi' w.  Hence (Ao • Wk) 'X = Xo-Wi-w holds, which verifies th a t (u, w)ôz G Kx-
For the converse assume tha t {u,w)ôz G Kx such tha t Ao -u is an intersection vertex 
of A i Ç A x  and Ao-wis  not an intersection vertex. Since Ao • u is an intersection 
vertex, we have tha t u = Wk, where Xk E Vi. Moreover, since Ao - w is not an 
intersection vertex in Aj, we have tha t w = Wi - w, where w E Ki. Also, since 
{u,w)ôz E Kx, we have that
Xk ' X  =  Xq ' Uk ' X  =  Xq ’ w
=  (Ao ’ Wi) ' w 
— Xi ’ w
verifying tha t w E K(^x,i,k)- Hence we may deduce that
{u,w)6z E (wk,wi)0z © ({$}* X K{x,i,k))^z Q A 3 .
Finally we.verify tha t A 3 is a regular language over Z. By Proposition 2.2.3, the 
languages (K^x,i,k) x where Xq - Wk E Vi are regular. Since M  = {wk,Wi)6z
is finite it satisfies the condition of Proposition 2.3.16 and hence we have tha t for 
all {wk,Wi) E M 2 the language {wk,Wi)ôz © {K^x,i,k) x is regular. We may
now deduce that A 3  is regular, since it is a finite union of regular languages.
(4) Our final case is when {u, w)5z E Kx is such tha t the vertices Xq - u , Xq ' w  are 
intersection vertices of some A% G A%. In this case {u,w)5z E Kx  if and only if the 
word {u,w)6z is an element of the following language
A 4 =  {{Wj,Wk)  I Wj,Wk E W, Xq ■ Wj ' X  =  Xq ' Wk}Ôz-
Since W  is finite, A4  is finite, and hence is a regular language.
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Now we may deduce that
K x  =  Ai U N 2 U A 3 U A4 ,
is a finite union of regular languages and hence is regular. That Ky is a regular language 
for all y £ Y  can be proved in a similar way. Since Rg was an arbitrary %-class of 
5, we may deduce th a t every T^-class of S  is Schiitzenberger automatic, and hence S  is 
Schiitzenberger automatic. □
C hapter 4
Sem idirect product
Semiiattices and groups are some of the handiest examples of inverse semigroups. In 
fact, every inverse semigroup can be described using semilattices and groups as building 
blocks with a semidirect product construction. Namely, every inverse semigroup is an 
idempotent separating homomorphic image of a subsemigroup of a semidirect product of 
a semilattice by a group. In addition, a dual approach tells us tha t every inverse semigroup 
is a subsemigroup in an idempotent separating homomorphic image of a semidirect product 
of a semilattice by a group. In this chapter we give necessary and sufficient conditions 
for the construction of a semidirect product of a semilattice by a group to be finitely 
generated, to be finitely presented and to be Schiitzenberger automatic.
4.1 P resen ta tion s.
Sem igroup presentations.
We first summarize the basic definitions and properties concerning semigroup presen­
tations.
Let X  be a non-empty set. A semigroup presentation is an ordered pair (X |P ), where 
P  is a binary relation on the free semigroup X +. Let r  denote the congruence generated 
by P  on the free semigroup X +. The semigroup S  =  X ' ^ f r  is said to be presented by the 
generators X  and relations P  and we denote this by
5  =  (X|P>.
If X  can be chosen to be a finite set, then we say th a t S  is finitely generated, and if both X  
and P  can be chosen to be finite sets, then we say tha t S  is finitely presented. Let wi,W 2 
be words over X . We write wi = W2 , if w ^^nd W2 are identical as words and we write
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wi = u>2 , if wi and W2 represent the same element of S. If wi — W2 , then we also say that 
S  satisfies the relation w\ =  wg. We say tha t W2 is obtained from wi by an application 
of a relation of P, if wi = au(5 and W2 =  avfi, where a,(3 E X*  and u = v or v — u is
a relation of P. We say tha t wi = W2 is a. consequence of relations in P , if there exists a
sequence of words
wi = a o ,. . . ,  am = W2,
where ajj^i is obtained from a j by applying a relation of P.
We recall [33, Proposition 2.3.]:
Proposition  4.1.1. Let S  be a semigroup generated by a set X  and P  be a binary relation 
on X '^ . Then S  = (X |P ) i f  and only i f  the following two conditions hold:
(i) S  satisfies all relations in P;
(a) I f  W\,W2 G X '^ are such that wi = W2 holds in S , then wi = W2 is a consequence of 
relations in P .
Let S  be defined by the finite presentation (X |P ). One can obtain an alternative 
semigroup presentation for S  by applying the following elementary Tietze transformations:
(T l) adding a new generating symbol y  and a new relation y = w, where 
w E
(T2) if P  possesses a relation of the form y ~  w, where w is a word over X  
tha t does not contain the symbol y, then deleting the generating symbol 
y and the relation y = w and replacing all occurrences of 2/ by ro in the 
remaining relations;
(T3) adding a new relation wi = W2 to P , in the case where wi = W2 is a, 
consequence of relations in P;
(T4) deleting a relation wi = W2 from P , in the case where u>i = W2 is a. 
consequence of relations in P  — {wi =W 2 }-
Proposition 2.5. of [33] tells us:
Proposition  4.1.2. Two (finite) semigroup presentations define the same semigroup if  
and only i f  one can be obtained from the other by applying (a finite sequence of) elementary 
Tietze transformations.
Inverse sem igroup presentations.
In the rest of the thesis, we work frequently with inverse semigroup presentations. 
Therefore we recall the basic definitions and properties concerning presentations of inverse 
semigroups.
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We consider inverse semigroups as algebras of type (2,1), where the binary operation is 
multiplication and the unary operation assigns to each element its unique (von Neumann) 
inverse.
The class of inverse semigroups forms a variety and hence free inverse semigroups 
exist. This fact enables us to define inverse semigroup presentations. First, we recall the 
description of the free inverse semigroup on a non-empty set X  as a factor semigroup of 
the free semigroup with involution on X.
Let X  be a non-empty set and X “  ^ =  | x  G X}. Consider the free semigroup
P  =  (X U X"^)"^ and define a unary operation on F  in the following way: For each 
y G X u X - \  let
_i _  /  i i y  = X e  X
X
and define
W ith the unary operation defined, (P, -, "^) is the free semigroup with involution on X, 
which we shall denote by FSI { X) ,  Define the following binary relation on FSI {X) :
3Î =  {(u,u~^u,n) I u G F S I { X ) }  U {{uu~^vv~^,vv~^uu~^) [ w, u G P 5 J(X )} .
The congruence generated by 3% is called the Wagner congruence which we denote by p. 
The factor-semigroup
P7(X ) =  P 5 7  (X)/)0
is the free inverse semigroup on X. We will refer to the elements of 3% as standard inverse 
semigroup relations.
An inverse semigroup presentation is an ordered pair (X |P ), where P  is a binary 
relation on FSI { X) .  Let r  denote the congruence generated by P  U 5ft. The semigroup 
S  = F S I { X ) / r  is said to be presented as an inverse semigroup by the generators X  and 
relations P  and we denote this by
5  =  Inv(X |P).
If X  can be chosen to be a finite set, then we say tha t S  is finitely generated as an inverse 
semigroup, and if both X  and P  can be chosen to be finite, then we say th a t S  is finitely 
presented as an inverse semigroup. We note tha t if S  is generated as an inverse semigroup 
by X , then S  is generated by X u X ~ ^  as a semigroup. In particular S  is finitely generated 
as a semigroup if and only if it is finitely generated as an inverse semigroup. Moreover, if S
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is given by the inverse semigroup presentation Inv(X jP), then it is given by the following 
semigroup presentation:
( X U X - 1 |PUSR>.
P ro p o s itio n  4.1.3. Let S  be an inverse semigroup defined by the semigroup presentation 
{X\P).  Then S  is defined by the inverse semigroup presentation Inv(X |P),
Let S  =  Inv(X |P) and let wi,W 2 be words over X  U X~^.  We write wi = W2 , if wi 
and W2 are identical as words and we write wi = W2 , if wi and W2 represent the same 
element of S. If wi = W2 , then we also say tha t S  satisfies the relation wi = W2 - We say 
that W2 is obtained from wi by an application of a relation of P  or of a standard inverse 
semigroup relation, if wi =  aufi and W2 = avfi, where a ,fi  E (X U  X “ )^* and u = v ox 
u — w is a relation of P  or a standard inverse semigroup relation. We say tha t wi =  W2 is 
a consequence of relations in P  and of standard inverse semigroup relations, if there exists 
a sequence of words
wi = a o , . . . ,  am = u)2,
where aj+i is obtained from a j by applying a relation of P  or a standard inverse semigroup 
relation.
The following proposition is a modification of [33, Proposition 2.3.]:
P ro p o s itio n  4.1.4. Let S  be an inverse semigroup generated by a set X . Let P  be a 
relation on F S I (X) and let 5ft denote the set of standard inverse semigroup relations on 
FSI { X) .  Then S  =  Inv(X |P) i f  and only i f  the following two conditions hold:
(i) S  satisfies all relations in P U  5ft;
(ii) I f  w \,W 2 G (X U X"^)"^ are such that wi = W2 holds in S , then wi = u>2 is a 
consequence of relations in P  U 5ft.
Proof. (= ^ )  If 5  =  Inv(X |P), then S  — F S I { X ) / r  by definition, where r  is the
congruence generated by P  U 5ft and hence (i) and {ii) hold.
(4 = )  Let F  denote the free semigroup with involution on X  and let y  : P  —> 5  be
the unary homomorphism extending the identity map l : X  X .  Let r  denote the
congruence generated by P  U 5ft. We show that S  — Inv(X |P) by verifying tha t ker^ =  r . 
Since S  satisfies all relations in P  U 5ft by (i), we clearly have that r  Ç kery. Suppose now 
that (wi,W 2 ) G kery). Then wi and W2 represent the same element of S, and hence by (ii) 
kery? Ç r .  □
Let S  = Inv(X jP). One can obtain an alternative inverse semigroup presentation for 
S  by applying the following elementary Tietze transformations:
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(T l) adding a new generating symbol y and a new relation y ~  w, where 
wG ( X U X - i ) + ;
(T2) if P  possesses a relation of the form y — w, where w is a word over 
X  u  X “  ^ that does not contain the symbols y  or y~^,  then deleting the 
generating symbol y and the relation y ~  w and replacing all occurrences 
of 2/ by w and y~^ by in the remaining relations;
(T3) adding a new relation wi ~  W2 to P , in the case where w\ =  W2 is a con­
sequence of relations in P  and of standard inverse semigroup relations;
(T4) deleting a relation wi = W2 from P , in the case where wi =  W2 is 
a consequence of relations in P  — = 1 2^ } and of standard inverse
semigroup relations.
Similarly to Proposition 4.1.2,- we have:
P ro p o s itio n  4.1.5. Two (finite) inverse semigroup presentations define the same inverse 
semigroup if  and only i f  one can be obtained from the other by applying (a finite sequence 
of) elementary Tietze transformations.
4.2  F in ite  gen eration  w ith  resp ect to  an action .
In the first section of the third chapter, we introduced the notion of an 5-act and among 
others defined finite generation for 5-acts. We also showed tha t every semigroup 5  can be 
considered as an 5-act, but in doing so we forget the structure which 5  possesses and only 
keep the underlying set. Bearing in mind tha t an 5-act A  can have an algebraic structure 
underlying it, we give a more sophisticated version of the definition of finite generation 
and introduce the concept of finite presentability with respect to an action in Section 4.
Let (y. A) be a semilattice and denote by < the natural partial order on it. Recall tha t 
X < y ÎÎ and only iî x  = x  A y . We say tha t y E Y  is a maximal element of F  if æ G F, 
y < x  always implies that x = y. We say that F  satisfies the maximum condition if it has 
finitely many maximal elements, and for all æ G F  there exists a maximal element y e Y  
such tha t X  < y .  The following lemma is immediate from the definitions.
L em m a 4.2.1. Let (F, A) be a semilattice and let (p be an automorphism of (F, A). Then 
X < y i f  and only i f  x p  < yp . In particular we have that y is a maximal element of Y  if  
and only i f  yp  is a maximal element of Y  as well.
Next we recall the notion of a left action of a semigroup 5  on a semigroup T, Let 
(T, *) and (5, •) be semigroups. We say tha t 5  acts on T  by endomorphisms on the left, if 
there exists a map f  : T  x  S  T, (t, s) ^t satisfying the conditions
(Al)
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(A2) ^ (^ 1  * t2) =
for all t , t i , t 2 6  T  and s ,s i ,  S2  E S. If 5  is a monoid, then we also require the following 
condition to hold:
(A3) ~  t for all t e T.
We say that S  acts on T  by automorphisms on the left, if besides conditions (Al), (A2) 
(and (A3), if 5  is a monoid), the following conditions are satisfied:
(A4) for all t G T  and s E S  there exists t e T  such tha t ^t = t;
(A5) for all t i , t 2 e T  and s E S,  ^ti ~  ^t2 implies tha t ti  = t 2 -
The reason we deviated from our notation introduced in the third chapter, and write 
^t instead of t.s, is tha t we would like to keep the traditional notation used in semidirect 
products, which will be given soon. We also mention that a right action of 5  on T  by 
endomorphisms (automorphisms) can be defined similarly.
D efin ition  4.2.2. Let {S, •) and (T, *) be semigroups. Assume tha t S  acts on T  on the 
left by endomorphisms (automorphisms). We say tha t T  is generated by To Ç T with 
respect to the action of 5 , if T  =  (‘^ Tq U Tq), where ^Tq = {^t \ s e  S, t E Tq}. We say
that T  is finitely generated with respect to the action of S  if Tq can be chosen to be a finite
subset of T.
L em m a 4.2.3. Let T  be a finitely generated semigroup and assume that the semigroup S  
acts on T  on the left by endomorphisms. Then T  is finitely generated with respect to the 
action of S  as well.
Proof. Clearly, if T  is generated by a finite set Y , then T  is finitely generated by Y  
with respect to the action of 5  as well. □
Finitely generated semilattices are finite. We give three examples for infinite semilat­
tices tha t are finitely generated with respect to a group action defined on them. These 
examples will be referred to throughout the fourth chapter to illustrate the results con­
cerning finite generation and finite presentability of a semidirect product of a semilattice 
by a group. Our first two examples have already been introduced in the third chapter, 
these aie Example 3.3.6 and Example 3.3.7.
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P ro p o s itio n  4.2.4. Let Y x  be the double infinite chain with an identity adjoined on top:
. . .  < e_i < eg < Cl < . . .  < 1.
Let G =  {g) be the infinite cyclic group. Let n ,k  G Z and consider the following map:
=  {1,g^) ^  1 = 1. .
With this action, G acts on Yoo on the left by automorphisms, and is generated by 
Yq — {eo, 1} with respect to this action of G.
Proof: We first show tha t conditions (A1)-(A5) hold.
(Al) Let y G Foo and gi =  g“^,g 2 — 9 ^ , n ,m  G h. If y — 1, then clearly 3W2X — x —
2 1 1  — 21 (2 2 %^ 1Î y  = eft, for some k G h , then
proving tha t (Al) does indeed hold.
(A2) Let 2/1 =  6 n ,2/2 == and let h = g^, where n ,m ,k  G Z. W ithout loss of generality
we can assume tha t n < m ,  and hence n-\- k < m  k. Then
{yi 2/2) =   ^ (^ M, A Grn.) =   ^ e  ^ =
— ^n+k A em-\-k 
=  ^^6» A ^^ em =  ^^ 2/1 2/2-
The case when 2/1 and/or 2/2 equals 1 can be verified similarly.
(A3) Clearly ^y =  ^'^y =  y  for all y G Yoo-
(A4) Let Cn e  Yoo and g'^ G G. By definition, and also =  1, verifying
tha t (A4) holds.
(A5) Let yi — Cn, 2/2 =  and let h = g^ G G such tha t ^2/1 =  2^/2- T hat is
^n+k ~  ~  ~
holds and hence we obtain tha t Cn = Om, proving tha t (A5) is satisfied.
We may now deduce that G acts on Foo on the left by automorphisms. By (A4), for all 
n  G Z, Cji = and so the semilattice Foo is finitely generated with respect to the action 
of G by 1 and eg. □
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P ro p o s itio n  4.2.5. Let A  be the infinite antichain
. . . ,  e—1, 6qj Cl 5 . . . .  ,
Adjoin an identity 1 on top and a zero 0 on bottom, that is for each Ci G A, 0 < < 1
holds. Let A^o denote the (semi)lattice obtained. Let G = (g) be the infinite cyclic group.
Let n ,k  G it and consider the following map:
f  : AooX G Aoo\ {en,9^) ^  =  e„+fc; {1,9^) =  1; (0.5^) ^^0 =  0.
With this action, G acts on A qq on the left by automorphisms, and Aoo is generated by
Fq =  {eo, 1} with respect to this action of G .
Proof. We show tha t conditions (A1)-(A5) hold.
(Al) Clearly iî y E A qq equals to 1 or to 0, then for all ^1 , 5 2  G G, dig^y — 21 (2 2 ^). Let
y = eh, 9 1  = p", 92 =  Then
proving tha t (A l) indeed holds.
(A2) Let 2/1 , 2/2 G Aoo and h — g^. If either 2/1 =  0 or 2/2 — 0 (or both), then clearly 
^%2/i A 2/2 ) =  ^^2/1 A ' ^ 2 - Similarly, if 2/1 =  1 and 2/2 G Aoo arbitrary, then ^(2/1 A 
2/2 ) =  *^'2/2 =  1 A ^2/2 =  A ^2/2 - The only case remaining to consider is when 
2/1 =  Cn, 2/2 =  em for some n, m G Z. If n  7  ^m, then we have
%^2/l A 2/2) =  ^^ {en A ejn) =   ^ 0 =   ^e„ A  ^ =  2^/1 A 2^/2-
If n  =  m, then
'^(2/1 A 2/2) =  ^ {^en A en) =  en =   ^ en A =  2^/1 A 2^/2-
verifying tha t (A2) holds.
(A3) By definition, it is clear, tha t for all y G  Aoo, 2^/ =  ^°2/ =  2/-
(A4) Let y = e,i E  A  and g ^  G G. By definition, ^^en-m  =  Also s’” !  — 1  and
s’”o =  0 , verifying tha t (A4) holds.
(A5) Let 2/1 , 2/2 G Aoo and let h = g^ such tha t ^^2/1 =  ^2/2 * Then the following three cases 
can occur:
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(a) If ^yi  =  2^/2 =  1, then 2/1 =  2/2 =  1
(b) If 2^/1 =  2^/2 =  0, then 2/1 =  2/2 =  0.
(c) If 2^/1 =  2^/2 =  6m, then (^2/l) =  ^ '" '(^ 2 ) =  from which it follows
that 2/1 =  2/2 h - \
Hence (A5) is satisfied.
We may deduce tha t G acts on Aoo on the left by automorphisms. Since by (A4) for all 
n  G Z, B n -  ^’eo, and since e» A =  0 where n ,m  e  Z (n m ), we also obtain tha t the 
semilattice Aqq is finitely generated with respect to  the action of G by 1 and eg. □
Before presenting our last example, we make a few basic observation about the free 
semilattice generated by a set A. To be more precise, in our case A is going to be an 
infinite set. Let F  be the free semilattice generated by A =  { . . . ,  e_i,  eg, e i , . ..}. Since 
F  is the free semilattice, for every element /  G P , there exists a unique subset { / i , . . . ,  fm }  
of A, such that
f  = f i A . . . A f m  (4.1)
and the following conditions hold:
(FI) fi  ^  f j  for all i ^ j , l < i j  < m.
(F2) If /  =  A . . .  A L , where k  ^  Ij (i ^  j , l  < i , j  < n) then m  = n  and { / i , . . . ,  fm } = 
{^1,. . . ,
In the next proposition, if we write
f  = f i  A . . .  A fm, . (4.2)
then we assume tha t conditions (FI) and (F2) hold.
P ro p o s itio n  4.2.6. Let F  be the free semilattice generated by infinitely many elements 
A = { . . . ,  e_i, eg, e i , . . .}. Adjoin an identity 1 on top that is for each e% G Ag, e* <  1 
holds. Denote by Foo the (semi)lattice obtained. Let G = (g) be the infinite cyclic group. 
Let n ,k  G Z  and consider the following map:
p :  Fo o XG ^  Foo', (en, 9^) =  ^n+k', (1 ,9^) ^  -  1,
where G A. I f  e G F  so that e = f i  A f 2 A . . .  A fm , then we define
(e, pk) i-y =  ^Vi A A . . .  A
With this action, G acts on Yoo by automorphisms. Furthermore Yoo ^  yenerated by 
Yq — {eg, 1} with respect to this action.
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Proof. T hat /  is a well-defined map follows, since (FI) and (F2) hold. We note that 
for € G, we have by definition that
A A . . .  A A A . . .  A
We are now ready to show tha t conditions (A1)-(A5) hold.
(Al) Clearly if y  equals to 1, then for all ^i, ;^2 G G, ^^^2/ =  {^^y). Let y — f i  A . . .  A fn,
where / i , . • . ,  /n  G A and let gi = g'^,g2 = 9^- Then on one hand
A . . .  A A ) =  " " " '(A  A . . .  A A ) =  A  A . . .  A A .
On the other hand
A .. .  A A ))  =  ^"(g 'A  A . . .  A =  """"'A A . . .  A
proving tha t (Al) indeed holds.
(A2) Let 2/1 , 2/2 G Foo and h = g^. If i/i =  1 and 2/2 G F  is arbitrary, then ^(2/1 A 2/2 ) =  
^^2 =  '^'1 A ^^ y2 — ^^2/1 A^ 2/2- The only remaining case to consider is when 2/1 ,2/2 G F. 
Assume tha t yi = f i  A . . .  A fm  and tha t 2/2 =  ^1 A . . .  A where A, G A. Then, 
on one hand
^(2/1 A 2/2 ) =  ^ \ f l  A . . .  A An A Zi A . . .  A Zn) =  ^Vl A . . .  A ^^fm A A . . .  A 
On the other hand
Thus (A2) holds.
(A3) By definition, it is clear tha t for all y G Foo, 2^/ =  °^2/ =  2/-
(A4) Let e =  A A .. .  A Al G F  and g’^  G G. Let I = ^~^e. By (Al) and (A3) we have that
5 ’”/ =  <7"’(5~"e) =  =  e. Also, if e =  1 then =  1, verifying that (A4) holds.
(A5) Let 2/1 , 2/2 G Foo and let h = g^ such that ^2/1 =  ^2/2 - Then either 2/1 =  2/2 =  1 or
yi = y2 = 0, or y i — f i  A . . .  A fn  and 2/2 =  A A . . .  A In the latter case we have 
that
^ Vi —  ^ i f  1 A . . .  A fn) = ^ {h A . . .  A Im) =   ^2/2-
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T hat is, A . . .  A^Vn =  A .. Having in mind tha t (F I) and (F2) hold,
we have that
F i  =  r V i , . . .  / % }  =  =  Bz,
where n  — m. In particular, we have tha t for each ^ f% E B i there exists exactly one 
Ij e  B 2 such thatelement G  ^^A =  and vica versa. It follows tha t
{ /l5 -‘ -}/n} — {Zl, • • • , Z^ i},
and hence 2/1 =  2/2 , verifying tha t (A5) is satisfied.
We may now deduce tha t G acts on Fqo on the left by automorphisms. By definition for 
all n  G Z, 6n — ^”eo. Moreover every element of F  is a product of finitely many elements 
of A, therefore we may deduce tha t Foo is finitely generated with respect to the action of 
G by 1 and eg. □
Let (y. A) be a semilattice and (G, •) be a group. Assume tha t G acts on Y  on the 
left by automorphisms. The semidirect product S  = Y  x G of F  by G is the set F  X G 
equipped with the following multiplication
{e ,g )(f,h )  =  ( e A ^ f ,g 'h ) .
W ith this construction an inverse semigroup is obtained. We recall some basic properties 
of the semidirect product S  = Y  x G.
P ro p o s itio n  4.2.7. Let (F, A) he a semilattice and (G, •) he a group. Assume that G acts 
on Y  on the left by automorphisms and consider the semidirect product S  — Y  x  G. Then 
we have that
(i) (e, 5)- 1 == ^e,g 1);
(ii) (e, 9 ) < (/, h) i f  and only i f  e < f  in Y  and g
(Hi) (e, 9 ) G F  (5) i f  and only if  g = 1;
w (e. 9 ) F  ( /, h) i f  and only if  e — f .
w (e, 9 ) C. { f,h )  i f  and only i f^  — ^ V -
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4.3 F in ite  gen eration .
In this section, we give a necessary and sufficient condition for a semidirect product of a 
semilattice by a group to be finitely generated. Throughout this section, if we say that 
the group G acts on a semilattice Y ,  then it will be understood tha t G acts on Y  on the 
left by automorphisms.
P ro p o sitio n  4.3.1. Let (F, A) be a semilattice, and (G, •) be a group acting on F . The 
semidirect product S  = Y  x  G is finitely generated if  and only i f  the following conditions 
hold:
(i) G is finitely generated;
(ii) Y  satisfies the maximum condition;
(Hi) Y  is finitely generated with respect to the action of G .
Proof. (= > ) Assume that 5  =  F  x G is finitely generated by the elements A  = 
{(ei , / i i ) , . . . ,  (en,/in)}, where A C S .  By Proposition 4.2.7, we obtain that A~^ =
Let
A =  { h \,h 2 , . ., hn} and Fg ~  • • • > ^n} U e | {e,g) G A}.
Let {e,g) G S. Write
=  {fi,9i){f2 ,92) • • • ifk,9k) 
where { f j , 9 j)  G A U A“  ^ for all 1 < j  < k. Then, on one hand
9 ~  9 l  ' ' ' 9k,
where gj G X u X “  ^ verifying tha t G is generated by the finite set X . On the other hand,
e =  / i  A ^ ^ 2  A . . .  A
where / i , . •.,  A  € Fg. It follows tha t for each e G F  there exist f i , .  - - , fk  G Fg, and 
t l , . . . , G G such that
6 =  A  A %  A . . .  A (4.3)
proving that F  =  (^Fg). We also obtain from (4.3), tha t e <  A- T hat is to say that every
element of F  is less than or equal to an element of Fg with respect to the natural partial
order. In particular, we have tha t the maximal elements of F  are the maximal elements 
of Fg, and so we deduce tha t F  satisfies the maximum condition.
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(< = ) For the converse, let G be a group acting on a semilattice Y , where G and Y  
satisfy conditions — (Hi). More precisely, assume that the finite set X  generates‘G as 
a group, and suppose tha t { ^ Y q) = Y . For the sake of simplicity we assume tha t X  Q G 
and Fq Ç y . Let Ym denote the set of maximal elements of F  and let Yq = Ym O Yo. By 
assumption, Ym is a finite set, and so Fg is a finite set as well. Moreover, we still have 
tha t (^Fg) =  F . We claim tha t the set
A  =  {(e, 1) ! e € Fg} U {(e, h)i e G Ym, h G X}
generates S  as an inverse semigroup.
Let (e, g) G Fg x G. We verify tha t (e, g) can be written in terms of elements of AUA~^. 
Let ê G Fm, be such tha t e < ë and suppose tha t g = g\g2 .. .p/t where g\,g 2 , - - ■ ,9k G 
X  U X “ .^ By Lemma 4.2.1, there exist f i ,  f 2 , ■ - -, f k - i  G Ym such tha t =  ê and 
=  f j - l  foi' all 2 < i  <  — 1. It follows tha t =  ë for all 1 <  j  < k  — \, and we
obtain
(e, l){e ,9 i){h ,92 )  • • • {fk -l,9k )  =  (e A ë A ^Yi A . . .  A
=  (e A ê A ë . . .  A ê, g) — {e h  ë, g)
k
~  {4 , 9 ),
verifying tha t any element of Fg x G can be written in terms of elements of A U A~^.
Let e G F  be arbitrary. Since (^Fg) =  F , there exist t \ , . .. E G, and / i , . . . ,  A  G Fg
such that
e =  A . . .  A
Since F  satisfies the maximum condition, there exists ë G Ym such tha t e <  ë, and so 
e =  ë A e holds. Let g G G and write g = t \ t 2 . . .  tku  where u G G. Then
(e,5) =  { e , t i ) { f i , t fh 2 ) . . .{ fk ~ i ,t l} i tk )U k ,t l '^ ) { e ,u ) .
By the above argument each component of the product can be written in terms of elements 
of A U A~^, and thus S  is finitely generated as an inverse semigroup by A. □
We have the following useful corollary of the above proof.
C o ro lla ry  4.3.2. Let G be a group generated as a group by a finite set X  and let 1 
denote the identity element of G. Let Y  be a semilattice satisfying the maximum condition 
and let Ym denote the set of maximal elements of Y . Assume that G acts on Y  on the
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left and that the finite set Yq containing Ym generates Y  with respect to the action of 
G. Then the semidirect product S  — Y  x  G is generated as an inverse semigroup by 
A =  % X  ( l } ) U ( F ; ^ x X ) .
We end this section by giving three examples for finitely generated semidirect products.
E xam ple  4.3.3. Let Fqo be the double infinite chain with an identity element adjoined 
on top and let G be the infinite cyclic group. Define the action of G on Foo as it was in 
Proposition 4.2.4. Clearly G is finitely generated and Yoo satisfies the maximum condition. 
According to Proposition 4.2.4, Foo is finitely generated with respect to the action of G. 
Hence, by Proposition 4.3.1, the semidirect product S  =  Foo x G is finitely generated.
E xam ple  4.3.4. Consider the semilattice Aoo introduced in Proposition 4.2.5 and let G 
be the infinite cyclic group. Define the action of G on Aoo as it was in Proposition 4.2.5. 
Clearly G is finitely generated and Aoo satisfies the maximum condition. According to 
Proposition 4.2.5, Aoo is finitely generated with respect.to the action of G. Hence, by 
Proposition 4.3.1, the semidirect product S  =  Aoo x G is finitely generated.
E xam ple  4.3.5. Consider the semilattice Foo introduced in Proposition 4.2.6 and let G 
be the infinite cyclic group. Define the action of G on Foo as it was in Proposition 4.2.6. 
Clearly G is finitely generated and Foo satisfies the maximum condition. We have also 
shown in Proposition 4.2.6 tha t Foo is finitely generated with respect to the action of G. 
Hence, by Proposition 4.3.1, the semidirect product S  — Foo x G is finitely generated.
4.4  F in ite  p resen tab ility  w ith  resp ect to  an action  I.
The main purpose of this section is to introduce the concept of finite presentability of a 
semigroup with respect to a semigroup action. We investigate basic properties regarding 
this new notion. Among other things, we prove that a finitely presented semigroup on 
which a finitely generated semigroup acts on the left by endomorphisms is also finitely 
presented with respect to the action of the finitely generated semigroup. We set the 
concept introduced in this section into an inverse semigroup theoretic context in Section 
6 .
Throughout this section, if we say tha t a semigroup S  acts on a semigroup T, then 
it will be understood tha t S  acts on T  on the left by endomorphisms. Moreover, if 
S  = (X |F ), then we assume for the sake of convenience that X  Ç S. We let A denote the 
empty word.
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Let X  and Y  be non-empty sets and let Z  = X*. Consider the set
^ y  =  {“ y | a e X .  y .€ Y } .
In other words, the elements of consist of symbols of the form where y €
y, Xi G X  u  {A}. Consider the map:
/  : (^ y )+  X z  -4 (^y )+
(Z^ 2/, a )  (?/, A) 2/, (2/1 . . .  2/», a )  ^^ 2/1 "  . ''g/n, (4.4)
where (3 G  Z  \  {A}, a . G  Z  and y i , . .. ,2/n G ^ Y .  Clearly, /  satisfies (Al) and (A2) and so 
Z  acts on (^Y )'^ . As before, we write the image of ( y i . . .  2/n, CK) under /  as “ (2/1 . . .  2/n)- 
T hat is,
“ (î/l. . .î /n) =  “ î / l . . . “2/n-
In particular we obtain Y  Ç ^ Y ,  since for all y G Y, ^y ^  y. Throughout this section, 
we consider (^F )+  as a semigroup on which the semigroup Z  acts, where the action is 
determined by the map / ,  defined in (4,4).
D efin ition  4.4.1. Let (X |P ) be a semigroup presentation, Z  — X* and F  be a non­
empty set. A semigroup presentation with respect to the action of (X |P ) is an ordered 
pair {Y\Q), where Q is a binary relation on (^F)+.  Let
=  =  ( p  =  « ) 6 Q ,  {u =  v ) e P ,  a , /3 € Z }
U =  “’’^ w I w  e  ( ^ F ) + .  (u =  v ) e P ,  a ,/3 €  Z]
I) {“p = °g \ (p = q) € Q, a e  Z}.
We note tha t Q Ç Q,,. The semigroup defined by the semigroup presentation (^Y \Q a ) is 
said to be presented with respect to the action of (X |P ) by the generators F  and relations 
Q and we denote this by
r  =  Act(x|f)(^IQ>.
If F  and Q can be chosen to be finite sets, then we say tha t T  is finitely presented with 
respect to the action of (XjP).  If we fix a presentation (X |P ) for a semigroup 5, then we 
write
T  =  A ctg(F |Q )
instead of T  =  A ct/x |p)(F |Q ), and say tha t T  is presented with respect to an action of S  
by F  and Q.
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Let T  = Act^xiP)(V^|Q), F  =  X*  and let wi,W 2 € We say tha t W2 is obtained
from wi by an application of a relation of Qji, if wx = au/3 and W2 = avfi, where 
a, (3 G and a  =  n is a relation of Qa- We say tha t tüi =  lüz is a consequence of
relations in Qa , if there exists a sequence of words
W\ =  CKq, . . . , Oim =  U)2
such that o:j+i is obtained from a j by applying a relation of Qa - 
According to Proposition 4.1.1, we obtain:
Proposition  4.4.2. Let {X\P) be a semigroup presentation and Y  be a non-empty set. 
Let Z  — X* and Q be a binary relation on {^Y)~^. Then T  = A c t I P )  (^ |Q ) */ and only 
i f  the following two conditions hold:
(i) T  satisfies all relations in Qa !
(ii) I fw i,W 2 G (^y)"^ are such that wx == W2 holds in T , then wx — W2 is a consequence 
of relations in Qa-
Every semigroup can be defined in terms of a semigroup presentation. The question 
naturally arises whether a semigroup T  on which a semigroup S  acts can be defined in 
terms of a presentation with respect to the action of S. We give an answer to this problem 
in the next proposition.
Proposition  4.4.3. Let S  and T  be semigroups and assume that S  acts on T . Then T  
can be defined in terms of a presentation with respect to the action of S.
Proof. Fix a presentation (X |P) for S. Let Z  — X* and let T  be given by the 
presentation (F jP ). Since S  acts on T, there exists a function
f - . T x S ^ T ]  { t , s ) ^ H
satisfying the following two conditions:
(Al) («'«)( =  and (A2) *(*1(2 ) =
for all t , tx , t2 e T  and s, s i, sz E S. For all y G F  and o  G F , we fix a word Va,y over F , 
so that
y —
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holds. We note tha t because of conditions (Al) and (A2) and since /  is well-defined, the
following hold; On one hand, if a,/3 G Z  are such tha t a = (3 holds in 5, then for a lly  G Y
'^a,y — '^ P,y (4'5)
holds in T. More generally, if w = y i .. .yn is a word over Y , then
Va^ yi . . . Va,yn “  ' ' ' '^P,yn' (4-b)
On the other hand, for aR y g Y  and 5 =  a(3 , where a ,(3 G Z,  if =  î/i • • • ?/nj then
V§^ y — (4-7)
holds in T. Let
Q = R O  Ifi^y ~  Va,y \ a G  Z, y G Y }.
Consider the semigroup presentation {^Y \Q a) ,  where
Qa =  {““'’p  =  “’"’î  I (p =  «) € <3, (« =  u) e  P, a,/3 s  Z )
u  =  «^4» I W e  ( ^ y ) + ,  {u =  v )  e P , a , ( 3  e  Z}
U{‘^  = “g I (p =  q) e Q , a e  Z}.
We verify th a t T  =  A cts(y |Q ), by showing tha t the semigroup presentation (^Y \Q a }
can be obtained from the semigroup presentation (F |P )  by applying elementary Tietze
transformations.
It is immediate tha t applying Tietze transformations of type (Tl),  the semigroup 
presentation {^Y\Q) is obtained from (Y\R). We verify tha t {^Y \Q a ) can be obtained 
from {^Y\Q ) by applying Tietze transformation of type (T3). In other words, we show 
that every relation in Qa \  Q is a consequence of relations in Q.
First, consider a relation in R\
CL\ . . . Oiji —  bx . . . bm-
Let a,/3 G Z  and {u ~ v )  G P. Let
=  aufi and Ô2 =  avfi.
It is immediate tha t the relation =  62  holds in S. Bearing in mind tha t /  is a well-defined 
map and tha t (A2) holds, we obtain tha t
'^ 02,ai • • • U(Î2,an ^^ 2,1)1 • • • S^2,b,n (4*3)
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applying relations in Q 
by (4.5) 
by (4.8)
applying relations in Q
holds in T. In particular, we have that
= VSuai ‘"V5^,an
— “^02,ai • ' •
=  %,bl ' ■'VS2,bm 
It can be similarly proved tha t for all a  E Z,
" (a i . . .On)  = “ (6 i . . . 6^ )
is a consequence of relations in Q.
Next, let w  G and let <5i , ^ 2  G Z  as defined before. Assume th a t w =
. . -""Z/n, where ai e  Z  and =  %, if ai is the empty word. Let pi =  ôiai 
and Ui = Ô2 ai, (1 < i < n). Since 5i = 62 holds in 5, we also have tha t pi = z/% holds 
for all 1  < % < n. Making use of (4.5), we obtain that holds in T  for all
1 < i  < n .  Hence, we have that
=  y i  • . • y n
applying relations in Q 
by (4.5)
applying relations in Q
'*‘“ ‘3/1.
=  '“ y i - -
' • ^fin,yn
• • '^l'n,yn
=  ""Z/i. • ■‘'"Vn
=  ^ ° ‘' y i
=  ^^tu.
Finally, consider a relation of the form '^y = v.y^ y in Q. Let and Ô2 be the words over 
X  as defined before. Let p  = ^ 1 7  and v  =  ^2 7 . Since i5i =  Ô2 holds in 5 , we have that 
fjb — y  also holds in S. Assume tha t v^^y = y \ . .. yn- Then,
y ~
= Vy^ y 
=
=  "^"yi • 52yn
= ^ H y i '" y n )  = '^^vy^y.
applying a relation in Q 
by (4.5) 
by (4.7)
applying relations in Q
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It can be similarly proved tha t for all a  G Z,
Tv)  =
is a consequence of relations in Q. □
Prom the proof of Proposition 4.4.3 we obtain the following useful corollary:
C o ro lla ry  4.4.4. Let S  ~  {X \P), Z  =  X* and T  — (F |P ). Assume that 3  acts on T . 
For each a  G Z  and y g Y ,  let be a word over Y  representing “y. Let
Q = R O  {°"y =  V(x,y \ 01 G Z, y e Y }
and
QA =  r t  =  ““'’g | ( p  =  ? ) e Q ,  (u =  u ) e P ,  a , / 3 e Z }
u  {"«4» =  I w  e  ( ^ y ) + ,  («  =  d) e  P , a ,/3  s  Z ]
U =  “g I ip =  q) e Q ,  a  6 Z}.
Then the following hold:
(1) Every relation in Qa \ Q  is a consequence of relations in Q.
(2) T  =  Acts(y|Q> =  (^Y\Qa) =  (^Y\Q).
P ro p o s itio n  4.4.5. Let T  be a finitely presented semigroup and assume that a finitely 
generated semigroup S  acts on T. Then T  is also finitely presented with respect to the 
action of S.
Proof. Fix a semigroup presentation (X |P ) for S, where X  is a finite set and let 
Z  — X*. Let T  be defined by the semigroup presentation (F |P ), where F  is a finite set 
and jR is a finite set of relations on F"^. For all ^ G F  and a  G F  we fix a word Va^ y over 
F  so tha t
"Z/ -  Vc,y-
Let
Q = R U  {^y ~  V(x^ y 1 q; G F, y E F},
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and consider the semigroup presentation {^Y \Q a )^  where
u  I w e  (^y )+ , =  i;) G f ,  CK,/? G Z}
u  {^p  =  “g I {p = q) e  Q ,a  e  Z}.
Making use of Corollary 4.4.4, we have tha t T  = (^Y \Q a ) = {^Y\Q). Let
Q = R O  {^y = Vx,y I rc G X, y e  Y}.
Since i2 is a finite set of relations and since X  and Y  are finite sets, <5 is a finite set of 
relations. Let
Qa =  =  “”^9 l(p  =  9) 6 Q, {u = v ) e P ,  a , p e  Z )
U I w  e  (^y )+ , (« =  u) e  P, a , /3' 6 Z]
u  {“p =  “ 9  I (p =  9 ) e  Q, a e  Z}.
We claim that T  is finitely presented with respect to the action of 5 , by verifying that 
(^Y \Q a ) can be obtained from {^Y\Q ) by applying elementary Tietze transformations. 
Clearly Qa Q Qa > By Corollary 4.4.4, the elements of Qa \  Q and hence of Qa \  Q are
consequences of relations in Q, and so we obtain
T = { ^ Y \ Q u Qa ).
Finally, we claim by induction on the length of words a  e  Z, tha t all relations of the form 
^y  =  where |q:| >  2 are consequences of relations in Qa -
We recall tha t by (4.7), for all y e Y  and 6  = a/3, where a,/3 e  Z , if vp^y =  2/i. . .  2/nj 
then
'^ 5,y — '^ OL,yi • • • '^a,yn' ('^•^)
Let a  = x\X 2 - Then "^^ y = Vx2 ,y is a relation in Q, and so — ^^Vx2 ,y is a relation in 
Qa- Assume tha t Vx2,y = y - y n- Then we obtain
xix2y  _  ~^^ Vx2 ,y applying a relation in Qa
=
=  Vxuyi • • • '^xuvn applying relations in Q
— '^xix2 ,y t>y
Next, assume th a t for all words a  over X  with length less then m, where 2 <  m, the 
relation "y =  Va^ y is a consequence of relations in Qa and let o: G Z such tha t |a | =  m.
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Then a  — (5x for some x e  X  and (3 e  Z , where \(3\ =  m  — 1. Since = Vx,y is a relation 
in Q we have tha t ^^y = ^Vx,y is an element of Qa - Assume th a t Vx,y = y i . . .y n -  Then, 
we obtain
ay _  pxy _  applying a relation in Qa
=  ^ (y i . . .yn)
= ^yi - - -  ^Vn
~  • • • '^ I3,yn by the inductive hypothesis
=  '^a,y by (4.9).
Hence, applying Tietze transformations of type (T4), we obtain
T =  {^Y\Qa) =  Actg(y|Q),
proving tha t T  is indeed finitely presented with respect to the action of «S'. □
We introduce a sharper version of Corollary 4.4.4.
C o ro lla ry  4.4.6. Let S  =  {X \P), Z  =  X* and T  = (y|jR). Assume that S  acts on T . 
For each a  e  Z  and y E Y ,  let Va,y be a word over Y  representing ^y. Let
and
Let
Q — R O  {°"y = Va,y \ a £  Z \ X ,  y e Y }
Q = RVJ {^y = Vx^ y \ X E X , y e Y} .
Q/i =  I (p =  g) G Q, (^ =  u) G P, a , / )  G Z}
U I w  G ( ^ y ) + ,  (?/ =  u) G P , CK,/) G X }
U = °‘q \ {p = q) E Q, a E  Z}.
Then the following hold:
(1) Every relation in Q \ Q  is a consequence of relations in Qa -
(2 ) Every relation in Qa \ Q  is a consequence of relations in Q. 
r  =  A ctg(y |Q ) =  A ctg(y |Q ).
Finally, we prove:
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P ro p o s itio n  4.4.7. Let S  = {X \P), where X  is a finite set and let Z  = X * . Let T  he a 
semigroup on which S  acts. Assume that the finite sets Yi and Y2 generate the semigroup 
T  with respect to the action of S  and that T  = Actg(Li|Q), where Q is a finite set of 
relations on Then there exists a finite set of relations Q on such that
T =  A ctg% |Q ).
Proof. Since Y2 generates T  with respect to the action of S, for each y  G Y\ there exists 
a word Vy over such tha t y and Vy represent the same element of T. In particular, for 
all a  G Z,vfG  have tha t °^ y and “vy represent the same element of T. The map
yy-^vy,
can be extended to a homomorphism
■n : (2y i)+  ^
We note tha t for each w G {^Yi)'^, w and wp represent the same element of T. Consider 
the word w = ^ ^ y i . . .  °‘"^yn, where ai G Z  and % G Yi for all 1 <  i <  n. Let a  G Z  and let 
Si =  aai, where 1 < i < n. Then
{^w)p =
=  ^Vy^... ”Uy^
and so for all w G and a  G Z,
{fiw)p = °^{wp) (4.10)
holds. Similarly, since Yi generates T  with respect to the action of S, for each y G Y2 
there exists a word Vy G (^Yî)'^ such that y  and Vy represent the same element of T. In 
particular, for all a  6 Z, we have tha t °^ y and ^Vy represent the same element of T. The 
map
y ^
can be extended to a homomorphism
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and for each w G w and wf, represent the same element of T. Furthermore, for
all w G (^>2)'*', and a  G Z,
(4.11)
Since T  = A ctg(}i|Q ), we have tha t T  =  {^Y i \Qa ), where
QA =  I (p =  9) G Q, (2t =  1;) G P, a ,/)  G Z}
U I w G (^ } ^ )+ , (12 =  u) G P, CK, / 3  G Z}
U =  “g I (p ~  g) G Q, a  G Z}.
Let
and let
Q == {pp = qp \ {p = q) e  Q }U  { y  = y^p \ y G  Y2 }
QA =  I (p =  g) G Q, (^  =  ?,) G P , a , / )  G Z }
U I w  G  (^^ 2 )^» {u = G.P, a , / 3  G Z j
U {“p =  “g I (p =  g) G Q ,a  G Z}.
Our aim is to show that T  =  Actg(Y2 | Q). By the definition of the homomorphisms p 
and ^ and by (4.10), we have tha t T  satisfies all relations in Q and of Qa  as well.
Before we proceed and show tha t every relation w \  =  wg, { w i , W 2  G (^^ 2 )" )^ tha t holds 
in T  is a consequence of relations in Q a i  we verify th a t for all y  G Y 2  and a  G Z
=  (“p)^p
holds in T. Keeping (4.10) and (4.11) in mind, we obtain for all y  G Y 2  and o; G that
(“2/) î^? =  ((“ 2/)^)^ =  (“ (y^))7? =  “ (y^^) (4.12)
holds. Let y  G Y 2  and a G Z. Since y  =  y ^ p  is a relation in Q, we have tha t °^y — ‘^ { y ^ p )
is a relation in Qa - Having (4.12) in mind we have tha t '^{yCv) =  {°‘y)^V and hence we
obtain that
=  (4.13)
holds in T.
Let w i , W 2  G  (^i^)'*' such tha t w i  and W 2  represent the same element of T. We show 
tha t wi =  'ÎU2 is a consequence of relations in Qa- Since wi — W2 , we have tha t =  W2^
holds in T, and hence there exists a finite sequence of words over ^ Y i'.
= Ui,U2, . . . ,Um =
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such that Ui+i is obtained from Ui, (1 < i <  m  — 1) by applying a relation in Qa - Consider 
now the following sequence of words over
W i ^ p  =  U i p ,  U 2P , . . . , U m P  =  W 2^ p -
If Ui+1 is obtained from Wj, (1 < i < m  — 1) by applying a relation in Q, then Ui^ip 
is obtained from Uip by applying a relation in Q. Assume tha t Uj+i is obtained from 
Ui, ( 1  < i < m  — l)  by applying a relation in Qa \  Q- Then the following three cases can 
occur:
(a) Uf+i is obtained from Ui by applying a relation of the form
auPp _
where a ,p  G Z, (p =  g) G Q and {u = v) G P. Then is obtained from uip by
substituting the subword (““^p)ï7 of Uip by {fi^^q)p. Keeping in mind (4.10), we have 
that
and tha t
ifi'^^q)p =  °^^(gp),
and so we may deduce tha t ui^ip  is obtained from Uip by applying a relation in Qa -
(b) Ui+i is obtained from Ui by applying a relation of the form
where a ,P  G Z, w G  (^Ki)'’ and {u — v) G P. Then Ui+ip is obtained from Uip by 
substituting the subword (““^tü)g of Uip by (°'^%>)p. By (4.10),
( " ^ ) p  =
and
and hence we may deduce tha t Ui^^ip is obtained from Uip by applying a relation in 
Qa -
(c) Ui+i is obtained from ui by applying a relation of the form
“p =  “g.
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where a  G  Z, {p = q) G: Q. Then is obtained from Uip by substituting the
subword {°‘p)p of Uip by ifiq)p- Since
(“p)t7 =  “ (pT?) and (“ g)r? ^  “ (gy),
we have th a t uij^ip is obtained from Uip by applying a relation in Qa -
To finish our proof, we need to verify tha t wi — wi^p  and W2^p =  wg is a consequence 
of relations in Qa- Assume tha t wi = where ai G Z  and pi G  Y2 for all
1 < i < n. Keeping in mind (4.13) and tha t ^ and 77 are homomorphisms we obtain
=  m ^v-
Similarly W2 = W2 ^p holds, and so tui =  wg is a consequence of relations in Qa- □
4.5 E xam p les I.
The aim of this section is to illustrate through a sequence of examples the concept of 
finite presentability with respect to a semigroup action. By Proposition 4.4.5, we know 
that if a semigroup T  is finitely presented and a finitely generated semigroup S  acts on 
it, then T  is also finitely presented with respect to the action of S. To demonstrate
that T  does not necessarily have to be finitely presented as a semigroup in order to be
finitely presented with respect to a semigroup action, we will consider infinite semilattices. 
The reason we choose infinite semilattices is twofold. On one hand infinite semilattices 
are not finitely generated and hence they are not finitely presented. On the other hand 
these examples serve as a preparation for considering semidirect products. We give an 
example of an infinite semilattice tha t is finitely presented as a semigroup with respect to 
a semigroup action and we give two examples of semilattices tha t are not finitely presented 
as a semigroup with respect to a semigroup action.
P ro p o s itio n  4.5.1. Let be the double infinite chain with an identity element adjoined 
on top, and let G be the infinite cyclic group. Define the action of G on Yoo as in Propo­
sition 4 .2.4- Then Y^ is finitely presented as a semigroup with respect to the action of 
G.
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Proof. Consider the semilattice Yoo'
. . .  < e_i < eo < ei <  . . .  <  1.
Since Yoo is infinite, it is not finitely generated .and hence it is not finitely presented. To 
be more precise, if we let
R  = { a  A  6j  = Cj A  Si = 6 i, a  A  1 — 1 A  €i = 6 i, 1 A 1 =  1 I z < j ,  i , j  € Z},
then we have tha t Yoo is defined by the semigroup presentation (Tool-R)- Let G =  (g) be 
the infinite cyclic group. To make notation clear, we let X  =  1} and let Z  = X*.
Let
P  = {99~^ = 9~^9 =  ly  =  y, n  =  i}-
Clearly G is defined by the semigroup presentation
G = ( X | f > .
Define the action of G on Yoo as in Proposition 4.2.4. According to Proposition 4.2.4, 
Yoo is finitely generated by {eo, 1} with respect to the action of G. It follows tha t Yoo is 
generated by the finite set Yq =  {eo, e^, 1} with respect to this action of G as well. Let
Q = {eo A ei =  ei A eo =  eo, eo A eo =  eo, 1 A eo =  eo A 1 =  eo,
^eo =  ei, ^eo =  eo , =  1, =  1}
and
Qa =  { " “ ^ p  =  I {p =  q) e  Q, {u = v) e P, a, p e Z}  
u  I w e  ( ^ Y o ) + ,  {u =  v ) e P , a , p e  Z}
u  { " p  =  %  I (p =.q) e  Q, a G Z}.
Let Y  = {^YqIQa )- We claim tha t Too =  A cte (To |Q), by giving two homomorphism
V ■ L^oo —> Y  and ^ : Y  Yoo that are inverse to each other.
We first show tha t the map e^ i-> ^"eo, 1 1 induces a homomorphism p : Yoo Y
by showing th a t relations in R  are mapped onto relations tha t hold in Y . First consider
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a relation of the form e„ A e,„ = e^, where n < m . Then
e-nV A emV = ^ eo A ^ bq
= ^”eo A ^"ei A applying a relation in Qa
= A A applying a relation in Qa
= A A . . .  A e^o A applying a relation in Qa
= A A . . .  A \e o  A ei) applying a relation in Qa
= ^”eo A A . . .  A e^o applying a relation in Qa
—  ^ So — 67177,
and so (e^ A 6 ^ ) 7 7  =  6^77 holds. It can be similarly proved tha t all relations of the form 
6771 A Bn = On, where n < m  are mapped onto relations tha t hold in Y .
It is immediate by the definition of 77 tha t 1 A 1 =  1 is mapped onto the relation 
1 A 1 =  1.
Before we proceed, we first claim that ^^1 =  1 holds in Y  for all A; >  0 by induction. 
Clearly
= applying a relation in Qa
— 1  applying a relation in Q.
Assume tha t =  1 holds in Y  for all k < m .  Then 1 =  holds. On the other hand
3 ’"“  ^ £^7 1 ) =  is a relation in Qai and so we may deduce tha t =  1  holds in Y .
We also note that = ^1 , are relations in Qa  ^ and
so
^ ' 1  =  1
holds in Y . Furthermore, for all A: <  0, =  1 holds.
Consider a relation of the form e„ A 1 =  677. Then
BnP A l p  = A 1
=  ^''eo A applying relations in
=  applying a relations in Qa
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and hence (sn A 1 )7 7  =  e„77. I t can be similarly proved tha t all relations of the form 
1 A Cji = Sn are mapped onto relations tha t hold in Y .
Before we define a homomorphism from Y  to Yoo» we introduce the following notation. 
Let a  E Z, and assume th a t the group reduced word obtained from a  is g” . Then we let 
||a || =  n.
We verify tha t the map "eo ^  6||q,||+i, "1 1 induces a homomorphism
^ : y  —> Yoo, by showing tha t relations in Qa are mapped onto relations tha t hold in Y^. 
First, we consider relations in Q. We have the following seven cases:
(i) eg^ A ei^ = eg A ei =  eo
(ii) eo^ A eo<^  = eg A eo =  eg
(iii) (1 A 1)^ = U-
(iv) (^eg)( =  ei = ei^.
(v) (^eoX =  eg =  eg^.
(vi) { n )^  = i  == ( l ) e
(vii) C i)^  = i  == (IX .
Thus, we may deduce tha t relations of Q are mapped onto relations tha t hold in Yoo- 
Let a ,p  G Z  and {u — v) G P. Let 6 % =  aup  and 6 2  =  avp. Since {u = v) G P, we 
have that ||u || =  |ju||, and it follows th a t ||6 i || =  l|^2 !l- Consider the relation eg A ei =  eg 
in Q. Then
C^'60)^ A =  e\\5i\\ A eii6i\\+l = e||6i|| =  (eo A ei))C
holds. Similarly, we have that
(“eo)^ A (“ ei)C =  e\[a\\ A e||a||+i =  e||a|! =  ("eo)^ =  (“ (eo A ei))^ 
holds. I t can be proved similarly, tha t for any relation {p = q) G Q,
and ("p)^ =  ("g)^
hold. Finally, let
70 =  " ip i A . . .  A
where ai G Z  and pi G Yg. Let
fii = 6 \a i and z/% = 6 2 0:1,
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where 1 < z < n. Clearly, ||/Zj|| =  ||z/i|| for all 1 < z < n. It is straightforward that 
holds, if Pi =  1 for all 1 < z < rz. Assume tha t there exists % ^  1. Then, 
applying the appropriate relations in Qa,  we may assume tha t in w each % =  eg. Let 
fii G Z  he such tha t ||/Lii|| < ||/Zj|| for all 1 <  j  < m.  Then, applying the appropriate 
relations in Qa,  we obtain that
("iz/i A . . .  " ”z/n) =
and that
Taking into account that
holds, we obtain tha t (^^zo)  ^=  (^^zo)^ holds in Yoo-
T hat p and ^ are inverse to each other follows from the following facts. On one hand 
we have
(en)p^ =  =  6n and Ip^  =  1.
On the other hand
(“ eg) ?^7 =  (e||o,||)77 =  "^“"eg =  "eg,
(" e i)^ 7 7  =  (e ]j« |]+ i)? 7  =  ^"“ "‘^ 'eg  =  " (% g ) =  “ e i
and
=  1.
□
P ro p o s itio n  4.5.2. Let A qq he the semilattice obtained by adjoining an identity and a 
zero element to an infinite antichain. Let G be the infinite cyclic group. Define the action 
of G on Aoo as in Proposition 4-2.5. Then A qo is not finitely presented as a semigroup 
with respect to the action ofG.
Proof. Let A  be the infinite antichain
' *) ^—1> ^0 ? ^1J•* * ■
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Adjoin an identity 1 on top and a zero 0 on bottom. Then, for each G A, 0 <  < 1
holds. Let Aoo denote the (semi)lattice obtained. Since Aoo is an infinite semilattice, it is 
not finitely generated and hence it is not finitely presented. To be more precise, if we let
R  — {ci A 3 j — Cj A 6 i = 0 , 6 i A 1 =  1 A 6 i =  6 i, A 0 =  0 A =  0,
6 i A 6 i — ei, 1 A 1 =  1 ,0  A 0 =  0 I z, j  G Z, z j } ,
then we have tha t Aoo is defined by the semigroup presentation (Aoo|^)- Let G = (g) be 
the infinite cyclic group. To make notation clear, we let X  = {g,g~^,  1} and let Z  = X*. 
Let
P  =  =  9~^9 =  1, ly  =  9, n  =  i}-
Clearly G is defined by the semigroup presentation
G = { X \ P ) .
Define the action of G on Aoo as in Proposition 4.2.5. As we verified in Proposition 4.2.5, 
Aoo is finitely generated by Yg =  (eg, 1} with respect to the action of G.
Assume tha t Aoo is finitely presented with respect to the action of G. Then, according 
to Proposition 4.4.7, there exists a finite set of relations Q on (^Yg)"^ such tha t Aoo =  
ActGf(Yg|Q). In other words, if we let
Qa =  { “ ^4 ? =  I {p =  q) e  Q,{u =  v) e P, a , p  G Z}
u  I u, G (^ % )+ , (zz =  u) G f  , CK, G Z }
u  {" p  =  "g I (p =  g) G Q , a  G Z}
then Aoo =  {^Yq\Qa )-
We make some observations. Every relation in Q is of the following form:
"^ai A . . .  A A . . .  A^'^hm,
where ai,hj G Yg and OLi,pj G Z  for all 1 < z < n, \  < j  < m .  W ithout loss of generality
we may assume that the following finite set of relations:
Q =  {eg A eg =  eg, eg A 1 =  1 A eg =  eg, 1 A 1 =  1, ^1 =  ^1 =  1}
is contained in Q. To make notation convenient, we let
Qa =  {““^P =  I {p = q) GQ, { u =^v) G P ,a ,P  G Z}
U {" " /^  =  I w  G (^ Y ))+ , (zz =  u) G G Z }
u  {"p =  "g I (p =  g) G Q, a  G Z}.
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As ill the proof of the previous proposition, it can be verified tha t for all /c G Z, the relation
=  1
is a consequence of relations in Qa - Since for all A; G Z, the relations
 ^eg A  ^eg =   ^eg and  ^eg A ® 1 =   ^ 1 A  ^ eg =   ^eg 
are relations in Qa , we may assume tha t for all relations
"^ai A , . .  A ""On =  A . . .  A ^"^bm,
in Q \  Q the following hold:
(a) ai ~  bj — eg for all 1 <  z < n, 1 < i  <  m;
(b) there is no subword of p and of q of the form "eg A "eg;
(c) ai,P j are group reduced words for all 1 <  z < n, 1 < j  < m.
We also note tha t n  =  1 if and only if m =  1, in which case the relation in Q \  Q reads
"eg =  "eg, and hence is redundant. Because of this fact, we assume tha t for all relations
"^ai A . . .  A ""Un =  A . . .  A
in Q \  Q,
n, m > 2
also holds. Let
I  = {a G Z  \ "eg occurs in one of the relations in Q}.
By our assumptions, for every a  G I , we have a  = for some k G Z. Let i , j  G Z such
tha t G I, and if g^ G I, then j  < k < i. Let d = i — j .
Clearly, the relation
A s’" eo =  «’“'eo A
holds in Aoo- We claim tha t the above relation is not a consequence of the relations in 
Qa - For this, assume that there exists a finite sequence of words
0*+l gj —1 gj —1 . g*4-leg A  ^ eg =  Zig,Zii, . . .  eg A-' eg,
such tha t ut+i is obtained from ut, (0 < t <  n  — 1) by applying a relation in Qa - 
Let us take a closer look how the word ui can be obtained:.
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(i) It is straightforward to see tha t we cannot apply any of the relations in Q to the 
word uq, since and e^g do not occur in any of the relations in Q, and so to
obtain a different word from uq, we need to apply a relation in Qa  \  Q-
(ii) It is also obvious tha t by applying a relation in Qa , the order of the elements ^ *^ e^g
and e^g in the word p cannot be changed.
(iii) If a relation in Qa \  Qa can be applied, then it is either of the form
“P =  “g,
where (p — q) €  Q \ Q ,  and a  € Z \ { À } ,  where A denotes the empty word, or of the 
form
where (p =  q) € Q \  Q, and a ,P  e Z. Considering both cases, it follows tha t there 
exists a relation p =  g in Q \  Q, such tha t p =  ^eg A and a word G Z,  such 
that
eg A eg =  ^"■^eg A ®"' "^eg.
It follows that I — k — m - \- l~ r a  — k = i- \ - l  — = which contradicts our
choice of the number d. We may now deduce tha t relations in Qa \  Qa cannot be 
applied to the word uq.
To summarize the above argument, we have tha t only relations in Qa \  Q can be applied 
to the word uq to obtain a different word u \, but applying relations in Qa \  Q,  the order 
of the elements *^^ e^g and e^g in the word p cannot be changed. Inductively, it can be 
seen that for all 1 <  t <  n  — 1, ut+i is obtained from ut, ( l < t < n  — l ) b y  applying a 
relation in Qa \  Q,  but doing so the order of the elements ®"^ e^g and e^g in the word Ut 
cannot be changed. We may now deduce tha t the relation
A+l . _  „3-l . „i+l9 eg A^ eo = Uo,U\,. . . ,Un = ^ eg A® eg,
is not a consequence of relation in Qa , and so Aoo is not finitely presented with respect 
to the action of G. □  ,
P ro p o sitio n  4.5.3. Let Poo be the semilattice obtained by adjoining an identity element 
to the free semilattice generated by infinitely many elements. Let G be the infinite cyclic 
group. Define the action of G on Poo in Proposition 4-2.6. Then Poo is not finitely 
presented as a semigroup with respect to the action of G.
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Proof. Let F  be the free semilattice generated by infinitely many elements A =  
{ . . . ,  e„i,  eg, e i , . . .} .  Adjoin an identity 1 on top. Then, for each G A, <  1
holds. Denote by Eqo the (semi)lattice obtained. Clearly Poo is not finitely presented,
since it is not finitely generated. To be more precise, if we let
R  — A Cj — Cjf A Cj, e% A 1 — 1 A — e^, A 1 A 1 1 | z, j  G ,
then we have tha t Pqo is defined by the semigroup presentation (A, 1 |P ). Let G =  (g) be
the infinite cyclic group. To make notation clear, we let X  — {g,g~^, 1} and let Z  =  X*. 
Let
P  = {99~^ = 9~^9 =  1) ly =  y, ly “  ^ =  y“ \  i i  =  i}.
Clearly G is defined by the semigroup presentation
G =  (X |P).
Define the action of G on Poo as in Proposition 4.2.6. As we verified in Proposition 4.2.6, 
Poo is finitely generated by Yg =  {eg, 1} with respect to the action of G.
Assume tha t Poo is finitely presented with respect to the action of G. Then, according
to Proposition 4.4.7, there exists a finite set of relations Q on (^Yg)+ such tha t Poo =  
ActG'(Yg|<5)* In other words, if we let
Qa  =  { ‘“ 'V  =  \ {p = q ) e Q , { u  = v ) e P , a , i 3 e Z }
U I w  6  {^Yo)+, (u =  v) e P , a , / 3  e  Z}
U { “p  =  “(/ I (jq =  q) e Q , a e Z } ,
then Foa = (^io|Q^>.
As in the previous proposition, we now make some observations. Every relation in Q 
is of the following form:
"^ai A . . .  A ""On =  A . . .  A
where bj G Yg and. û;i,/5j G X for all 1 < z < n, 1 < i  < m. W ithout loss of generality
we may assume that the following finite set of relations:
Q — {cg A eg =  eg, eg A 1 =  1 A eg =  eg, 1 A 1 — 1, ~  ^ 1 =  1}
is contained in Q. To make notation convenient, we let
Qa =  r t  =  “ ”'’9  I (P =  9 ) e  Q, (u =  v ) e P , a , ! 3 e  Z}  
u  I w  e  {u =  v ) e P , a , i 3 e  Z}
U { “p =  °q \ {p =  q) e  Q , a  e  Z}.
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As in the previous propositions, it can be verified that
=  1
is a consequence of relations in Qa - Since for all fc G Z, the relations
 ^eg A ^ eg =   ^eg and  ^eg A  ^ 1 =   ^ 1 A  ^eg =   ^eg 
are contained in Qa , we may assume tha t for all relations
p  =  A . . .  A " " O n  =  A . . .  A^^bm  = q 
hi Q \ Q  the following hold:
(a) ai = bj — eg for all 1 <  z < n, 1 <  i  <  m;
(b) there is no subword of p  and of q of the form "eg A "eg;
(c) (Xi,0j are group reduced words for all 1 < z < n, 1 <  j  < m.
We also note tha t n  =  1 if and only if m =  1, in which case the relation in Q \  Q reads 
"èg =  "eg, and hence is redundant. Because of this fact, we assume tha t for all relations
"^oi A  . . .  A  " " O n  =  A . . .  A ^^bm
in Q \ Q ,
n ,m  >  2
also holds. Let
I  — {a G Z  \ "eg occurs in one of the relations in Q}.
By our assumptions, for every a  G I,  we have a  =  for some k G Z. Let i , j  G  Z  such 
that g^,g^ G I , and if G I , then j  < k < i.  Let d — i — j.
Clearly, the relation
holds in Poo- We claim th a t the above relation is not a consequence of the relations in
Qa - For this, assume tha t there exists a finite sequence of words
 ^ eg A y e o = U o , U i , . . . , U n =^  eg A y eg,
such that ut+i is obtained from Ut, {0 < t  < n  — l)  by applying a relation in Qa -
Let us take a closer look how the word u\ can be obtained:
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(i) It is straightforward, tha t we cannot apply any of the relations in Q to the word uq, 
since and ^  e^g do not occur in any of the relations in Q, and so to obtain a
different word from uq, we need to apply a relation in Qa  \  Q-
(ii) It is also obvious, tha t by applying a relation in Qa , the order of the elements "^^ e^g 
and P e^g in the word p cannot be changed.
(iii) If a relation in Qa \  Qa  can be applied, then it is either of the form
“p =  “ y,
where (p =  g) G Q \  Q, and a  G Z  \  {A}, where A denotes the empty word, or of the 
form
aufS _  av(3 P — y>
where (p =  g )  G Q  \  Q ,  and a ,0  G Z. Considering both cases, it follows tha t there 
exists a relation p =  g  in Q \  Q, such that p =  ^eg A and a word g'^ G Z , such 
that
^ ' ^ e g  A  ^ " e g  =  A
It follows tha t = — m  — k = i - \ - l — — d-[-2, which contradicts our
choice of the number d. We may now deduce that relations in Qa  \  Qa  cannot be 
applied to the word uq.
To summarize the above argument, we have that only relations in Qa \  Q can be applied 
to the word uq to obtain a different word u i, but applying relations in Qa \  Q,  the order 
of the elements "^^ e^g and ^  e^g in the word p cannot be changed. Inductively, it can be 
seen that for all 1 < t < n  — 1, ut+i is obtained from ut, {1 < t < n  — 1) by applying a 
relation in Qyi \  Q, but doing so the order of the elements ®'^ e^g and e^g in the word ut 
cannot be changed. We may now deduce tha t the relation
y eg A  y e o  =  u o , u i , . . .  , U n = ^  eg A « eg,
is not a consequence of relation in Qa , and so Poo is not finitely presented with respect to 
the action of G. □
4.6 F in ite  p resen tab ility  w ith  resp ect to  an action  II.
In Section 4, we introduced the concept of a semigroup presentation with respect to an 
action of a semigroup and discussed basic properties. In this section we introduce the
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concept of an inverse semigroup presentation with respect to an action of a semigroup. 
The new notion serves as a key point in giving a necessary and sufficient condition for 
finite presentability of a semidirect product of a semilattice by a group.
As in the previous sections, if we say that a semigroup S  acts on a semigroup T, 
then it will be understood tha t S  acts on T  on the left by endomorphisms. Moreover, if 
S  = {X\P),  then we assume for the sake of convenience tha t X  Q S.  We let A denote the 
empty word.
As in Section 4, we use the following notations. Let X  and Y  be non-empty sets, and 
let Z  = X * . Consider the set
=  {"g I cw G Z, g G y } .
In other words, the elements of consist of symbols of the form where g G Y,
.Tj G X  U {A}, where A denotes the empty word. Let (^Y)“  ^ denote the set of formal 
inverses of elements of ^Y. Let
B =  ^ Y U ( ^ Y ) - \
Consider the following map;
f : B + x Z - >
( ( ^ g )~ \a )  i-» (“^ g ) " \  (y,A) g, (g“ \  A) w- g " \  (4.14)
where 0 € Z \ { X } , a  G Z  and y G Y . For any word y \ . .. y n over B,  we define
( g i . . .  g», a)  i-> " g i . . .  ""g .^
Clearly, /  satisfies (Al) and (A2) and so Z  acts on on the left by endomorphisms. As
before, we write the image of (a, g i . . .  yn) under /  as " ( g i . . .  g ,^). T hat is,
“ (yi-- .yn) =
In particular, we have tha t Y U Y “  ^ Ç B.  Throughout this section, we consider B~^ as a 
semigroup on which the semigroup Z  acts on the left by endomorphisms, where the action 
is determined by the map /  defined in (4.14).
D efin ition  4.6.1. Let (X |P ) be a semigroup presentation, Y be a non-empty set and 
Z  ~  X*.  Let B  = ^ Y  U (■^Y)“ ,^ where {^Y)~^  is the set of formal inverses of elements 
of elements ^Y. An inverse semigroup presentation with respect to the action of (X |P ) is
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an ordered pair (Y\Q),  where Q is a binary relation on B'^. Let % denote the. standard 
inverse semigroup relations on F S I { ^ Y ) ,  and let
Q r  =  r t  = “ ’^ q \ (p = q) e  Q UU , { u  = v) e  p ,a ,0  e  Z}
U \ w e B + , { u  = v ) e P , a , i 3 e Z }
U {"p =  °g I (p =  g) G Q U 9Î, Q! € Z}.
We note tha t Q U 3î Ç Qji. Let Qa =  Q r \  3%. The semigroup defined by the inverse 
semigroup presentation 1ihy{^Y\Q a)  is said to be presented as an inverse semigroup with 
respect to the action of (X |P ) by the generators Y  and relations Q and we denote this by
T  =  InvAct(x|P)(Y|Q).
If Y  and Q can be chosen to be finite sets, then we say tha t T  is finitely presented as an 
inverse semigroup with respect to the action of (X|P>. If we fix a presentation (X|P> for 
a semigroup S, then we write
T  =  InvActs(Y|Q}
instead of T  =  InvAct^xjf) IQ), and say that T  is presented as an inverse semigroup
with respect to an action of S  by Y  and Q.
Let T  =  InvAct(x|p) (Y|Q) and Z  =  X*. Let B  = ^ Y  U (^Y)~^,  where {^Y)~^  is the 
set of formal inverses of elements ^ Y .  Let w i,W 2 G P'*'. We say tha t W2 is obtained from 
wi by an application of a relation of Q r  if wi = au0  and W2 = av0, where a ,0  G B* 
and u = V is a. relation in Q r. We say tha t wi =  zü2 is a consequence of relations in Q r, 
if there exists a sequence of words
Wl =  CKQ, . . . , OLm =  VÜ2
such tha t ocjA-i is obtained-from dj by applying a relation of Qr .
According to Proposition 4.1.4, we have:
P ro p o s itio n  4.6.2. Let {X\P) be a semigroup presentation and Y  be a non-empty set. 
Let Z  =  X * , B  — ^ Y  U {^Y)~^ and Q be a binary relation on B~^. Then T  = 
InvAct^X|P) (^ |Q ) if  Cbnd only i f  the following two conditions hold:
(i) T  satisfies all relations in Qr ;
(ii) I f  w \,W 2 G B~  ^ are such that wi = W2 holds in T , then w\ = W2 is a consequence of 
relations in Qr .
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Next, we set Propositions 4.4.3, 4.4.5 and 4.4.7 into an inverse semigroup theoretic con­
text. Propositions 4.6.3, 4.6.4 and 4.6.5 can be verified similarly to Propositions 4.4.3, 4.4.5 
and 4.4.7. To be more accurate, one needs to consider inverse semigroup presentations, Ti­
etze transformations regarding inverse semigroups and inverse semigroup homomorphisms 
instead of semigroup presentations, Tietze transformations of semigroups and semigroup 
homomorphisms.
P ro p o sitio n  4.6.3. Let S  be a semigroup and T  be an inverse semigroup. Assume that 
S  acts on T . Then T  can be defined in terms of an inverse semigroup presentation with 
respect to the action o f S .
P ro p o sitio n  4.6.4. Let T  be a finitely presented inverse semigroup and assume that S  
is a finitely generated semigroup that acts on T . Then T  is also finitely presented as an 
inverse semigroup with respect to the action of S.
P ro p o s itio n  4.6.5. Let S  = (X |P ) and let T  be an inverse semigroup on which S  acts. 
Assume that the finite sets Yi and Y2 generate T  with respect to the action of S  and that 
T  can be defined by a finite inverse semigroup presentation with respect to the action of 
S  in terms of Y \ . Then T  can be defined by a finite inverse semigroup presentation with 
respect to the action of S  in terms o f Y2 as well.
Finally, we prove the following useful proposition.
P ro p o sitio n  4.6.6. Let S  be a semigroup defined by the semigroup presentation (X\P),  
and let T  be an inverse semigroup. Assume that T  — A ctg(y |Q ). Then we have T  =  
InvActg(y|Q). In particular, we have that i f T  is finitely presented as a semigroup with 
respect to an action of S , then it is also finitely presented as an inverse semigroup with 
respect to the same action of S.
Proof. Let Z  = X*. I fT  =  Actg(y|Q), then T  is defined by the semigroup presentation 
{^Y\Q a), where
Qa = {“"4) =  I {p = q) e  Q, {u = v) e  P ,a , 0  e  Z}  
u  I u, G (^y )+ , (zz =  z/) G G %}
u  {"p =  "g I {p = q) G Q ,a  e  Z}.
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Making use of Proposition 4.1.3, we have tha t T  =  Lsiy{^Y\Q a) .  Let 3% denote the standard 
inverse semigroup relations on F S I { ^ Y ) .  To verify tha t T  = InvAct5 (y |Q ), we need to 
show that
=  =  (p =  g)E%,(zz =  z,)GP, a , / ) G Z }
U {"p =  I (p =  y) G a  e  Z}.
is a consequence of relations in Qa - Since T  is an inverse semigroup, the relations in 9% 
are consequences of relations in Q^, and hence the relations in are also consequences 
of relations in Qa - □
4 .7  . E xam p les II.
Examples introduced in Section 5 involved inverse semigroups. To deepen the notion of an 
inverse semigroup presentation with respect to a semigroup action, we continue working 
on these examples. We investigate whether the semilattices Yoo, Aoo and Foo are finitely 
presented as inverse semigroups with respect to the group actions defined on them.
P ro p o s itio n  4.7.1. LetYoo be the double infinite chain with an identity element adjoined 
on top, and let G be the infinite cyclic group. Define the action of G on Yoo as in Propo­
sition 4-2-4- Then Yoo is finitely presented as an inverse semigroup with respect to the 
action ofG.
Proof. According to Proposition 4.5.1, Yoo E finitely presented as a semigroup with 
respect to the action of G. Making use of Proposition 4.6.6, we may deduce tha t Yoo is 
finitely presented as an inverse semigroup with respect to the action of G as well. □
P ro p o s itio n  4.7.2. Let Foo be the semilattice obtained by adjoining an identity element 
to the free semilattice generated by infinitely many elements. Let G be the infinite cyclic 
group. Define the action o fG  on Foo as in Proposition 4-2.6. Then Foo is finitely presented 
as an inverse semigroup with respect to the action of G.
Proof. Let F  be the free semilattice generated by infinitely many elements A —
{ . . . ,  e_i, eg, ei , . . . } .  Adjoin an identity 1 on top. Then, for each e$ G Ag, e* < 1
holds. Denote by Foo the semilattice obtained. Clearly Foo is not finitely presented as an 
inverse semigroup, since it is not finitely generated. To be more precise, if we let
R  — {si A Ci — 6i, 6i A l  = Ci, 1 A 1 =  1 I z G Z},
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then we have tha t Foo is defined by the inverse semigroup presentation Inv(A, l|i7). Let 
G == (g) be the infinite cyclic group. To make notation clear, we let X  = 1} and
let Z  = X*. Let
P  =  {gg~^ = =  1, ip  =  9, i p - '  =  p ' \  11 =  1}.
Clearly G is defined by the semigroup presentation
G =  (X|P>.
Define the action of G on Foo as in Proposition 4.2.6. As we verified in Proposition
4.2.6, Foo is finitely generated by Yg =  {eg, 1} with respect to the action of G. Let
B  =  U  ( 2 y o ) " \  a n d  let
Q  — { e o  A Gq — Go, Go A  1 — GQ) 1 A  1 — Xj X^ — X) Gq — GO; X — !}•
Let
Q r = {““^p =  I (p =  y) G Q U {u = v) g P, a ,0  G Z}  
u  { " " ^  =  \ w G B + , { u  =  v ) g P ,  a , 0 G  Z}
U {"p =  "y I (p =  y) G Q U %, a  € Z},
where % denotes the standard inverse semigroup relations on F S I{^Y q). Consider Y  = 
InvActG(YglQ). We claim th a t Foo =  InvActG(Yg|Q), by giving two inverse semigroup 
homomorphism p : Foo —» Y  and ^  : Y^  —> Foo tha t are inverse to each other.
We first show tha t the map ^”eg, 1 1 induces an inverse semigroup homomor­
phism p : Foo —> Y^ by showing tha t relations in R  are mapped onto relations tha t hold in 
Y . As in Proposition 4.5.3, we have tha t for all k g Z, the relation
5"l =  l
is a consequence of relations in Qr .
The following three cases have to be considered.
(i) eip A e*p =   ^eg A  ^eg =   ^eg =  e^p — (e% A e jp .
(ii) e*p A  Ip  — ^eg A  1 =  ® eg A  =  ^eg =  egp =  (eg A l)p .
(iii) Ip  A  Ip  =  1 A  1 — 1 =  Ip  =  (1 A  l)p .
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We may hence deduce tha t every relation in jR is mapped onto a relation tha t holds in Y .
Before we define a homomorphism from Y  to Foo, we introduce the following notation. 
Let a  G Z, and assume that the group reduced word obtained from a: is Then we let 
||o;|| =  n.
We verify that the map
"^eo A  . . .  ""eg I— ^\\ai\\ A  . . .  A  "1 t—> 1
induces a homomorphism ^ : Y  Foo, by showing tha t relations in Qr  are mapped onto 
relations tha t hold in Foo- It is immediate by the definition of ^ th a t relations of Q are 
mapped onto relations that hold in Foo-
Let a ,0  G Z  and (u = v) G P. Let =  au0  and 6 2  =  av0. Since {u = v) G P, we 
have tha t ||u || =  ||u||, and it follows tha t |j(5i[| =  |[<5 2 ||. Consider the relation eg A eg =  eg 
in Q. Then,
(eg  A  e g ) ) (  =  e | | f i | |  A  e | | j , | |  =  e|;j^|| =  en^^jj =  C^^eg)^ 
holds. Moreover, we have that
( " ( e g  A  eg)X  =  e\\a\\ A  ejj^|| =  e| |c,|| =  ( “ e g ) ^
holds. It can be proved similarly, tha t for any relations (p =  g) G Q U 9%,
C^ip)^ =  and ("p)^ =  ("g)^
holds.
T hat p and ^ are inverse to each other follows from the following observations. On one 
hand
GnP  ^=  (^% )( =  6n and Ip^ =  1.
On the other hand
("eg)^p =  e||c,||p =  '^*“"eg =  "eg and l^p  =  1 .
□
P ro p o s itio n  4.7.3. Let A^o be the semilattice obtained by adjoining an identity and a 
zero element to an infinite antichain. Let G be the infinite cyclic group. Define the action 
of G on Aoo 0.S in Proposition 4-2.5. Then Aoo is not finitely presented as an inverse 
semigroup with respect to the action of G.
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Proof. Let A  be the infinite antichain
* ' ) ^—1) ^05 •
Adjoin an identity 1 on top and a zero 0 on bottom, tha t is for each ei G A, 0 < ei < 1
holds. Let Aoo denote the semilattice obtained. Clearly Aoo is not finitely presented as
an inverse semigroup. To be more precise, if we let
R  =  {ei A  Bj =  0, Ci A 1 =  Ci A 0 =  0,
Bi Ae i  =  ei, 1 A 1 =  1 ,0  A 0 =  0 \ i , j  G Z , i  j } ,
then we have tha t Aoo is defined by the inverse semigroup presentation Inv(Aool-R). Let 
G = {g) be the infinite cyclic group. To make notation clear, we let X  = {g,g~^,  1} and 
let Z  =  X*.  Let
P  = [99~^ =  9~^9 = 1) ly = 9, iy“  ^= y"\ n  = i}- 
Clearly G is defined by the semigroup presentation
G = { X I P ) .
Define the action of G on Aoo as in Proposition 4.2.5. As we verified in Proposition 4.2.5, 
Aoo is finitely generated as a semigroup and hence as an inverse semigroup by Yg =  {eg, 1} 
with respect to the action of G.
Let B  = ^Yg U (^Yg)“  ^ and let 9% denote the standard inverse semigroup relations on 
FSI{^Yq). Assume that Aoo is finitely presented as an inverse semigroup with respect to 
the action of G. Then, according to Proposition 4.6.5, there exists a finite set of relations 
Q on such that Aoo =  InvActc?(YgjQ). In other words, if we let
%  =  =  I (p =  g)GQU%,( tZ =  u)
U I w G B '^ , {u = v) G P ,a ,0  G Z}
U {"p =  “y I {p =  q) G Q G Z].
and Qa  = Qr \  9%, then Aoo =  Inv(^Yg|Q^). W ithout loss of generality we may assume 
that the following set of relations
Q —  [ b q  A  b q  =  b q ,  eg a 1 =  eg, 1 A 1 =  1, ^1 =  ^1=: 1}
is a subset of Q. For further use, we introduce the following notations. We let
Qa  =  =  “ '" ’9  \(p  = q ) € Q , { u  = v ) e P , a , 0 e Z }
U {“p =  “ 9  I (p =  9 ) 6  Q, a  e  Z}
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and
S|î_4 =  =  «"4; I (p =  g) e  K, (« =  t)) e  P,o;,i3 e  Z}
u  {“p =  "g I (p =  g) s  SR, a  e  Z } .
It is immediate tha t for all a  e  Z, "eg A  "eg =  "eg is a relation in Qa,  and hence by
applying relations in 9% we obtain that for all a E Z,
"eg =  (“eg)~^
In particular, every relation in 9% is a consequence of relations in
T =  {"aA"a =  "a, "oA^b =  /^bA"a| o,bG Yb, o:,/3eZ}.
We let
= r t  =  “ ” '^ 9 I ( f  =  9 ) S P,  (« =  u) 6 € Z}
U {"p =  "g I (p =  g) 6  F , a  G Z}.
In a similar way as claimed in Proposition 4.5.3, we have tha t for any k G Z
is a consequence of relations in Q r . Having these observations in mind, we assume that 
for all relations
p  =  cb\ A  . . .  A  ftgj 5  ^ A  . . .  A  bffi — g  
in Q \ Q ,  the following conditions hold:
(i) a j , b i  G  ^ Yg for all 1 <  j  <  n, 1 <  z <  m;
(ii) aj = "eg for all 1 < j  < n,  where a  is a group reduced word over Z;
(iii) =  "eg for all 1  < z < m, where a  is a group reduced word over Z;
(iv) there is no subword of p and of g  of the form "eg A  "eg.
W ith these conditions, we also have tha t n  =  1 if and only if m  =  1, in which case our. 
relation p = q reads "eg =  "eg, and hence is redundant. We thus assume, tha t for all 
relations in Q \  Q:
p =  ai A . . .  A an =  hi A . . .  Abm =  q,
n , m >  2 also holds.
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We recall that for all a  G Z,  if a  = in. G, then we let ||a || — k. We need the 
following notion, to verify that Aoo is not finitely presented as an inverse semigroup with 
respect to the action of G. Consider a word
tg =  " ig i A . . .  A ""pn
over ^ y , and assume a i,a j,  ( 1  < i , j  < n) are such that ||G:i|| < \\cxk\\ < ||Q!j|| for all 
1 < A: <  n. Define
d{w) =  ||a j || -  ||a i||, 
and say that d{w) is the distance in w. Let
I  = {a  e  Z  \ "eg occurs in one of the relations in Q}.
By our assumptions, for every a  G  I,  we have a  = g^ for some k G Z.  Let i , j  G Z  such 
that G / ,  and if g^ G  / ,  then j  < k < i. Let d = i — j .  It is straightforward tha t the 
relation
p  =   ^ eg A  ^ eg =  ® eg A^ eg =  g
holds in Aoo, and tha t
d{p) f  d(g).
To show tha t Aoo =  InvActG(Yg | Q) does not hold, we need to verify that the above 
relation is not a consequence of relations in {Qr  \  U Va- Assume that there exists a 
finite sequence of words
p =  U o , U i , . . . , U m  =  g ,
so that ut+i is obtained from ut applying a relation in {Qr \  9%^ ) U Va - 
Let us take a closer look how the word u i  can be obtained from u q .
(a) It is immediate tha t we cannot apply any of the relation in Q, since ^"^^eg and ^eg
do not occur in any of the relations in Q.
(b) Applying a relation in Qa \  Q, the following words can be obtained:
(i) ui = "eg A "eg A ^  ^eg, where a = in G\
(ii) u\ =  ^"^^eg A ^eg A^eg, where 0  =  g^~^ in G\
(iii) u\ = "eg A " 1  A ^eg, where a  = g^+  ^in G\
(iv) ui = ^*^^eg A ^eg A ^ l, where 0  =  g^~^ in G;
We note tha t with the application of relations in Qa \Q , the distance in the obtained
word u\ equals to the distance in ug.
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(c) When applying a relation in V a , we may have the following situations occur:
(i) u\ = ^eo A “ eo, where a  = and (3 =  in G\
(ii) u\ = “ eo A “ eo A ^eo, where a  — in G\
(iii) u i =  A ^eo A ^eo, where (3 — g^~^ in G.
We note that in all three cases, d{ui) ~  d{uo).
(d) W ith the application of a relation in Qr  \ { Q U  Qa  U P /U  TZa ), the we obtain a word 
of the form
=  ^“eo A-^eo,
where a  = (3 =  g^~^ in G. That relations in the set
Qa =  I  {p = q) ^ Q \ Q , { u  = v) e  P ,a , (3 e  Z ]
u  { >  =  "g I { p ^ q )  e Q \ Q , a e  Z \  {A}}.
cannot be applied to uq follows from the following remarks. Assume tha t a relation 
of Qa can be applied to uq. Then there exists a word g'^ E Z  and a relation relation 
p =  g in Q \  Q, such tha t p = ^eo A and
^ '" ^ 6 0  A eo =  A
It follows tha t I — k = m  + l — m  — k = i + l —j p l  = d + 2^  which contradicts our 
choice of the number d. We may now deduce that relations in cannot be applied 
to the word uq. To highlight the key point of the fourth case, we note tha t applying 
a relation in Q r  \  (Q U Qa  U U Va)  results a word ui  so tha t d(ui) = d{uo).
Thus we may deduce, tha t ui is a word so tha t d{ui) = d{uo). We can make the same 
observation, if we take a closer look how the word U2 can be obtained from u i . W ith an
inductive argument we thus arrive to the conclusion, that
d{p) ~  d(îio) — d(^u\) — . .. — d(u<fYi) —
leading to a contradiction. We may hence deduce that Aoo is not finitely presented as an
inverse semigroup with respect to the action of G. □
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4.8 M atch ed  and con ju gate w ords
We introduce the concepts of matched and conjugate words inspired by the proof of Propo­
sition 4.3.1. The new notions and related notations will be frequently used in the next two 
sections. As in the previous sections, if we say tha t a semigroup S  acts on a semigroup T, 
then it will be understood tha t S  acts on T  on the left by endomorphisms.
M atch e d  w ords
We first fix the notation for this section. Let T  be a semilattice and (? be a group acting 
on Y . Assume that the semidirect product S  = Y>i G is generated as an inverse semigroup 
by the finite set A. For simplicity we suppose tha t A C  and we let 5  =  A U A~^.  Let
^  ~  { 9  ^  G \ (e^g) E A  for some e e Y }
and let
Yq = {e e Y  \ {e^g) E B  for some g E X \ J  A “ ^}.
By Proposition 4.3.1 we may assume that Ym Ç Lb? where Ym denotes the set of maximal 
elements of Y . Let Z  = X  U {1} and define the following map;
n  : Trn X B+; ( /i ,g ig 2 • • • Pfc) ( / i ,g i ) ( / 2 ,p 2 ) • • • (/fc,gfe),
where =  f j ,  {I < j  + l  < k). By Lemma 4.2.1, f j  E Ym for all 1 < j  < k. Moreover,
( % )  =  _ .  =  m (4 .1 5 )
holds, and thus the word n{ f i ,g ig 2 . . .  represents the element {f i ,gig2 ■ - - gk) in S- We
say that the word n ( e ,p i . . .  g^) is matched to the word n ( / ,  h\ . . ,  hm), if e =  9 i—9kf^ We 
introduce two lemmas regarding matched words.
L em m a 4.8.1. The word n(e, g i . . .  gk) is matched to the word n{f ,  h i . . .  hm) i f  and only 
if  n(e, pi .. « , / i j . . .  hm) =  n(e, g i . . .  g k h i . . .  hm)-
Proof. (=>) Assume that n(e, p i . . .  gk) is matched to the word n ( / ,  h i . . .  hm)- Then 
we know that
e =  9 i- ‘9kf^ (4.16)
On one hand, we have that
n(e, Pi • • • pA:)n(y, hi . . . hm) — (c, P l) • • • gk)(^f, h i ) • • • i^fm, hm),
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where =  e ,^ (1 < % < A; -  1, ei =  e) and fj+ i =  f j ,  (I < j  < m  -  1, / i  =  / ) .  On 
the other hand, we have tha t
n(e, pl . . .  Qkh\ . •. hm)  =  (c, p i ) . . .  (e&, Pfc)(^i, h \ ) , . .  {Im, hm),
where ^^e^+i =  e^ , {1 < i < k — 1, ei = e), 9&Zi =  ejt and = Ij, {1 < j  < m  — 1).
Making use of (4.15) we obtain that
e =
Bearing in mind (4.16), we thus obtain that
9l-”9k — 9l'"9k
holds. It follows tha t Ij = f j  for all 1 <  j  < fc verifying that
n (e ,P l . . .  Qk)^i,f ) • • • hm) — n .(e ,p i. . .  Qkh\ • • • hm)-
(4=) Assume that
n(e, P l . . .  pfc)n(/, h i . . .  hm) =  n ( e ,p i . . .  p ^ h i. . .  /i^).
Hence, if
n(e, P l . . .  Pfc) =  (e, p i ) . . .  (e&, Qk) 
n ( / , h i . . .  hm)  — { f  , h i ) . . .  {fm,  hm) 
n ( e ,  p l . . .  Qkhl • . • hm)  =  ( c ,  P l )  • . • {pk, gfc)(^l » • • • ifm, hm),
then Ij = f j ,  (1 < j  < m, f i  = f )  and
e =  9l"‘9kl^ —
proving tha t the word n(e, p i . . .  gk) is indeed matched to the word n ( / ,  h i . . . hm)- □
The following lemma can be proved using similar techniques.
L em m a 4.8.2. Assume that n ( e ,p i . . .  pfc) is matched to n ( / ,  h i . . .  hm)- Then
n(e, P l . . . pfc) ( /,  p) =  n(e, p i . . .  p^p)
holds for all g G Z  L) Z~^.
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The following lemma is immediate from the definitions. Before asserting the lemma, 
we recall tha t by Lemma 4.2.1, if I € Ym, then for any word gi - . -gk  over Z  U Z~^,
9 i - 9 k l  Ç  Y m -
L em m a 4.8.3. Consider the words u = n(e, p i . . .  pfc) and v =  n('e,p^^. . .  where 
g =  91.-9kg Then the following hold:
(i) u  is matched to v;
(ii) V is matched to u;
(iii) uvu  =  V and vuv = v hold in S.
(iv) I f  w = n ( / ,  p^^ . . .  p f  such that uwu  =  u and wuw — w hold in S , then w = v.
We note that considering u  and v. as elements oî S, v = u~^. Therefore, ii u = 
n(e, P l . . .  gk), then we let u~^ denote the word n(e, p^^ . . .  p{* )^, where e =  9i-9kç_^
C o n ju g a te  w ords o f id e m p o ten ts
We keep the notation introduced so far. Before we introduce the notion of conjugate 
words, we prove the following lemma.
L em m a 4.8.4. Let f  e Y  and assume that
f  = 9l-9kl^
where I e Yq and Pi, • ■., pfc G ZU  Z~^.  Let e E Ym such that f  < e. Let u = n(e, p i . . .  gk)- 
Then the word
u{l, l)u~^
represents the element ( /, 1) in S.
Proof. Indeed, we have
■ (/, 1) • =  (e, gi-.-gk)'  {1, 1) • (è, 9^^ --- 9 Ï^)
=  (e A A 1)
=  (e A /  A e, 1)
=  (/,!)•
□
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Keeping the notation of Lemma 4.8.4, we say tha t
u  • (1,1) • u~^
is a conjugate word of the idempotent {^^-^>^1,1). Clearly, any idempotent in
S  can have several conjugate words representing it, depending on how many maximal 
idempotents there are above it with respect to the natural partial order.
N o ta tio n . The set of all conjugate words of 1) will be denoted by
Clearly, if Y  satisfies the maximum condition, then is a finite set for all I E Yq
and w = g i . . .  gk E {Z U Z~^}'^.
4.9  F in ite  p resen tab ility  I.
The main result of this chapter is
T h e o re m  4.9.1. Let (Y, A) be a semilattice, and G he a group acting on Y  on the left 
by automorphisms. The semidirect product S  — Y  >i G is finitely presented as an inverse ■ 
semigroup if  and only i f  the following conditions hold:
(i) G is finitely presented as a group;
(ii) Y  satisfies the maximum condition;
(iii) Y  is finitely presented as an inverse semigroup with respect to the action of G.
We prove direct implication in this section. As in the previous sections, if we say that 
a group G acts on a semilattice Y , then it will be understood th a t G acts on Y  on the left 
by automorphisms. We first fix notation for this and the following section.
N o ta tio n
Let y  be a semilattice and G be a group acting on Y .  Let S  = Y  x G and let A be a 
finite inverse semigroup generating set for S. We assume tha t A C S .  We let
X  = {g E G \ (e, p) G A for some e e Y }
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and let
Yb =  {e E y  I (e,p) E A U A"^ for some g E X U  X~^}.
Because of Proposition 4.3.1 we assume tha t Ym, the finite set of maximal elements of Y,  
is contained in Y q . We le tZ  =  XUX ~^U{1}. Since we are going to work with words over 
three different alphabets, namely over A U A” ,^ X  U X~^  and over B  = ^Yq U {^Yq)~^, 
we agree tha t words over A U A~^ and X  U X~^  will be written in the usual way, i.e. we 
write the letters consecutively. Prom the context it will be clear over which alphabet the 
word being considered is taken. For the sake of legibility words over B  will be written in 
the following way:
ai A . . ,  A flfe.
As in Section 6, we consider the semigroup as a semigroup on which Z  acts, where the 
action is defined by the rule (4.14) introduced in Section 6. As introduced in the previous 
section, we define
n  :  X  ( Z U Z “ ^ ) +  ( / i , p i P 2  • • • 5 f c )  ( / l , P l ) ( / 2 , 5 2 )  • • • ( / f c , 5 f c ) ,
where fj+ i = f j ,  (I < j  + 1 <k) .
We also adopt the following notation. For a word w = (ei, g i ) . . .  {ek,gk) G (AU A~^)"^, 
we let
Û; =  ei A ^^6 2  A . . .  A and w = g i . . .  gk.
Note that the element of S  represented by w is {w,w).  It is immediate that if ta =  uv, 
then
w A "“a.
We recall tha t F S I (A) denotes the free semigroup with involution on the set A. We first 
prove
L em m a 4.9.2. Let {Y,A) he a semilattice and G he a group acting on Y . Assume that 
the semidirect product S  = Y  >i G is generated hy A. Then for any w E FSI{A) ,
ww~^ = w
holds in Y .
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on the length of ta. If |taj =  1, then ta =  
[e,g) E A U A~^ and so {e,g)~^ =  P~^e,p“ )^ by Proposition 4.2.7. To simplify notation, 
let u = tata~^. Then
tt =  eA^(^ e) =  e A e =  e
J . ’ ' %-' - ,  ■'<
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verifying tha t u — w,  when |ta| — 1. Assume that
ww~^ — w
holds in Y  for all w € FSI{A) ,  whose length is less then m, (m > 1). Let w  G F S I  {A) so 
tha t the length of w is m. Then w =  (e,p)tai, where tai is a word of length m  — 1 and 
(e,p) E A U A~^.  To simplify notation, let u = ww~^ and v = wiwï^ .  Then
u = e A^ v  A ^e)
=  e A  ^tai A ^e) by the induction hypothesis
— e A ^w\ A e since gvg~^ — 1
=  e A  ^tai standard inverse semigroup relation
=  w
proving tha t u =  ta. □
T h e  necessary  co n d itio n  
We prove
P ro p o s itio n  4.9.3. Let (T, A )  he a semilattice, and G he a group acting on Y . I f  the 
semidirect product S  = Y  x  G is finitely presented as an inverse semigroup then the 
following conditions hold:
(i) G is finitely presented as a group;
(ii) Y  satisfies the maximum condition;
(iii) Y  is finitely presented as an inverse semigroup with respect to the action.
Proof. Assume tha t the semidirect product S  ~  Y  x  G is given by the presentation 
S  — Inv(AjP), where A Ç 5  is a finite set and P  is a finite set of relations. As introduced, 
we let
X  =  {p E G I (e,p) E A for some e e Y }
and let
Yb =  {e E y  I (e,p) E A U A~^ for some p E G}.
By Proposition 4.3.1 we may assume that Ym Q Yq. That condition (ii) holds, follows 
by Proposition 4.3.1, and thus it remains to show tha t G is finitely presented as a group 
and tha t Y  is finitely presented with respect to the action as an inverse semigroup. Let
P  = = p \ (r =  p) E P}.
" A-k.:; --..--A' f. .A-A'/: A Z.L -by:'
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We show tha t
G =  G rp(X |P).
We already know by Proposition 4.3.1 tha t G is generated by X .  It is straightforward that 
the relations of P  hold in G. We verify tha t any relation that holds in G is a consequence 
of the relations in P . For this, assume tha t the relation
9i 92 • • • 9Tn ~  h\lx2 • • • hk,
(Pt, hj e  X \J  X~^)  holds in G. Let /  G Ym- Then
n ( / ,  Pip2 ---9m) = n ( / ,  hih2 --.hk),
holds in S'. Thus, there exists a finite sequence of words
) 9i 92 - - - 9m) — 9o, 9 i, - - -, Qt — > h\h2 - • - hk)
where p^+i is obtained from qj by applying a relation in P  or a standard inverse semigroup 
relation. In particular we have that:
(i) If pj+i is obtained from qj by applying a relation in P , then pj+i is obtained from 
qj by applying a relation in P .
(ii) If pj+i is obtained from qj by applying a standard inverse semigroup relation, then 
Pj+l is obtained from qj by applying a sequence of standard group relations.
It follows tha t there exists a finite sequence of words
plp2 ■ • . 9tyi CKQ, 0^ 1, ■ ■ * ) =  h\h2 - - - hk,
such that Ofj-f.! is obtained from a j by applying a relation in P  or a standard group relation, 
verifying tha t G =  G rp(X |P ).
We let Z  = {X U  X ~^  U  {1})* and
P  — P U  {xx~^  =  x~^x  =  1, I x  = X ,  lrc~^ =  x~^,  11 =  1 | a; € X} .
Clearly G =  (X U U  {1} [ P ) .
Next, we claim tha t Y  is finitely presented as an inverse semigroup with respect to 
the action of G. We already know tha t Y  satisfies the maximum condition and tha t Y  is 
finitely generated as a semigroup by Yb with respect to the action. We recall that (^Yb)“ ^
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denotes the set of formal inverses of elements of ^Yq. We let B  = ^ Yq U {^Yq)~^. We
denote by % the set of standard inverse semigroup relations on F SI{^Yq). Let
Q = {r = p \  (r = p) G P} U {e = f  A e \ e, f  e  Yq, e <  /} .
We show that
y  =  InvActG(Yb|Q> 
by proving tha t Y  = Inv(^Yb|QA), where Qa  = Qr  \  3Î and
Q B  =  Q  U  I ( p  =  g )  E  Q  U  E  P ,  CK, e  Z }
U  I w  E  B + ,  =  i;) E  E  Z }
U {^‘p = \ {p = q) G Q U U , a  e  Z}.
It is clear tha t every relation of Q and hence o î Q r  holds in Y . Furthermore, for all a  E Z, 
the relation A “ e =  “ e is an element of Q r ,  and so it follows tha t
(«g)-i ^  (4.17)
Making use of this observation, we may assume tha t any relation tha t holds in Y  is of the
form:
“ 'e i  A “%2 A . . .  A “"‘e „  =  * / i  A A . . .  A (4.18)
where ei , f j  G Yb and ai,(3j G Z. Assume now tha t the above relation holds in Y . Let ëi 
be a maximal element of Y ,  such tha t ei < êi. Since Y  satisfies the maximum condition, 
such an element exists. In particular, the relation
“ ^êi  A A e i )  =  “ ^ei,
is an element of Q r . Moreover, °‘^ ëi G Ym Q Y q by Lemma 4.2.1. Let cq = °‘^ ëi. Then we 
obtain
A “ ^62 A  . . .  A  ‘^^ em  =  eo A A “ ^62 A  . . .  A  " ”"e.m*
W ith  a  sim ilar argum ent, we also ob ta in  th a t
V l A  A . . .  A  '’‘ A  =  / o  A  ^ V l A A . . .  A
holds for som e fo  G Ym Ç Y q. W e verify th a t (4 .18) is a consequence o f relations in Q r  by  
verifying th a t
Go A  “ ^ei A  " 2g2 A  . . . .  A  "^^em =  fo A A ^ 2 /3  A  . . .  A  (4 . 19)
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is a consequence of the relations in Q r  in three steps.
Step 1. Consider the elem ent (eo A A “ ^62  A . . .  A 1) of S.  Let
f  aj'^aj+ i 1 < j  < m  -  1
I j  =  \  «J+ 1  3 =  0
( j  = m.
Define words ■ïoi.o» • • •, over A  U A~^ in the following way:
^  = / n ( e j , T 7 ) i i e j e Y m
\  (fij, l ) n ( ê j , 7 j )  otherwise,
where ëj  G Ym is such that ej  <  ëj .  Clearly, the word
W i  =  W i f i W i A  . . .  w i ^ m
represents (eo A A ^ ^ 6 2  A . . .  A °"^em, 1). On the other hand, by the definition of the
words Wi f i , . . .  ,wi^m we obtain that
^  ^  ( 6j A . . .  A e j  if 6j G Ym
\  6j A ëj A . . .  A ëj otherwise,
and hence e j  =  w i j  is a consequence of the relations in Q r . It follows that
eo A “^ei A “ ^ 62  A . . .  A “”^ e„i =  w i  (4.20)
is also a consequence of the relations in Q r .
Step  2. We consider the element (fo A A ^ ^ 2  A . . .  A 1) of S  and repeat the first 
step. We let
i = o
j  = k.
Define words 1 0 2 ,0  > • • •, over A U in the following way:
. ^ f  i î f j G Y m1 ( f j , l ) n ( f j , ô j )  otherwise, 
where f j  E Ybi is such that f j  <  f j .  The word
W 2 =  W 2 f i W 2 , l  . . . 102,fc
represents (fo A ^^fi A ^2 / 3  A . . .  A ^^fk, 1). On the other hand, by the definition of the 
words 1 0 2 ,0 , . . . ,  102 ,/j we obtain that
=  I  A . A  ^ if f j  G Ym 
■^ 2,j — f j A f j A . . . A  f j  otherwise,
^7  =  < f t+ i
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and hence f j  =  W2 j  is a consequence of the relations in Q r . It follows that
W2 =  /o  A A ^^f2 A . . .  A (4.21)
is also a consequence of the relations in Q r .
Step 3. Since by (4.20)
eo A “ ^ei A °^e2 A . . .  A “”^ e^ =  w i
and by (4.21)
'  W2 =  / o A f t / i A ' ’V 2 A .. .A % f c
hold, to show that
eo A "^ei A °=^ e2 A . . .  A ~  fo A A A . . .  A
is a consequence of relations in Q r , it is enough to verify that
foi — W2
is a consequence of relations in Q r . Since
eo A "^ei A ^ ^ 6 2  A . . .  A "”^ e,n =  /o  A ^^fi A A . . .  A ^^fk
holds in Y,  the relation w i  =  W2  holds in S,  and hence there exists a finite sequence of 
words
=  go) gi, • • • J g* =
such that g^+i is obtained from qj by applying a relation in P  or a standard inverse
semigroup relation. We consider the following three cases:
(1) If qj^ i  is obtained from qj by applying a relation in P,  then we m ay write qj =
t i s t 2 , g^+i =  tiztg, where (a =  z) E P. It follows that {s = z) E P  and (a =  z) E P.
In particular t is  = t \ z  holds in G and we obtain that
qj = t i  A *^ 8 A *^ ^^ 2 
=  A  A  ^ ( 2
=  t l A *^ z A 
=  Qj+i
verifying that g^+i is obtained from qj by applying relations in Q r .
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(2) If gj+i is obtained from qj by applying a relation of the form ww~^w = w, then we 
may write qj =  tiw w ’^ ^wt2 , qj+i =  tiW g. Let u = ww~^,  and v  = ww~^w. Clearly 
V — w holds in G and we have that
=  A w A A ^^ ^^ 2 since u = w h y  Lemma 4.9.2
=  A A ^fu A since t iu  =  t i 'm  G
=  i \  h^'^w A ^^^^2 by applying a relation in Q r
=  A '^ w^ A ^^ ^^ 2 since w =  u in G
-  %+i
proving that qj  =  is a consequence of relations in Q r .
(3) If qjjfi  is obtained from qj by applying a relation of the form w\w L^W 2 W2  ^ =
W2 W2 ^wiwf j^, then we may write
qj =  t iWiW^^W2W2^t2, q j+ l  =  tiW2W2^WiW((^t2.
Let u =  wiwfj^, V =  W2 W2 .^ Then
Ç j= tlA ^ iîZ A ^ tiA ^ i^ f2
=  11 A A u A t2 • since u =  u v  =  1 in G
=  t i  A^^v A^^u A^^t2  standard inverse semigroup relation
— t \  A^^v A A since v  =  v u  — l i n  G
— 9j+i
proving that qj =  %+i is a consequence of relations in Q r .
It follow s.that a finite sequence of words can be given w \  =  u q , u i , . . . , u i  =  W2  such
that îij+i is obtained from uj by applying a relation of Q r  and we may deduce that 
Y  =  InvActG(YblQ)- O
4.10 F in ite  p resen tab ility  II.
We keep the notation introduced at the beginning of Section 9. In addition, we recall that 
for any element ^  y
c(9l—9kQ^
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denotes the set of conjugate words of the idempotent 1) ç  E{S).  The main purpose
of this section is to prove
P ro p o s itio n  4.10.1. Let (Y,A) be a semilattice, and G he a group acting on Y . Assume 
that the following conditions hold:
(i) G is finitely presented as a group;
(ii) Y  satisfies the maximum condition;
(iii) Y  is finitely presented as an inverse semigroup with respect to the action.
Then the semidirect product S  = Y  x  G is finitely presented as an inverse semigroup.
Since the proof of Proposition 4,10.1 is rather long, we first summarize the main steps 
of the proof.
1. We give an inverse semigroup generating set A for «S' =  Y” x G and define a set of 
relations R  on (A U that hold in S.
2. In Proposition 4.10.2, we give a normal form for the elements of S. Proposition 
4.10.2 is proved with the help of two technical lemmas: Lemma 4.10.3 and Lemma 
4.10.4.
3. Making use of Proposition 4.10.2, we prove that any relation wi = W2 th a t holds in 
«S' is a consequence of relations in R.
Proof. Let G be a group acting on a semilattice Y  and assume tha t G and Y  satisfy 
conditions (i) — (iii). More precisely, let G =  G rp(X |P), where X  is a finite set and P  is a 
finite set of relations. Let Y be a semilattice satisfying the maximum condition and let Ym 
denote the set of maximal elements of Y. Assume tha t Y =  InvActG(YblQ), where Y q is 
a finite subset of Y and Q is a finite set of relations. By Proposition 4.6.5 we may assume 
tha t Ym Q Y q . Consider the semidirect product «S' — Y Xî G. Making use of Corollary 4.3.2, 
S  is finitely generated as an inverse semigroup by
A =  (Y) X {1}) U (lb: X X ).
By Proposition 4.2.7, we have
A - i  =  ( i o  X { 1 } )  U ( i ; „  X X - i ) .
Define the following relations on (vl U
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(Rl) (G,
(R2) (G,
(R3) (g,
(R4) (g,
(R5) (g,
(RG) (g,
(R7) (g,
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We denote by R  the relations obtained.
For each relation gi -.. Qm = . . .  hk in P  and e G Ym consider the following relation
^(g, 9i ' ' ' 9m) ~  ^(g, h\  . . .  hk)
and denote the set of relations obtained by Rq- Since Ym and P  are finite sets, we have 
that R g  is a finite set of relations. For each (e, g) G Ym x X  consider the relations
(G ,g)(/,g“ ^) =  (g,1) and i f ,9~^)(a,9) = i f  A) ,
where /  is the maximal element of Y  for which =  e. Denote the set of relations obtained 
by R m -
For each relation
A . . .  A " ”*6772 =  A . . .  A ^^fk 
in Q we define the following set of relations
}c\\ . . . C\m — G2 I • • • C2 fc I C\j G c( ^Gj), C2j  G ^i^^fj)}-
Since Y  satisfies the maximum condition, each of the sets c{°‘^ ej) and f j )  is finite and
hence
{cil .  .  .  C\m — G21 .  .  .  C2k I Giji G c(  ^Cj), C2j  G g(^'^/j)}. 
is a finite set. Denote the set of all relations obtained in this way by Ry- 
For each e , f  G Yq such that e < f  consider the relation
(e, 1) =  ( / ,  1)(g, 1) 
and denote the set of all relations of this form by R l-
' yr' '-'-ry--/ ' y:-;
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Let
R  — P  U Rq  U  Rm  U  Ry  U Rfi.
Our aim is to show tha t S  = Inv(A |R). Clearly R  is a finite set of relations and all 
relations in R  hold in S. According to Proposition 4.1.4 we need to verify tha t any 
relation wi =  W2 tha t holds in «9 is a consequence of relations in R  and of standard 
inverse semigroup relations. In order to prove this, we need the following proposition.
P ro p o s itio n  4.10.2. Le t w  = ( e i , g i ) . . .  {ek-i,gk-i){ek, '^) G (AU such that \w\ >
2. Then the relation
w = (ei, l)c 2 . . .  Ck-iv
where cj G v = n { f , g i . . .gk- i )  for some f  G Ym and =  v(ek, 1)^"% is
a consequence of relations in  R .
We need the following two technical lemmas:
L em m a 4.10.3. Let w  =  n(e, gi^2 ■ • -9k){fA) ,  where f  G Yq* Then there exists I G Ym 
such that the relation
w =  {e, l )n{l ,gig2. . -9k)
is a consequence of the relations in R . Moreover, if  we let u  = io.{l,gig2 • - - 9k)> then 
u{f , l )u~^  G
Proof. Let f  G Ym so tha t f  < f .  Let Ik =  Let Jk~i  G Ym such that
Ij = holds. Such elements exist by Lemma 4.2.1. Since /  <  / ,  we also obtain that
..Pky < (4,22)
Assume that
n { e , 9 i . .  .pfc) =  ( e , g i )  • • • { e k - i , 9 k - i ) { o k , 9 k ) -
'' L y
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Applying the appropriate relations in R  we obtain  
(efc_i,5fc_i)((efc,gk) ( f ,  1))
=  { e , g i ) . . .  ( e k - i , g k ~ i ) ( ( h , I ) ( e k , g k ) ( f A ) )  by (P4)
=  ( e , g i ) . - - ( l k - l A ) ( e k ~ i , f f k ~ i ) ( k A } ( e k , 9 k ) ( f A )  by (R4)
=  { h A ) ( e , 9 i ) ( h , l )  - ■ • i k ^ i , l ) ( e k - i , 9 k - i ) ( k A ) ( e k , 9 k ) ( f , I )  by  (R4)
=  ( e , l ) ( h , 9 i ) ( 0 2 A )  ■ ■ ■ { e k - i A ) ( k - i , 9 k ~ i ) ( e k A ) ( ( h , 9 k ) ( f A ) )  by ( P l )
— (g> 1)(^i, 5i)(g2, 1) • • • ((g/c—1 } l)(Zfc_i,9k~i) (ok,  1))(^ A:5 9k) by (P3)
“  (g, l)(^i J p l) (g2 , 1) • • • (g/c—1 51) (Z/j_i, (Zfc, 5fc) by (P 5)
— (g, l)(^ i7 9i )  ’ • ' i^k—i,  9 k—i)(^k7 9k) by (P 5)
=  (g, l)(n(Zi,gi ...gk)).
It is immediate from (4.22) that i f u  =  n (Z i,gig2 • > .gk), then u ( f ,  l ) u “  ^ e  c(^i92...gkf)^ O
L em m a  4 .1 0 .4 . Let  w  =  ( / ,  l )n (e ,g ig 2 . .  • gk), where f  G Ym- Then
w =  ( e , l ) n ( / , g i g 2 . . .gfc) 
is a consequence o f  the relat ions in R .
Proof. Let / i  =  /  and let / 2 , . . . ,  /k  G Yn such that =  f j  holds. Assum e that
n(G,glg2 - - -9k)  =  (c ,gl )(C2 ,g2 ) • . . (Gk- l ,gk-l )(Gk,gk).
Then
w  =  ( / ,  I ) (e ,g i) ( e 2 ,g 2 ) . . .  (G k-i,gk-i)(Gk,gk)
=  (e, 1 )( ( / ,  g i) (e 2 , g2 ) ) . . .  (Gk-i, gk -i)(ck , gk) by (P l)
=  (G ,l) ( / ,g l ) ( G 2 ,l ) ( /2 ,g 2 ) . . .  (6k-l,gk-l)(G k,gk) . by (P 7)
=  ( e ,l ) ( / ,g i ) (G 2 , l ) ( / 2 ,g 2 ) . . .  ( (G k -i,l) ( /k - i,g k -i)(G k ,l))( /k ,g k ) by (P7)
=  (G ,l)( /,g l)(G 2 , l ) ( / 2 ,g 2 ) . . .  ( (G fc -l,l) ( /k - l,g k -l))( /k ,g k ) by (P5)
=  (g, l ) ( / , g i . ) ( / 2 ,g 2 ) . . .  ( /k - i ,g k - i) ( /k ,g k )  by (P5)
=  ( e , l ) n ( / , g i  . . . g k ) ,
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verifying the lemma. □
Proof of Proposition 4.10.2. We proceed by induction on the length of w.
If \w\ = 2, then w = (/,g )(e , 1), where ( /,g )  G A U A ~ ^ ,  We assume tha t ( /,g )  G
Ym X (X U X~^). The case when ( /,  g) G A U A~^ is such tha t g =  1 can be verified
similarly. Let ê G Ym such tha t < ë and let ^ ë^ = I. By Lemma 4.2.1, I G Ym- 
Moreover,
w = ( / ,g ) (e ,l)
=  ( / , l ) ( ( / , g ) ( e , l ) )  b y  ( P 2 )
=  ( / , l ) ( ( ê , l ) ( / ,g ) ) ( e , l )  by (P4)
=  ( / , l ) ( / , l ) ( e ,g ) (e , l )  b y (P l)
=  ( / , l ) ( ê ,g ) (e ,l )  by P l
=  (/, l)(ê, g)((Z, g~^)(e, g)(e, 1)) standard inverse sg. relation
=  (/, l)(ê, g)(e, 1)(Z, g“ ^)(ê, g) standard inverse sg. relation
Clearly, (e,g)(e, l)(Z,g~^) G c(%), verifying tha t the proposition holds for all words of the 
form, ( / ,g ) (e ,l) .
Assume tha t the proposition is true for all words over AUA”  ^ tha t satisfy the condition 
stated in the proposition and whose length is less then m, where m  >2.  We consider the 
following two cases:
Case 1. w = ( e i ,g i) . . .  (ek_ i,l)(ek ,l);
Case 2. w ~  ( e i ,g i) . . .  (ek-i,gk-i)(G k,l), where g^-i ^  1.
Case 1. The inductive hypothesis can be applied to the subword
(^1, gl) • • • (Gfc—l, 1),
and hence we obtain tha t
w =  (ei,l)c2 .. .Ck_2^(ek,l),
where cj G -%6j+i), u = n ( / , g i . . . g k - 2 ) for some f  e  Ym and Ck- 2  =  l) ii“ .^
By Lemma 4.8.3, we know tha t u~^ is matched to u, and so applying a relation of type
(R3) we obtain that u~^{f ,  1) =  In particular, we have
Ck_2(/, 1) =  Cfc_2.‘ (4.23)
On the other hand, by Lemma 4.10.3, there exists I G Yn so that
n ( / , g i  •. .gk-2)(efc,l) =  ( / ,  l )n(Z,g i . . .gk-2)  (4.24)
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by (4.24) 
by (4.23)
standard inverse sg. relation 
standard inverse sg. relation
holds, and if we let v  denote the word n (Z ,g i. .  .g k -2 ), then
Ck-i =  v(ek,  l ) v “  ^ e  (4.25)
Summarizing the above facts, we obtain that
w  =  (ei ,  l ) c 2 . . .  Ck-2 u{ek,  1)
=  (Gl, 1)C2 . . . Ck_2ti(Gk, l)(Gfc, 1)
=  (e i, 1)C2 . . . Ck_2 ( / ,  l)^(Gk, 1)
=  (e i, 1)C2 . . . Ck_2^(Gk, 1)
=  (gi, 1)C2 . . . Ck-2yy~^v{Ok71)
=  (gi, 1)C2 . . . Ck-2^(Ck, 1)V~^V 
=  (e i, 1)C2 . . .  Ck-2Ck-l'y 
verifying that the proposition indeed holds in the first case.
Case 2. If w  =  ( e i , g i ) . . .  (Gk-i,gk-i)(Gk, 1) where gk_i ^  1, then ek -i G Yn, since all 
generators of the form (e ,g ), g /  1 have first component in Yn- Applying (R2) we obtain  
that
w =  (Gi , g i ) . . .  (Gk-l, gfc-i) (Gk, 1)
— (g1, g l) • • • (Gk—1, l)(Gk—1 ; gk—l)(Gfc, 1).
The inductive hypothesis can be applied to the subword
(g1 , gl ) • • • (Gk—1 , 1),
and so we obtain
W = ( e \ ,  1)C2 . . . Ck-2^i(Gk-l,gk-l)(Gk, 1),
where Cj e  c(^i-^^ej+i), u  =  n ( / , g i . .  .g k - 2 ) for some /  G Yn. and Ck_ 2  =  i/(Gk-l, 1)^"^. 
To unravel the information, we have that
u {e k - i , l ) W ~ ^  =  (^i"-^^-2ek-i,l),
and so
( /  A 1) =  ( ^ ' 1) (4.26)
holds. Taking into account th a t , ek -i G Yn, we thus obtain from (4.26) that /  =  
91 In particular, we have that u =  n ( / , g i . . .  gk -2 ) is matched to  (e k - l ,g k - i) ,
and so by Lemma 4.8.1 we obtain
tt(G k-i,gk -l) =  n ( / , g i .. .g k - 2 g k -i). (4.27)
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By Lemma 4.8.3, we know tha t n  ^ is matched to u, and so applying a relation of type 
(R3), it follows tha t 1) =  u~^.  In particular, we have that
Cfc-2(/, 1) =  Ck_2. (4.28)
To summarize the above observations,
w = (ei, l)c 2 . . .  Ck-2 u{ek- i ,gk-i ){ek, I)
— (ei, l)c 2 . . .  Cfc_2 n ( / , g i .. .gfc-2 gfc-i)(ek, 1).
We need one more observation to finish the argument. Making use of Lemma 4.10.3, we 
have that there exists I G Yn so that
n ( / ,  g l . . .  gfc-2gfc-i)(ek, 1) =  i f ,  l)n(Z, g i . . .  gk-2 gk-i) 
holds and if we let v = n (Z ,g i. . .  gk-2gk-i), then
C k - i  =  î i ( e f c , l ) u “  ^ G c ( ^ i - g A - i e k ) .  
Summarizing the above facts:
(4.29)
(4.30)
Gl, 1)C2 . . . C k _ 2 ï l ( / ,  g l  . . . g fc -2 g fc - l ) (G k ,  1)
G l, 1)g2 . . . Ck—2 ^ i f , g l  • . • g k —2gfc—l) (g /c , 1) (Gk, 1)
Gl, 1)C2 . . .  C k - 2 ( / ,  l ) "u (ek ,  1)
Gl, 1)C2 . . .G k _ 2 ^ ( G k , l )
e i ,  1)C2 . . .  Ck_2^ u ~ ^ u (e fc ,  1) 
e i , l ) c 2 . . . C k - 2 v i e k , l ) v ~ ' ^ v  
Gl, 1)C2 . . . Ck-2Ck- lV
by (4.29) 
by (4.28)
standard inverse sg. relation 
standard inverse sg. relation
proving Proposition 4.10.2. □
We are now ready to prove tha t S  — Inv(A|R). Recall tha t G = G rp(X |P) and 
Y  =  InvActc ( Y) IQ).
Proof of Proposition 4.10.1. Assume tha t the relation wi = W2 holds in 5 . By applying a 
relation of type (R3), we may assume that
wi = ( e i ,g i) . . .  iem, 1) and tha t W2 =  i f i , h i ) . . .  (/k, 1).
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By Proposition 4.10.2, we have that
Wi — (si, l)c2 •.. Cffi—iu,  (4.31)
where Cj e  u  = n ( e ,g i . . .  gm~i) for some e G Yn and Cm-i =  u{em, l)w“ .^
We write
(w i )y  =  (e i,l)c2 ...C m -i 
and recall the notation introduced in Section 9:
ûii =  ei A^^C2 A . . .  and ini =  g i . . . g ^ - i .
Similarly we have tha t
W2 =  ( /i,l)d 2  •••dfc_in,
where dj G c(^li-'^^'/j+i), v = n ( / , / i i . . .  hk-i )  for some f  G Ym and d k-i = v{fk,  l)n “ .^ 
We write
{w2)y = ( / i ,  1)^2 ... 4 - 1 ,
W2 =  A A ^ '^ / 2  A . . .  A and W2 = h i . . .  h k -y
We prove in four steps that wi =  m2 is a consequence of relations in R  and of standard 
inverse semigroup relations.
Step 1. Since mi =  m2 in S, we have tha t mi =  m2 holds in G, and hence there exists 
a finite sequence of words
mi =  CKi, CK2, . . . ,CXt =  W2
such tha t aj+i is obtained from a j by applying a relation in P  or a standard group relation. 
It follows tha t there exists a finite sequence of words
rr(e, g i . . .  g-m—1 ) — (3i,. • ., /?i =  u(e, h i . . .  /i^—1 )
such tha t /3j4.i is obtained from /3j by applying a relation in R g U R m - In particular we 
have a finite sequence of words
(m i)y(n(e,gi . . .g m -i))  =  {wi)y/3i , . . .  , {wi)ypt  = (w i)y (n (e ,4  . . . 4 _ i ) ) .  (4.32)
Step 2. Since mi =  m2 in S, we have that mi =  m2  holds in Y , and hence there exists a 
finite sequence of words
m i  =  71 , 72 ,  - - - l q  =  W2
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such tha t 7 j+ i is obtained from j j  by applying a relation in Qr . It follows tha t there 
exists a finite sequence
(mi)y =  Si,Ô2,. . . ,ôq =  (m2)y
such tha t is obtained from ôj by applying a relation in R y  U P l  C R q U Pm  or a 
standard inverse semigroup relation. In particular, we have a finite sequence of words
( m i ) y ( n ( e ,4 . . . 4_ i ) )  =  5i{n{e ,h i .. . h k - i ) ) , . . .
. . . ,  Sq(n{e, h i . . .  4 - 1  )) =  (m2 )y(n(e, h i . . .  4 - i ) ) -
Bearing in mind (4.32), we thus obtain tha t ^
(w i)y(n(e, g i . . .  gm)) =  (m2 )y(n(e, h i . . .  4 - 1  )) (4.33)
is a consequence of relations in R  and of standard inverse semigroup relations. In the 
following two steps, we verify that
( m 2 ) y ( n ( e , 4  . . .  4-l)) =  ( m 2 ) y ( n ( / , 4  . . .  4 - i ) )
is a consequence of relations in R , and thus verifying tha t mi =  m2 is a consequence of 
relations in R.
Step 3. By (4.31), we have that
mi =  ( m i ) y  A e
and so we obtain
mi =  mi  A e.
On the other hand we know tha t mi =  m2 , and hence
m2 =  m2 A e. (4.34)
Step 4- We give a finite sequence of words
(m2)y (n(e ,  h i . . .  4 - i ) )  =  cq,  . . . ,  =  (m2)y ( n ( / ,  4  . . .  4 - 0)
where cr^yi is obtained from crj, using relations in R . Recall that
(m2)y =  ( / i ,  1 ) 4  . .  . 4 - 1 ,  .
where 4 - 1  =  and v = n ( / , / i i . . .  4 - i ) .  Applying (R3), we obtain that
1) =  v~^ and hence we get that
(w2)y =  {w2)y{f,  1).
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It follows tha t i
(m2 )y (n(e, h i . . .  4 _ i ) )  =  (m2 )y ( / ,  l)(n(e, h i . . .  4 - i ) )
— iw2 )y(e,  l ) (n ( / ,  h i . . .  4 - i ) )  by Lemma 4.10.4.
Bearing in mind tha t m2 =  "^^2 A e by (4.34), there exists a finite sequence of words
(W2)y(e, 1) =  =  (w2)y,
such that Cj+i is obtained from Q using relations in R y  U R l O R q U R m - It follows that
(m2 )y (e, l )v = (lU, . . . , C i v ~  (w2 )yv,
verifying tha t mi =  m2 is indeed a consequence of relations in R  and of inverse semigroup 
relations. □
We end this section by returning to our examples.
E xam ple  4.10.5. Let Y o  be the double infinite chain with an identity element adjoined 
on top and let G be the infinite cyclic group. Define the action of G on Yo as it was in 
Proposition 4.2.4. Clearly G is finitely presented and Y o  satisfies the maximum condition.
According to Proposition 4.7.1, Yo is finitely presented as an inverse semigroup with 
respect to the action of G. Hence, by Theorem 4.9.1, the semidirect product S  = Y o  x G 
is finitely presented as an inverse semigroup.
E xam ple  4.10.6. Consider the semilattice Y o  introduced in Proposition 4.2.6 and let ,
G be the infinite cyclic group. Define the action of G on Y o  as it was in Proposition '
4.2.6, Clearly G is finitely presented and Y o  satisfies the maximum condition. We have 
also shown in Proposition 4.7.2 tha t Yx> is finitely presented as an inverse semigroup with 
respect to the action of G. Hence, by Theorem 4.9.1, the semidirect product S  — Yx> x G 
is finitely presented as an inverse semigroup.
E xam p le  4.10.7. Consider the semilattice Aqo introduced in Proposition 4.2.5 and let 
G be the infinite cyclic group. Define the action of G on Acx> as it was in Proposition 
4.2.5. We verified in Proposition 4.7.3, tha t Aoo is not finitely presented as an inverse 
semigroup with respect to the action of G. Hence, by Theorem 4.9.1, the semidirect 
product S  — A00 X G is not finitely presented.
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4.11 S ch ützenb erger a u to m a tic ity
In this section, we give a necessary and sufficient condition for a semidirect product of a 
semilattice by a group to be Schützenberger automatic.
As in the previous sections, if we say tha t a group G acts on a semilattice Y , then 
it will be understood tha t G acts on Y on the left by automorphisms. We recall the 
notation introduced in Section 9: Let A be a semigroup generating set for the semidirect 
product S  ~  Y  X G of a semilattice by a group and assume tha t A C S .  For a word 
w = ( e i ,g i) . . .  (em,gm) G A+, we let
w = g \ . .. gm-
P ro p o s itio n  4.11.1. Let Y  he a semilattice and G he a group acting on Y. Then the
semidirect product S  = Y  x  G is Schützenherger automatic if  and only i f  the following
conditions hold:(9A1) G is automatic;
(9A2) Y satisfies the maximum condition and is generated hy a 
finite set Y q with respect to the action of G;
(9A3) There exists an automatic structure (X, K ) for G such that 
for all e e Y  and f  e Y q the language
K l  = { w e K \ e <  “/}
is regular.
Proof. (=>) If 9  =  Y X G is Schützenberger automatic, then S  is finitely generated. 
It follows by Proposition 4.3.1, tha t G is generated by a finite set X , tha t Y satisfies the 
maximum condition and is generated by a finite set Yq with respect to the action of G, 
and hence (9A2) holds. Let Ym denote the set of maximal elements of Y. For the sake of 
convenience we assume tha t X  is closed under taking inverses, tha t 1 € X  Ç G and that 
Ym G Yb G Y. In particular we may assume tha t S  is generated by the finite set
A =  (Ybx{l})U(lYiXX).
Since X  is closed under taking inverses, for each element (e, h) E A, (e, h)~^ E A  holds 
by Lemma 4.2.1 and Proposition 4.2.7. Thus A is a semigroup generating set for S.  Let 
(f : A+ —> S  denote the homomorphism extending the identity map : A —> 9  and let 
'if) : X^* -4 G denote the homomorphism extending the identity map L2 '- X  ^  G. Let 
e e Y  and consider s = (e, 1) G 9. Let R  denote the fZ-class R  of s. By Proposition 4.2.7, 
we have tha t
A =  {(e,g)|gG G }. (4.35)
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Making use of Proposition 3.2.1, and of Corollaries 3.4.6 and 3.6.6 in Chapter 1, we 
have that there exists a regular language L  over A  such that the following conditions hold:
(cl) s • Lip = R]
(c2) L= =  {(u,u)|ti € L}6a  and hence is a regular language;
(c3) La — {("u, v)\u ,v  E L, s ’ u • a = s • v } S a  is a regular language for all a E A.
We claim tha t G is automatic by verifying tha t the fellow traveller property holds in 
the Cayley graph A of G. Consider the map
L —> w I—> w,
and let K  — L. It follows by (4.35) and (cl), tha t Kif) = G.
The language K  is regular, since iî A  = {E, A , p , p , F)  is a finite state automaton 
accepting L,  then the automaton obtained from A  by changing the labels (e, h) E A  to h 
accepts K.  Let w\ and W2 E K  such that '
dA,{wi,W2) < 1.
Then w\ • x  W2 for some x E X .  Consider the elements Ui ,U2 of L  for which % =  wi 
and U2 ^ W 2 - Clearly, for all t >  1
til (t) =  (t) and U2 { t ) = W 2 {t). (4.36)
Let /  E Ym such tha t e < =  “V- Since Y  satisfies the maximum condition, such an
element of Ym exists by Lemma 4.2.1. Then s - ui  - ( f , x )  = s ■ U2 , and hence
dr(s ■ u i , s  -U2 ) < 1.
Since R  is Schützenberger automatic, the fellow traveller property holds in the Schützen­
berger graph P of jR by Proposition 3.7.10. Hence, there exists a constant k e N such that 
whenever u , v  E L  with dr{s • u , s  - v) < 1, then 4 ( s  • u(t), s • v{t)) < k holds for all t > 1. 
It follows tha t for all t >  1,
dr{s • ui{t ) , s-  U2 {t)) < k.
Because of the observations made in Example 3.7.2 of Chapter 1, there exists a word a  
over A, whose length is less then or equal to k and
S • lAl(t) • a  =  s • U2{t).
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Bearing in mind (4.36) and tha t s = (e, 1), we obtain that w i(t)a  =  W2 {t), and hence
dA{wi{t),W2{t)) < k,
proving tha t the fellow traveller property holds in the Cayley graph of G.
Let wi,W 2 G K .  Before we show tha t (9A3) holds, we verify that
w\ = W2 if and only if wi = W 2 . (4.37)
Clearly, if wi =  W2 , then wi = W2 - Assume tha t wi = W2 and let ui,U 2 G L  such that
u \  =  w \  and U2 =  W2 - In particular we have that s  • u i  ~  { e , w i )  and s  - U2 =  ( e , W2 ) and
hence we may deduce tha t (u]_,U2 ) G L=. It follows by condition (c2) tha t ui = U2 and so 
wi = 1 8 2 , verifying (4.37). In particular we have obtained that
181 =  182 if and only if iti ~ U 2 . (4.38)
To show tha t (9A3) holds, let /  G ib  and consider the generator ( / ,  1) G A. Our aim is
to show that
K f  = { w e  K\e < “ /}
is a regular language. Note that
(ll, V)ÔA G 4 = ^  s - u -  { f , l )  =  s - v
(6 ,A )( /,  1) =  (6,1))
( u , v )  G Û G a / .
Thus û = v\yy  (4.37) and hence bearing in mind (4.38) we may deduce tha t
(u,v) G if and only if u = v and û G K [.  (4.39)
By Proposition 2.3.1, we have tha t the language
L I = {u G L  \ {u , v ) 5 a  G 1) for some v G  A*} 
is regular. It follows tha t the language
L l  = { û e K  \ u e L l }  
is regular as well. We finish our proof by showing that
Z l  =  K l .
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Let w G l I .  Then w = û  for some u G l I ^  and hence e < “/  holds, verifying tha t w G k I .  
Now let w G K [.  Then e < ^ /. Let u G L  such tha t u = w. Then by (4.39), {u^u) G 
and so u € proving tha t w G L{.
(< = ) For the converse, assume that G is a group acting on a semilattice T , where 
G and Y  satisfy conditions (5A1) — {SA3). More precisely, assume tha t {X ,K )  is an 
automatic structure with uniqueness for G, where X  is closed under taking inverses. To 
simplify notation, we assume tha t 1 Ç X  Ç G. Let 'ijj : X~^ —> G denote the homomorphism 
extending the identity map : X  G. Suppose tha t Y  is generated by the finite set 
lo  with respect to the action of G. We assume tha t the set of maximal elements Ym is 
contained in %  and tha t for all e G T  and f  G Yq, the language k I  = {w g K\e < '^ /} is 
regular. Let S  = Y  » G. By Corollary 4.3.2, the finite set
A  ~  (Iq X {1}) U {Ym X X)
generates 5  as a semigroup. Let (p : A'^ S' be the homomorphism extending the identity 
map L2 : A  S.
Let R h e  an arbitrary 7Z-c\ass of S and assume that (e, 1) G iî. To simplify notation, 
denote (e, 1) by s. Choose ë G Ym such tha t e < ê. Since Y  satisfies the maximum 
condition, such a maximal element of Y  exists. Define
^ : X  —» w 1—^ n(e, w)
where n is the function defined in Section 8 .
Let L  =  K ^.  We show tha t L is a regular language, by constructing a finite state 
automaton accepting it. Let A \  = (E i,X , /i,p ,T ) be a finite state automaton accepting 
K .  Such an automaton exists, since K  is a regular language. To simplify notation, 
let B  =  {Ym X X ) and consider the automaton A  = (S, J5,z/, (p, (ê, 1)),T  x B), where 
E =  (S i X B) U {FB} and
(X n  /^),(/, M) =F S  otherwise.
By the definition of the function n, and since A \  is an automaton accepting X , we have 
that ^  is a finite state automaton accepting L.
By the definition of the function n  and since X  is an automatic structure with unique­
ness, we have that
n(ê, wi) =  n(ê,iü 2 ) if and only if wi = wg. (4.40)
Since Kip = G and since R  = {{e^g)\g G  G} by Proposition 4.2.7, s ■ L p  = R  holds.
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Let u ,v  e  L  and wi,W 2 € K  such tha t wi^ = u  and =  v. Then
(w, v )5a  E L= 4=> s • u  = s ' V
<(=> (e, l)n (e ,iy i) =  (e, l)n (ê ,iü 2 )
4=4> (e,wi) = (e,W2)
<=> {wi,W2)ôx E K=.
It follows by (4.40) tha t {u, v ) 0 a  E L= if and only i î u  = v, verifying tha t
L= = {{u,u) I u e  L}Sa ^
Let ( f , x )  G A  and consider the language k I  ~  { u  G K \ e  < “/} •  By our assumptions, 
K i  is a regular language. Let u , v  G L  and wi,wg  G X  such th a t w i ^  =  u  and =  v.  
Then
(U, v )5a  E S - U - ( f , x )  =  S^V
(e, l)n(e, w i)(/, æ) =  (e, l)n(e , wg)
(e ,w i)(/, æ) =  (e,W2 )
{wi,W2)5x E Kx, Wi G x/.
It follows that
L{f,x) = X  ^ ) < ÿ y l  n  (X / X  X )(^ X  ^)ÔA.
Since X, Kx  and X /  are regular languages we have tha t X^J^^ (^ x C)^A and (X / x X )(^ x 
^)6 /l ai'e regular languages as well. Thus we may deduce tha t L^^x) is a regular language. □
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C hapter 5
H N N  extensions
In the 1950s, G. Higman, B. Neumann and H. Neumann investigated embeddability ques­
tions of groups. Among others, they considered the following problem. Let G be a group 
and C/, V  be subgroups of G tha t are isomorphic via cp : U V . They asked whether 
it is possible to embed G into a group so tha t H  possesses an element t for which 
t~^ut = u p  holds for all u g U. They showed tha t this is always possible; the construction 
they gave for H, is called an HNN extension of G.
The above problem was first introduced for semigroups by Howie [20] in the following 
settings. Let B be a semigroup, e  G  E{S),  Let U ,V  Ç . eSe be subsemigroups of S  tha t are 
isomorphic via p  :U  —> V. Does there exists a semigroup H  and t, t' G  H, where t' G V  (t) 
so tha t S  embeds in B , t^ut =  up  and tt ' — t 't  ~  e, Howie proved tha t if U and V  are 
unitary subsemigroups of eBe, then this is possible.
HNN extension of inverse semigroups was considered in recent years. There are two 
alternative definitions for an HNN extension of an inverse semigroup. One is introduced 
by Yamamura [36], the other by Gilbert [14]. In this chapter, we first discuss group 
HNN extensions from finite generation and finite presentability point of view. Regarding 
finite generation, a sufficient condition will be straightforward. Moreover, we shall see 
that B ritton’s lemma is the key in giving a necessary and sufficient condition for finite 
presentability of an HNN extension of a  group. Considering Yamamura’s HNN extension, 
we verify tha t the group theoretic results generalize. The role of B ritton’s lemma is played 
by the strong HNN property in this context. G ilbert’s HNN extension is more delicate 
and the ^-preorder is the key notion in understanding finite generation and presentability. 
Regarding finite presentability, a variation of the strong HNN property will help us in 
giving a necessary and sufficient condition. Results of sections 3-8 are the result of a joint 
work [11] with N.Gilbert and N.Ruskuc. \ ^ ^ i v e  more detailed proofs for these results.
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5.1 G roup H N N  ex ten sion s
The construction of an HNN extension of a group arose while Higman, Neumann and Neu­
mann studied embeddability problems related to groups. The construction is employed in 
solving algorithmic problems, e.g. undecidability of Markov properties of finitely presented 
groups.
D efin ition  5.1.1. Let G =  G rp(X |P). Let U and V  be subgroups of G tha t are isomor­
phic via p  :U  —^ V .  Let t ^  X .  The group presented by
H  = G rp(X ,f |P, t~^ut = up  {u G U))
is called the HNN extension of G associated with p  \U  ~ ^ V . The element t  is called the 
stable letter of H.
In what follows, we assume tha t G = G rp(X |P), tha t U and V  are subgroups in G 
that are isomorphic via p  :U  V. To simplify notation, instead of
H  = Gi'p{X,t |P, t~^ut — u p { u G  P)>,
we write
i f  =  G rp(G ,t \t-'^Ut = V).
The following theorem is due to Higman, Neumann and Neumann.
T h eo rem  5.1.2. The group G embeds in H  = Grp(G, t \t~^Ut = V).
Proof. See [2, Chapter IV].□
Clearly, if G is finitely generated, then the HNN extension H  is also finitely gener­
ated. However, the converse is not necessarily true. To demonstrate this fact, we give an 
example. Let C2 = (x) be the cyclic group of order two and let
G =  . . .  X G2 X C2 X G2 X . , . .
Clearly G is not finitely generated. In particular we have that G is generated by the 
elements of the form
where x  appears exactly a t the ith  position. Denote the set of these elements by X .  Let 
P  =  {x^ =  lQ ,xy  =  y x |x ,y  G X } .  Then G =  G rp(X |P). Let H = V  = G. We consider 
the following automorphism of G:
P • G ' > G, X{jXî2 • • • t > Xjj-j-iXjg-j-i • ■ ■ Xj^-j-i.
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Consider the HNN extension of G associated with p  : G G',
H  — G rp(X ,t |P, t~^ut =  up, u G G).
Observe tha t for every i G  Z, we have It follows tha t H  is generated by
the finite set {xo,t} as a group.
Next, we are going to discuss when H  is finitely presented. For this, we need the
following notion.
D efin ition  5.1.3. Consider the HNN extension H  = Gip{G,t \t~^Ut =  F), A pinch is a 
word over GU of the form t~^ut, where u G U ot of the form where v G V.
Lem m a 5.1.4 (B ritton ). Consider H  = Gvp{G,t \t~^Ut =  V). Let
where gj G G {0 <  j  < n) and ej G  { 1 , - 1 }  ( 1  < i < n). I f  w represents the identity 
element of H , then it contains a pinch.
Proof. See [2 , Chapter IV].□
Proposition  5.1.5. Let G be defined by the finite group presentation (X\P). Let U and 
V  be subgroups in G that are isomorphic via p  : U —> F . Then the H NN extension
H  = Grp (A, t |P, t~^ut — up  (u G  U))
is finitely presented i f  and only i f  U is finitely generated.
Proof. Assume tha t the HNN extension
H  — G rp{X ,t |P, t~^ut — up  {uG U))
is finitely presented. Then there exists a finite subset Y  C U  such tha t H  is isomorphic to
Hq = Grp(G, t ] t~^ut =  up, (u G Y)).
Let Uq denote the subgroup of U generated by Y.  In particular, we have tha t Hq is the 
HNN extension of G associated with p  ’. Uq Uop. By assumption U is not finitely 
generated, and so there exists u G U \U q.  Then t~^ut(up)~^ — 1 holds in H  and hence in 
Hq. Making use of Britton’s lemma it follows tha t t~^ut{up)~^ contains a pinch and so 
u G  Uq, leading to a contradiction.
For the converse, assume tha t U is finitely generated by V. Then, it is immediate tha t
H  = G ip{X ,t  |P, t~^yt ^ y p  { y e  Y)).
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5.2 Y am am ura’s H N N  ex ten sion
Yamamura generalized the notion of an HNN extension to inverse semigroups in such 
a way that the construction possesses similar properties as in the case of groups. In-
[36], it is shown tha t several im portant inverse semigroups, e.g. free inverse semigroups 
and the bicyclic monoid arise as Yamamura HNN extensions of certain semilattices. The 
Yamamura HNN extension is as powerful as in the case of groups for discussing algorithmic 
problems. Among others, undecidability of Markov properties of finitely presented inverse 
semigroups is proved in [36].
D efinition 5.2.1. Let 5  =  Inv(Y |P) be an inverse semigroup. Let e, /  G E(S).  Let U 
and V  be inverse subsemigroups of S  such tha t e G U C eSe and f  G: V  Ç. f S f .  Assume 
that U and V  are isomorphic via p  : U F . The inverse semigroup S* defined by the 
presentation
S* — Inv(X ,f |P, = e, =  / ,  t~^ut = up  {u G U))
is called the Yamamura HNN extension of S  associated with p  :U  - ^ V .  The element t  is 
called the stable letter of 5*.
In what follows, we assume th a t S  = Inv(X jP), tha t e, /  G E{S)  and tha t e G U Ç. eSe
and /  € F  Ç f S f  are isomorphic subsemigroups in S  via p :U  V. To simplify notation,
instead of
S* = liv /{X ,t  |P, tt~^ — e, t~^t =  / ,  t~^ut = u p  {u G U))
we write
S* =  liTv{S,t \tt~^ =  e,t~^t — f , t~ ^U t  — F ).
The following theorem is proved by Yamamura in [36].
Theorem  5.2.2. The inverse semigroup S  embeds in the Yamamura HNN extension S* = 
lnv{S,t \tt~^ =  e, t~^t = / ,  t~^Ut = F ).
If S  is finitely generated, then the HNN extension S* is also finitely generated. As in 
the case of groups, the converse is not true.- The same example as the one introduced in 
the previous section demonstrates this fact.
The main purpose of this section is to discuss finite presentability of the Yamamura 
HNN extension. For this, we need the following theorem proved by Yamamura [36, The­
orem 1 2 ].
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T heorem  5.2.3. Let S  be an inverse semigroup and consider the Yamamura HNN exten­
sion S* ~  lnY{S,t \tt~^ =  e, — / ,  t~^Ut — V). Then t~^St f \ S  — t~^Ut — V.
The above theorem can be considered as a weaker version of B ritton’s lemma and is 
called the strong HNN property by Yamamura. W hether Britton’s lemma can be general­
ized for Yamamura’s construction is still unknown. Yamamura’s conjecture is tha t a fully 
analogous result does not hold. We see tha t concerning finite presentability of Yamamura’s 
HNN extension, the group theoretic result generalizes.
P roposition  5.2.4. Let S  be defined by the finite inverse semigroup presentation (Y jP). 
Let e, /  E E[S) and let e E U Q eSe and f  E V  Ç. f S f  be inverse subsemigroups that are 
isomorphic via p  : U —> F . Then the Yamamura HNN. extension
S* — lirv{X,t |P, tt~^ — e, t~^t — / ,  t~^ut ~  up  {u E U))
is finitely presented i f  afid only if  U is finitely generated.
Proof. Assume tha t the Yamamura HNN extension
S* = liTv{X,t |P, tt~^ = e, t~H = / ,  t~^ut = up  (u E U))
is finitely presented. Then there exists a finite subset Y  Ç.U  such tha t S* is isomorphic 
to
Sq =  Inv(X, t |P, tt~^ = e, t~H -- / ,  t~^ut = up  (u E Y)).
W ithout loss of generality we may assume th a t e e Y.  Let Uq be the inverse subsemigroup 
of U generated by Y .  Since e is the identity element of Uq, we have th a t for all u.E Uq, the 
relation t~^ut =  up  is a consequence of relations of the form t~^yt — yp,  where y E Y .  
It follows tha t S q is the Yamamura HNN extension of S  associated with p  : Uq Uop. 
Making use of Theorem 5.2.3, we obtain tha t
t~^St n  S  = t~^Uot = Uqp = Uop. (5.1)
By assumption U is not finitely generated, and so there exists u E U \U o .  Clearly 
t~^ut =  up  holds in S*, and so in S q. By (5.1), there exists uo E Uq such th a t t~^ut = uop, 
and hence up  = uop. Since p  is an isomorphism it is injective, and so we obtain the 
contradiction th a t u = uo. Thus U is indeed finitely generated.
For the converse, assume tha t U is generated by a finite set Y .  Since e is the iden­
tity element of P , we obtain tha t the Yamamura HNN extension is defined by the finite 
presentation
S* — liiY{X,t |P, tt~^ = e, t~^t = / ,  t~^ut = up  {u É Y)).
□
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5.3 G ilb ert’s H N N  ex ten sion
Making use of the relationship between inductive groupoids and inverse semigroups, Gil­
bert introduced an alternative notion for an HNN extension of an inverse semigroup in 
[14]. The relationship between the two notions of HNN extensions is discussed, moreover 
maximal subgroups and the maximal group homomorphic image of the construction is 
described [14]. In [13], Gilbert shows tha t free inverse semigroups, and the bicyclic monoid 
arise as Gilbert’s HNN extension of certain semilattices. To be more accurate, the latter 
case is set in a more general context. Namely, it is explained how Bruck-Reilly extensions 
of monoids arise as Gilbert’s HNN extensions. The purpose of this section is to introduce 
Gilbert’s notion of an HNN extension of an inverse semigroup, and to prove some useful 
results.
First, we recall some definitions and results regarding inverse semigroups. We have 
already mentioned, that the natural partial order < has an im portant role in inverse 
semigroup theory.
D efin ition  5.3.1. Let S  be an inverse semigroup and s , t  E S. We define
s < t  <=> s = et
for some e E E{S).
It is easy to see, that
s < t  <=> s = f t  for some /  E E{S)  
s~^ < t~^.
D efin ition  5.3.2. Let S  be an inverse semigroup and P  be a subset of S. We say tha t P  
is an order ideal of S, if whenever s < u ,  where u EU,  then s e U holds.
There is another relation which will be important in our considerations, namely the 
< j  preorder.
D efin ition  5.3.3. Let S  be an inverse semigroup and s , t  E S. We define
s 1 s E StS.
Note that s < j  t and t < j  s if and only iî s J  t. Moreover, if s < t, then s < j  t. W ith 
the help of the natural partial order and the P-relation the < j  preorder can be described 
in the following way [27, Proposition 8 ] :
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Lem m a 5.3.4. Let S  be an inverse semigroup and s , t  E S. Then s < j  t i f  and only if  
there exists u E S  such that sDu  < t.
D efin ition  5.3.5. Let S be an inverse semigroup. A set E Ç  E(S) is said to J-dominate  
S, if for every s E S  there exists f  E F  such tha t s <j  f.
N otation . Let U be an inverse subsemigroup of S. Then for any F  Ç  E{U) we let 
UF = {u E U \ 3e, f  E F  such tha t uu~^ < e, u~^u < /} ; 
this is easily seen to be an inverse subsemigroup of S.
D efinition  5.3.6. Let S  — Inv(XjB). Let U and V  be inverse subsemigroups of S  that 
are order ideals. Assume tha t U and V  are isomorphic via p  : U —» F . The inverse 
semigroup S*u,<p defined by the presentation
S^ u,<p =  In v (x  U {tg I 6 e  E (P )}  \P, tetj^ =  ef, t yHf  =  {ef)p ,
= u p  {uE  U))
is called the Gilbert HNN extension of S  associated with p  :U  —> F . The elements te are 
called the stable letters of S^u,(p'
To make reference easier to certain relations, we fix the following notations for this 
section. Let S  — Inv(XjB). We let U and F  denote inverse subsemigroups of S  that 
are order ideals. We assume tha t U and F  are isomorphic via p \ U F . For a subset 
L  Ç  E{U) we let
T l  =  = e f ,  t~^tf  =  {e f)p  \ e j  E L}
and for brevity we denote Tf{u) by T. For a subset L  Ç  E[U) and a subset AT of P  we let 
'^L,K -  {l^e^utf = ap \ a E K, e , f  E L, oa~^ <  e, a “ ^a < /}  
and for brevity we denote Wf(u),U by W .  The following proposition will prove useful.
P roposition  5.3.7. (a) I f  e E E{S) and f  E E (P ), then etf  = In particular, if  
e < / ,  then e t f  — tg.
(b) Let e , f E  E (P ) and u E U with uu~^ < e and u~^u < f .  Then the relation 
t~^utf = up- holds in and so
B*[/,y =  In v(X u {tg |eE E (P )}|B ,T ,W > .
(c) Fix a subset F  Ç  E (P ) and suppose that Up is generated by a subset Y  Ç. Up. Then 
for all u E Up with uu~^ < e and u~^u < / ,  e , f E F ,  the relation t~^utf  =  up  is a 
consequence of the relations in P U T p U  TFp^y.
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Proof, (a) Let e e  E{S)  and /  € E{U). We verify tha t etf = t^f is a consequence of 
the defining relations of S^u^^p and of standard invèrse semigroup relations. Indeed,
e t f  =  e t f t j ^ t f
— e f t f  by applying a relation in T
=  te f t~ f t f  by applying a relation in T
— te f{e f)p  by applying a relation in T
=  te f{e f)p t~ jte f  by applying standard inv. sg. relations
=  (e f) te f  since te f{ef)pt~f = e f
= te ft~ fte f  by applying a relation in T
— ^e/ •
(b) Since uu~^ < e, -we have tha t euu~^ ~  uu~^. Since u~^u < / ,  we have tha t u~ ^u f = 
u~^u. Thus, with the previous part of the proposition in mind, we obtain that
t~^utf — t~^uu~^uu~^utf =  =  up. .
It follows tha t all relations in W  hold in On the other hand
= u p \ u E U }  Q W ,
and so we obtain that
S*u,<p = Inv(X U {te I e G E{U)}\ P ,T ,W ) .
(c) We proceed by induction on the number of elements of Y  required to express u e  U 
as a product. The base case is dealt with by the relations with y e Y .  Let u = uiU2 , with 
u\,U 2 E Up and assume tha t uiu^^ < i = tit~^, u^^ui < g — tgt~^ and U2 U2  ^ < h =
U2 ^U2 < j  = for some i , j ,g ,  h E  F. Then ui = iuig  and U2 = hu2j  hold as a 
consequence of P,  and hence
t~^utf — t~^U\U2tf
~  t~'^{iuig) • {hu2j)tf
=  t j h i  (uip) tg h h  {u2p) t j H f
= {ei)p {uip) {gh)p {u2 p) ( j f ) p  =  (e(iuig){hu2 j ) f ) p  
— {euiU2 f ) p  = up.
□
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D efin ition  5.3.8. Let S  be an inverse semigroup. A product siS2 . . .  5 „, of elements of S  
is called a trace product if s^^Si — for all 1  <  % <  M — 1 .
L em m a 5.3.9. Let S  he an inverse semigroup and let s \ ,S 2 E S. Then there exists 
t i , t 2 Ei S  such that the product of siS2 equals to the trace product t \ t 2 and t i  <  s i , t 2 <  S2 
holds.
Proof. Consider the idempotent e =  s{'^siS2 S2  ^ and let t i  — s\e  and Î2 = esg. Clearly 
Si < t l  and S2 <  t 2 - Moreover an easy calculation shows tha t t f ^ t i  =  t 2 tg  ^ and that 
t i t 2 =  SieS2 — S1 S2 . □
By an easy induction the following lemma can be verified.
L em m a 5.3.10. Let S  be an inverse semigroup. Then a product of elements s\S2 . . .  
of S  equals to a trace product t \ Î 2 . . .  t ,^ with ti < si for all 1 < i < n. Moreover, if
s — t l . . .tn is a trace product, then ss~^ = tit{"^ and s~^s = t~^tn.
In the HNN extension we shall consider products tha t are words on the alphabet
BU {te|e E E(U)}: for such words, we can form trace products that preserve the structure 
of the word. Combining Lemma 5.3.10 with Proposition 5.3.7(a) we obtain the following:
L em m a 5.3.11. An element h = sity^S2 t^^ "  - SnFf^Sn+i E S*u^tp, where Ci = ±1 for  
1 < i  < n  and Si E S  for 1 < i < n + 1 is equal to a trace product r i t l \ r 2 tll • • • rntl^rn+i
where <  f i  for 1 < i  < n  and n  <  s,, n  E S  for  1 < i <  n  +  1.
D efin ition  5.3.12. Let S  be an inverse semigroup. Let U and V  be inverse subsemigroups 
of S  tha t are order ideals. Assume tha t U and V  are isomorphic via p  : U —> F . Consider
the Gilbert HNN extension S*u,ip- A pinch is a word over S  U {te ,tj^ \ e E E{U)}  of the
form t~^_iUtu-iu, where u e U or of the form
The following proposition will prove useful when proving Proposition 5.5.1.
P ro p o s itio n  5.3.13. [18, 29] Let h = s i t l \ s 2 tH • • • Sntl^Sn+i be a trace product in S^u,ip, 
with n  > 0. I f  h is an idempotent then it contains a pinch.
5.4 A n  a ltern ative  p resen ta tion  for G ilb er t’s H N N  ex ten ­
sion
In preparation for discussing finite presentability of Gilbert’s HNN extension, we give an 
alternative presentation for the HNN extension S*u,(p- Throughout this section, we use 
the notation introduced in the previous section.
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P ro p o sitio n  5.4.1. Let S  = Inv(X |P) be an inverse semigroup and let U ,V  be inverse 
subsemigroups of S  that are order ideals. Assume that U and V  are isomorphic via p  : 
U V. Let F  be any J-dom inant subset of U. Then
S*u,<p = Inv{X U {te'. e E E}|P, Tp, Wp^Up)'
Proof. Let X p  = X  U {te: e E F}  and H p = Inv{Xi?|P, Tp, Wp^Up)- By Proposition 
5.3.7, S^u,(p = Inv(X  U { te ‘. e E E{U)}\P, T, W). We show tha t and Hp  are
isomorphic inverse semigroups by giving two inverse semigroup homomorphisms rj : Hp  
S*u,tp and : S*u,<p —^ H p  th a t are inverse to each other.
Since Tp Ç .T  and Wp^Up Ç W, we clearly have tha t the identity map on XjP induces 
an inverse semigroup homomorphism 7] : H p ^  S*u,tp-
For each e E E{U), choose and fix Wg E C/ and ë E F  such tha t
e =  lielig , Uq Ue ^  6 ,
Uq = ë  = e {e E F).
We show tha t the mapping te »-> Uetë{uep)~^ and the identity map on X  together induce 
an inverse semigroup homomorphism ^ : S*u,<p Hp. That is we show th a t ^ maps 
relations in to relations tha t hold in Hp.
Let 6 1 , 6 2  E E{U). Gleaviy u~yue2U~J-Ue^  < uJ^Ue^ < % andu~^UeiU~yue2 < u~^Ue^ < 
6 2 , and we have
6^ 1 ^ ^ 6 2  ^ “  Ueitei{UeiP) ("^ 6 2W & 2  ^ 6 2  
=  Ueite^{u~^Ue^)ptr^uy^
-  Ue^uyflue^U~l =  6 1 6 2  =  (6 1 6 2 )^
using the relation te^{u~yuefi)pt'^l — u~yue2 from Wpfjp and it follows tha t {te^t~^)i — 
(6 1 6 2 )^ indeed holds in Hp. Similarly,
^ei ^^62  ^“  (^eiV^)^ëi ^ei ^@2^62 ('^6 29-^ )
=  {Ue^p){UQ^Ue2)p{Ue2TT^
= iF^eiU~lue2 U~^)p =  (6162)99 = ((6 1 6 2)99)^ .
and it follows tha t {t~yte2 ) i  = These considerations show tha t all the relations
in T, once rewritten in terms oî X p ,  follow from Tu and Wp^Up in iJi?.
Now consider a relation f~^nte2 — up  from W,  where uu~^ < ei and u~^u <  6 2 , u E 
U, 6 1 , 6 2  E E{U). Consider =  Ueitëi{ueiP)~^ and =  Ue2të2 {ue2T)~^- Note tha t
( u ~ ^ U U e 2 ) { u Q ^ U ~ ^ U e - L )  =  U ~ ^ U 62U ~ ^U e ^  =  U ~ ^ U U ~ ^ U e i  =  U ~ ^ U e ^  <  %
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and similarly {u~^u~^uei){u~yuue2 ) < eg, hence ujyuue2 E Up. In particular, we have 
that t^^u~yuue2h 2 = (u~yuue2 )p  is a relation in Wp^Up and we obtain
=  {UeiP)t^^U~^^UUe2të2{Ue2T)~^
=  iUe^p){u-^UUe2)p{Ue2P)~^
=  (Ue-^U-^UUe2Uj^)p
— {eiU€2 )p  = up  = {up)^.
It clearly follows tha t indeed holds in Hi?. This completes the check
that ^ is a homomorphism.
Let us now check tha t g and ^ are inverse to each other. Indeed, for x E X  we clearly 
have XT)  ^ — x  and. =  x. Likewise, for e E F  we have tg/y  ^ — ig. Now consider any 
e E E(U)\ we have
I'e^V ~  (Uete{Uep'j T^f — Uetë(Uep'j — U^Uq ig =  etg — tg,
using the relations t~^Uete = Uep and ete =  tg, which hold in S^u,ip> This completes the 
proof tha t 77 and ^ are mutually inverse. □
5.5 F in ite  gen eration  o f  G ilb ert’s H N N  ex ten sio n
In this section, a necessary and sufficient condition will be given for the Gilbert HNN 
extension of inverse semigroups to be finitely generated.
As, in the previous section, we use the following notation. We let S  denote an inverse 
semigroup. We let U and V  denote inverse subsemigroups of S  tha t are order ideals. We 
assume th a t U and V  are isomorphic via p  -. U V. For a subset L  Ç E{U) we let
T l  = = ef, t ~ h f  = {ef)p \ e , f  e L }
and for brevity we denote Tp^uj by T. For a subset L  Ç E{U) and a subset H  of H we let
W l,k  ~  = ap \ a E K, e , f  E L, aa~^ < e, a~^a < /}
and for brevity we denote Wp(^ i/-^  i/ by W .
P ro p o s itio n  5.5.1. Let S  be a finitely generated inverse semigroup. Let U and V  be 
inverse subsemigroups of S  that are order ideals. Assume that U and V  are isomorphic 
via p  : Ü ^  V. Then the Gilbert HNN extension finitely generated i f  and only if
U is finitely ff-dominated.
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Proof. Suppose th a t S  is finitely generated by X  and tha t S*u,(p is finitely generated. 
Then there exists a finite subset F  Ç  E{U), such tha t S*u,tp is generated b y  X u { t f \ f  E F},  
and hence by S  U { t f \ f  E F}.  Let e E E{U) \  F. Then, in the Gilbert HNN extension 
S*u,(pi the stable letter tg is equal to some word
W =  • • • Snty^Sn+l
on the generating set S  U { t / \ f  E F},  where €{ = ±1 ,{1 < i < n). By Lemma 5.3.11, fg 
may also be represented by a trace product
w' =  ntl\r2t%  • • • rntllrn+i
where for each i , {1 < i < n), a  < fi  and <  Si for each i , ( l < i < n - | - l ) .  By application 
of IF-relations we may assume tha t w' contains no pinch. I t is possible that w' is the 
trace product fg, in which case e <  /  for some /  E E, in particular e < j  f .  Assume now 
that is not identical to tg. Note that by Lemma 5.3.10 is a trace product and
by Proposition 5.3.13 the trace product contains a pinch. This must be the final
segment where =  u p  for some u e U and e =  u~^u. Hence eVuu~^ and
uu~^ < fn  ^  E: th a t is, e < j  fn^ Therefore, U is finitely j7-dominated by the set E.
Conversely, suppose tha t U is finitely j7-dominated by E. Given e E  E{U) suppose
that e < j  f  with eVh  and h < f .  Take u E  U with uu~^ = e and u~^u = h. Then
by applying standard inv. sg. relations 
=  tj^uu~^  by applying relations in T
=  t~^uu~^uu'~^ by applying standard inv. sg. relations
= t~^uhu~^
— t~^ut]itf^u~^ by applying relations in T
=  uptj^^u~^ by applying relations in T,
and so te — ut}^{up)~^ holds. In particular we have that the following hold in S^u.ip'-
te =  uth{up)~^ =  utht]{hh{up)~^
= uhth{up)~^ by applying relations in T
=  uhtf{up)~^  by Proposition 5.3.7
=  utf(up)~^.
Thus we may deduce tha t te is expressible as a word on the generators X  U { ty |/ E E},
and is finitely generated. □
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5.6 F in ite  p resen tab ility  o f G ilb ert’s H N N  ex ten sio n
The main purpose of this section is to give a necessary and sufficient condition for S^u,(p 
to be finitely presented.
P ro p o s itio n  5.6.1. Let S  he a finitely presented inverse semigroup and let U, V  he inverse 
subsemigroups of S, that are order ideals. Assume that U and V  are isomorphic via 
p  : U V. Then the Gilbert H NN extension S*u,tp is finitely presented if  and only if  U 
is finitely ff-dominated by a subset F  Ç E{U) such that the inverse subsemigroup Up is 
finitely generated.
Proof. Assume tha t the inverse semigroup S  is defined by the finite inverse semigroup 
presentation {X\P). Assume tha t U is H-dominated by a finite subset F  Ç E{U), and 
tha t Up is generated by a finite set Y  of words on X .  As before, let X p  = X \J  {te\e E E}. 
Then by Proposition 5.4.1,
=  Inv(Xi?|E, Tp, Wp^Up)‘
On the other hand, since Wp^y Ç W f,Up and since all relations in Wp^Up are consequences 
of relations in R U Tp U Wp^y by Proposition 5.3.7 (c), we have that
Inv(Xp|E, Tp, Wp^Up) = Inv(Xp|E, Tp, Wp^y).
Since E  and Y  are finite it is clear th a t the latter presentation is finite, hence is
indeed finitely presented.
For the converse, suppose tha t is a finitely presented inverse semigroup. In
particular, S^i/,tp is finitely generated and so by Proposition 5.5.1, there exists a finite
v7-dominant subset E  C E(U) of U. Then, by Proposition 5.4.1,
S*u,(p — Inv(Xp|E, Tp, Wp^Up),
where P  and Tp  are finite sets of relations, but Wp^jjp is possibly infinite. Since is
finitely presented by assumption, there exists a finite subset Wq Ç  Wp^Up, such that
E^u,cp = Inv(Xp|E, Tp, Wo).
Consider the finite set
y  =  {xi E U\3e, f  E F  such that {t~^utf = up) E Wq} U E ,
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and let Uq be the inverse subsemigroup of U generated by Y .  Our aim is to show that 
Up is finitely generated by showing tha t Uq — Up. By definition of Uq, we clearly have 
Uq Ç  Up. For the reverse inclusion we need the following variation of the strong HNN 
embeddability.
L em m a 5.6.2. Let e , f E F  and U^j = {u E Uq\uu~^ < e, u~^u < /} . Then, in S*jj,ip, 
we have
p s t f  n  5  =  p u , j t f  =  Uej<p.
Proof. Relations in Wp^Up imply immediately tha t t~ ^U ^jtf  = U ejp  and that
p u ^ j t f  c  p s t f  n  5 .
To prove the reverse inclusion we employ a technique used by Yamamura [36]. Let Uop — 
Vq and S' be a copy of S  with l : S  S' an isomorphism, let Uq =  Uqi. Since Uq is 
an inverse subsemigroup of S,  the amalgam K  = S  *Vo=U(, can be considered. By a 
theorem of Hall [16] (see also [30]), S  and S'  are canonically embedded in K ,  tha t is we 
have embeddings l\: S  K, L2 : S ' K .  Moreover by the strong amalgamation property 
of inverse semigroups [16] we have tha t S l i  (1 S 'l2 = Uq = Vq. Let if =  if^oi2' Then it is 
clear that ip: S t i  —> S 'l2 is an isomorphism; furthermore for all u E Uq, {uLi)ip =  {m)i2 =  
{up)Li. It follows by identifying S l\  with S, tha t ip\uo = p\uq- Let be obtained from 
K  by adjoining an identity to it, and form the Yamamura HNN extension
K* =  I n v ( A r ^ , t | R “  ^ =  1 =  t~^t,t~^st =  sip ,{s E S))
associating the subsemigroups {Sli)^ and (5'i2)^*
Next we show th a t the mapping te t—> et and the identity map on S  together induce an 
inverse semigroup homomorphism v : S^u.ip K * , tha t is we verify tha t u maps relations 
in St^u,(p to relations tha t hold in K*. Let e , f E F  and u E Uej such th a t uu~^ < e and 
u~^u < f:
(teF)itj'^i') = {et){ft)~^ =  ett~^f = e f  = [ef)p,
{t~^F){tfi/) = (et)“ ^ (/t)  =  t~ ^e ft  =  {ef)ip = {ef)p  =  {{ef)p)iy, 
(t~^p){uu){tfv) =  (et)~^u{ft) = t~ ^eu ft  =  t~^ut — uip = up  = {up)i/.
Therefore relations in P  U T  U W are indeed mapped onto relations tha t hold in K*.
Let us now consider an arbitrary s E t~^S tf  n S ,  and write s = t~ ^ z tf  for some z  E S. 
Then in K* we have
s = su — t~ ^ez f t  E t~ ^ e S f t  fl S.
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By the above mentioned strong amalgamation property, we have that
{et)~ \S{ft)  n R  =  t - ^ e S f t  n S  = {eSf)i{j n S Q S i p n S Q  S 'i2 n  S ii  =  =  Fo.
Therefore there exists u q  6  Uq such tha t the relation t~ ^ e z f t  =  u q p  holds in K*. Let g, h E 
F  be such tha t uqUq^ < g and Uq^uq < h, so tha t the relation UQp = (gt)~^UQ{ht) =  t~^uot 
holds in K*. Now from t~ ^ ez f t  —  t~^UQt and =  t~H  =  1 it follows tha t e z f  =  u q .  
This, in turn, implies tha t 'uq'Uq  ^ < e and <  / ;  hi other words u q  E Uqj. Also,
notice tha t e z f  =  uq is a relation between elements of S, and hence it also holds in S^u,tp' 
So, returning to we have
s =  t~ ^z t f  = t~ ^ e z f t f  = t~'^UQtf E t~^U ejtf ,
completing the proof. □
We are now in the position to prove the remaining inclusion Up Ç Uq. Let u E Up. 
Then there exist e, f  E F  such tha t uu~^ < e and u~^u  <  / .  I t follows th a t t~^utf = up  
holds in S*u,(p> Applying Lemma 5.6.2, we have tha t there exists u q  E Uq such that 
u p  =  u q p ,  and so we obtain that u =  u q  E Uq, proving tha t Up —  Uq is indeed finitely 
generated. □
We conclude this section by formulating-Proposition 5.6.1 in the special case when 
E{U) satisfies the maximum condition. Recall tha t we say that E(H) satisfies the maxi­
mum condition if U has finitely many maximal idempotents F  — {f i ,  f 2 , . . . ,  fm }  and for 
every idempotent e E E{U) there exists f i E F  such tha t e < fi. Note tha t in this case F  
is also a finite J7-dominant subset and Up = U holds, and so we may conclude:
C o ro lla ry  5.6.3. Let S  be a finitely presented inverse semigroup and let U, V  be inverse 
subsemigroups of S  that are order ideals. Assume that U and V  are isomorphic via p  : 
U ^  V . Assume that E{U) satisfies the maximum condition. Then the HNN extension 
S^u,tp is finitely presented if  and only i f  U is finitely generated.
5 .7  A  com p ellin g  con seq u en ce
Proposition 5.6.1 and its proof have the following intriguing consequence. Assume that 
S, U, V  and p  are as in Proposition 5.6.1 and suppose tha t is finitely presented.
Taking any finite j7-dominant set F  C E{U), we have
S^u,(p = Inv(Xi?|R,Tj?,TFo),
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where Wo is a finite subset of Wp^Up. But then the converse part of the proof of Proposition 
5.6.1 shows how this presentation yields a finite generating set for Up. In other words if 
Up is finitely generated for some finite j7-dominant subset F  then Uq is finitely generated 
for every finite H-dominant subset G. In fact, we can prove this in full generality removing 
the requirements tha t S  be finitely presented, that U be an order ideal, and any mention 
of F .
P ro p o s itio n  5,7.1. Let S  be an inverse semigroup and assume that the inverse sub­
semigroup U is finitely U-dominated. Then Up is finitely generated for some finite J -  
dominant set F  i f  and only i f  Uq is finitely generated for every finite J-dom inan t set 
G.
The proof is divided into the following two lemmas.
L em m a 5.7.2. Let Up be finitely generated and g be an arbitrary idempotent of U.  Then 
Upu{g} M finitely generated.
Proof. Assume tha t Up is generated by the finite set A. Let e E E  be such that 
g < j  e. Then there exist k ,l  E U, such tha t g = kel = kell~^ek~^ = kll~^ell~^k~^, 
hence there exists v E  U such that g =  vev~^. From this we have tha t gv = ve = gve. We 
claim tha t is generated by A U {gve}. Let s E  HPu{g}- The following four cases
are to be considered.
(i) The case when s E  Up is straightforward.
(ii) Assume tha t s s“ ,^ <  g. Then s =  5^55  =  •s-ne)n~^. Since eu“ ^S'üe E Hp,
there exist a \ , . .. ,ak E  A U A“  ^ such that ev~^sve =  a i . . .  a^. From this we have 
that 8 = ve ' a \ . . .a^ - ev~^ = gve - u i . . .  - (gve)~^.
(iii) Assume tha t < g and s~^s < f  for some f  E  F. Then s — g s f  = v{ev~^ • sf ) .  
Since ev~ ^sf E  Up, there exist &%,..., E A U A“  ^ such tha t e v ^ ^ s f  =  a i . . .  a/.. 
Fi'om this we have tha t s — ve - a i . . .  ak = gve • a i . . .  aj .^
(iv) The case when s'~^s < g and ss~^ < f  for some f  E  F  can be proved similarly as
(iii).
□
L em m a 5.7.3. Assume that Up is finitely generated and that for some g E  F , G = E \{^}  
is also J-dom inant in U . Then Uq is finitely generated.
Vf.*
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Proof. Let Hp be generated by the finite subset A  which we may assume, without 
loss of generality, is closed under taking inverses. There exists e  E  F  \  { g }  for which
g 6 , and hence g  =  v e v ~ ^  for some v  E  U. Let A' denote the set of elements of A
for which a a ~ ^  < g  and for which there is no other j  E  F  \ { g }  such tha t a a ~ ^  < j\  also 
let A" =  Notice tha t if a € A' then a  = g a ,  while if a G A", then a  = a g .  Let
Ê  = A  \  (A' U A"). We show tha t Uq is generated by
B  = ê c { a i v e :  G A \  A'} U G A \  A '^} U G A}.
Let s E Uq Ç Up. Then s — aiag . . .  a^ for some a i , . . . ,  a^ G A. If a  ^ G A', then substitute 
a* by gap, if a* G A", then substitute a% by a*g; and if a^  G A' n  A", then substitute a, by 
gaig. Consider now all subwords w of the form ai-iaigai+ig. . .  gam-igamUm+i^ These 
subwords can be written in terms of B, since
w = a i- i  • aive • ev~^aive • ev~ ^a i^ i . . .  • ev~^am-iue  • • am+i>
It follows that s can be written in terms of B, hence Uq is generated by B. □
5.8 E xam p les
Here we provide four examples of HNN extension of inverse semigroups.
E xam p le  1 . Let B be the bicyclic monoid, considered as the set N x N with binary 
operation {m,n){p,q) = (m — n  +  m ax(n,p),g  — p +  m ax(n,p)). Now B is presented 
as an inverse monoid by B =  Inv(aja =  a^a~^), where a =  (0,1). Let H =  B and 
V  = {{m ,n )\m ,n  > 0 } with p  : U V  the shift map (p,q) (p +  l ,g  +  1), so that 
ap  =  a “ ^a^. It is clear tha t U — B  is H-dominated by the identity element 1 =  (0,0), and 
tha t U[iy = B  is finitely generated. Hence the HNN extension B^s,ip is finitely presented. 
It is easy to check that
Inv(a,f|a  =  — aa~^,t~^t = a~^a,t~^at =  a“ ^a^)
gives a presentation.
E xam p le  2. W ith B as before, suppose now tha t H =  B(B) =  {(m ,m )|m  G N} with 
p  : (m, m) t-» (m +  1, m  +  1 ). It is clear tha t H is finitely H-dominated by the identity 
element 1 =  (0,0) of H, but H j^j. = U is not finitely generated. Hence we may conclude 
that the HNN extension B=i^ u,(p is finitely generated but not finitely presented.
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E xam ple  3. In this example we construct a finitely presented HNN extension S*u,(p, 
with U not finitely generated. Let S  — Inv(a, e|aa~^ =  l , ae  =  0, =  e) considered as a
semigroup with 0 . It can be easily seen that
G N} U {0}
is a set of normal forms for S. Consider the inverse subsemigroup
U ~  {a~''ea^i,j G N} U {0}
of S  , together with the identity isomorphism l: U - ^ U .  We observe tha t U is isomorphic 
to the infinite aperiodic Brandt semigroup, and hence U is H-dominated by any of its 
idempotents. Let F  =  {a~^ea^}. Then Up — {a~^ea^,0} is finite, so certainly finitely 
generated, and it follows tha t the HNN extension is finitely presented. However, the 
associated inverse subsemigroup U is not finitely generated.
E xam ple  4. Our final example shows tha t the maximum condition on E{U) is essential 
in Corollary 5.6.3. We give an example of a finitely presented HNN extension of a finitely 
presented inverse semigroup 5 , where the associated subsemigroups contain finitely many 
maximal idempotents, but do not satisfy the maximum condition and are not finitely gen­
erated. Consider the semidirect product S  — Yqo X G, introduced in Example 4.10.5. We 
verified that S  is finitely presented as an inverse semigroup. In particular, it is generated 
by the set {(eo, 1 ), ( l,p ) , and if we correspond a to (1 ,^), b to (1 , 5 “ ^) and c to
(eo, 1 ), then we have that
S  — Inv(a, 6 , c\ab = ba = 1,(? — c, cbc = be, cac = ca).
Then it can be easily seen that
(i) {a* : 7 G N} U {F  : z G N} U {a6 } U {x'^cy^ : x, y e  {a, 6 } i, j  G N} is a set of normal 
forms for S,
(ii) E{T)  is an infinite chain with an identity element adjoined on top:
< b^ca^ < bca < c < ach < < . . .  < 1,
(iii) the H-class H i of 1  is isomorphic to the infinite cyclic group,
(iv) K  = T \ H i  is a bisimple aperiodic inverse subsemigroup of S, which is not finitely 
generated.
It follows from (ii) and (iv) that, for any e G E{S) \  {!}, the subsemigroup
Ue = {u e U: uu~^,u~^u < e}
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is finitely generated. To be more accurate, if e =  (e^, 1), then Uq is generated by the finite 
set 1 ),
Take two copies RH) and of S and let T  be their 0-direct union. I t is straightfor­
ward tha t T  is finitely presented. Let /  G and let U be the 0 -direct union of K
with Uf. Then U has one maximal idempotent / ,  and is not finitely generated since the 
subsemigroup K  contains an infinite ascending chain of idempotents. Moreover since K  
is bisimple, for any e G E{K),  the idempotents e and /  are H-maximal in U and
U{ej} — {u e U:  uu~^,u~^u < e or uu~^,u~^u < /}
is isomorphic to the 0 -direct union of Hg and Uf, and hence is finitely generated. It follows 
by Proposition 5.6.1, tha t the HNN extension H = S^u,l, where l: U —7 U is the identity 
isomorphism, is finitely presented.
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